


 
 

 
 

Abstract 

Using Nanomaterials to Solve Environmental Problems: Advancing 

the Science and Engineering of Photocatalysis 

By 

Jonathon A. Brame 

 

Photocatalysis is a process by which materials can transfer light energy into chemical 

energy in the form of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can then oxidize chemical and 

biological contaminants in water.  Whereas photocatalysis offers the potential to treat many 

recalcitrant priority pollutants in a cost-effective manner, it has yet to become a viable, wide-

spread treatment option due to implementation barriers that include limitations in treatment 

efficiency and relatively high costs of some photocatalytic material. This thesis seeks to increase 

the applicability and understanding of nanomaterial-enhanced photocatalytic oxidation 

processes to help overcome these barriers.   

Increased photocatalytic efficiency can be accomplished through informed choice of 

ROS-producing materials.  For example, hydroxyl radicals are shown to be much more 

susceptible to hindrance by natural organic matter (NOM), phosphate and wastewater 

treatment plant effluent than 1O2, which is only slightly inhibited by NOM and not by phosphate 

or wastewater effluent. Additionally, a novel crystallization mechanism for photocatalytic TiO2 

nanotubes enabled photo-production of multiple ROS types. This “cocktail” of reactive oxygen 

species contributed to increased efficiency.  

  



 
 

 
 

Novel applications for nanotechnology-enhanced photocatalysis were demonstrated at 

the lab scale.  These include (1) photocatalytic pre-treatment of weathered oil from the 2010 

Gulf oil spill, which increased soluble organic carbon content (indicative of increased 

bioavailability) by 60% and enhanced subsequent biodegradation by 37%; and (2) a water 

disinfection case study in rural Swaziland, which produced a prototype fluidized bed 

photoreactor capable of removing 99.9% of bacteria and viruses in <60 seconds.   

These projects show both a variety of applications for photocatalysis, and ways to 

increase its efficiency and effectiveness. To achieve wide-spread implementation, however, the 

price of photocatalysis must be reduced.  Extensive reuse of treatment materials (>60 cycles), 

and utilization of less-purified starting materials (>90% cost reduction) highlight possible ways to 

reduce the cost of nanomaterial photocatalysis. By reducing financial implementation barriers, 

defining niches where photocatalysis can be superiorly effective, engineering reactor systems 

that enable real-world testing of this technology, and increasing understanding of photocatalytic 

inhibition mechanisms, photocatalysis can become a tool to help solve global water challenges.     
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

“Water, water everywhere, but nary a drop to drink.” 

-Samuel Coleridge, Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner 

“It is water that, in taking different forms, constitutes the earth, atmosphere, sky, mountains, 
gods and men, beasts and birds, grass and trees, and animals down to worms, flies and ants. All 

these are different forms of water. Meditate on water!” 

-Thales of Miletus 

Anyone who can solve the problems of water will be worthy of two Nobel prizes—one for peace 
and one for science. 

-John F. Kennedy 

 

1.1 The Water Problem 

Water is one of the most basic necessities on earth.  Without it, life would not exist.  

Approximately 70% of the surface of the Earth is covered in water, and 60% of the mass of the 

human body is made up of water [1].  Yet despite its relative abundance, water is quickly 

becoming a limited resource.  While it is true that water makes up a large portion of the surface 

of the Earth, most of that water is salt water, unusable as a potable water supply without 

removing the salinity (which can be expensive and consume large amounts of energy).   

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/41364/atmosphere
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Over 97% of all the water on Earth is salt water, which leaves only 2.5% of our water as 

freshwater (Table 1).  Compounding the problem further, 70% of the freshwater on earth is 

bound in glaciers, ice caps and permanent snow in the poles, making it inaccessible without 

expensive and energy-intensive recovery measures.  Only 1/100th of one percent of the water on 

Earth is easily accessible in lakes and rivers, and less than one percent is available as 

groundwater.  Many groundwater reservoirs are being drawn down significantly faster than 

their recharge rate, which is usually on the order of thousands of years.   

Table 1 Sources of water on Earth with corresponding abundance [2] 

Water Source % on Earth 

Oceans, seas, other 
salt water 

97.4 

Glaciers, ice caps, 
permanent snow 

1.7 

Groundwater (fresh) 0.8 

Lakes and rivers 
(fresh) 

0.01 

 

Nevertheless, scarcity is not the biggest issue with water for most areas of the world.  

Worldwide almost 800 million people still lack access to improved drinking water, and 2.5 billion 

people have no means of disposing of their waste [3, 4].   This translates to as many as 3.4 

million deaths every year (almost one every ten seconds), many of them children [5].  More 

people die every year of water-borne diseases than die from all the wars in the world combined.  

With the stakes so high, the United Nations has made this an area of emphasis in their 

Millennium Development Goals, with the stated objective to “halve, by 2015, the proportion of 

the population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation” (see 
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www.un.org/millenniumgoals/).  While impressive progress is being made, unsafe and 

unsanitary water in the developing world is a problem that will be a focal point for generations 

to come (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Sources of water stress. The already limited supply of fresh water resources is being 
stretched and tainted by myriad influences, from use patterns to pollution.  These influences 
make water treatment among the biggest challenges of the next century. 

While water-related diseases are far less common in the developed world, a different 

set of problems poses significant challenges here.  For example, China has increased its number 

of cities by an order of magnitude in the last 50 years, with 12 million farmers moving to cities 

every year [6].  Central water treatment plants cannot keep up with such rapid growth.  Mega-

urbanization is straining water infrastructure worldwide, much of which is past its life 

expectancy but can’t be replaced due to high costs and the need to spend funds on new projects 

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
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[7].  Additionally, increased pollution strains the ability of treatment plants to meet current 

regulations, while emerging pollutants (such as endocrine disrupting compounds and 

pharmaceuticals) are continually introduced, requiring new regulations.   Recent studies have 

found significant quantities of many of these as-yet unregulated compounds—including 

atenolol, atrazine, N,N-Diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET), estrone, meprobamate, and 

trimethoprim—in source water, treated water, and even tap water in the US [8].  Many of these 

pollutants are resistant to the traditional biological treatment processes employed in 

wastewater treatment plants throughout the world.  The result is that effluent from current 

wastewater treatment plants is increasingly contaminated with these compounds, which in turn 

has feminizing and hormone-disrupting effects on natural populations in the receiving water [9-

12].  Since this receiving water is increasingly used as source water for down-stream drinking 

water intakes, those natural populations affected now include humans [13, 14].   

Thus the challenge is two-fold: first, to enable treatment technologies that can be added 

inexpensively to existing systems that are in place world-wide to allow them to continue to 

meet current and future demands in water treatment; second, to introduce novel, point-of-use 

(POU) treatment options that can be used to alleviate dependence on expensive infrastructure 

in the developed world, to enable low-cost, basic treatment of potable water in rural areas (43 

million people in the US lack access to public water systems) and in the developing world, and to 

enable reliable, portable, advanced treatment platforms for response to natural disasters and 

other emergencies that disrupt established treatment systems [15, 16]. Through control over 

material size, morphology and chemical structure, nanotechnology has the capacity to allow leap-

frogging technological developments on both fronts due to the unique properties of materials at 

small scales. Because a significant fraction of the atoms in a nanomaterial are at the surface 

rather than in the bulk, they can be much more reactive per atom than other materials, and can 
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offer superior catalytic, adsorptive, optical, electrical and/or antimicrobial properties that enable 

new technology platforms for next-generation water treatment, reclamation, and supply 

systems [16].   

Figure 2 shows a conceptual plot of technological performance versus cost.  Ideally, 

technology would push towards the upper left quadrant of the graph, with low cost, but high 

performance efficiency.  In the developing world, most technologies are of necessity very 

inexpensive;  programs such as SODIS [17] (SOlar DISinfection) provide basic disinfection 

through use of clear water containers placed in the sun for long periods of time, while simple 

filtration (cloth straining, ceramic pots), boiling, or chemical additives are often the extent of  

water treatment, if any exists at all.  Meanwhile in the developed world, water treatment 

technologies are much more extensive—with industrial-scale drinking and wastewater 

treatment facilities treating millions of gallons per day—but also much more expensive, 

including extremely high capital costs usually paid for by taxes and public bonds.  Currently 

available nanotechnology treatment methods are extremely high performance, but due to the 

research-grade material cost and novel nature of the technology, very few nano-enhanced 

products are economically feasible. 
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Figure 2.  Nanotechnology priorities. The goal of all water treatment technologies is to be 
highly efficient and effective, but still low cost.  Here arrows represent specific ways in which 
nanotechnology can enhance performance, decrease cost and improve efficiency (Figure from 
Qu et al [18]). 

One very promising nano-enhanced water treatment option that has received a lot of 

attention in recent years is photocatalysis.  Briefly, a photocatalyst is a material that takes 

incoming energy from a light source (sunlight or artificial light) and converts that energy into 

chemical energy, usually in the form of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can be used to 

oxidize and remove unwanted chemical and biological contaminants from water.  While 

photocatalysis has been studied for almost a century, and with an intense environmental focus 

for almost four decades, relatively few photocatalytic treatment options have been able to 

advance from lab testing to full-scale implementation. 

1.2 Challenges with manufactured nanomaterials 

While the concept of nanotechnology has been around for almost 30 years, with its 

roots in the mid-to early 1980s [19], few life-changing developments have yet emerged.  Since 
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the early 1990s, the number of nano-related scientific publications have increased exponentially 

(Figure 3), with a doubling time of 2.75 years.  Only in the last few years has this pace slowed 

down as scientific journals become more and more judicious about the type of articles they 

accept (for example, the ACS journal Environmental Science and Technology no longer accepts 

articles about nano-titanium dioxide without special permission from the editorial staff due to 

extreme oversaturation on the topic [20]).  Yet despite almost 1.5 million nano-related scientific 

publications, the Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies (a nanotechnology watch-group 

agency: www.nanotechproject.org) estimates that as of 2013 there are only about 1600 nano-

enabled products on the market, the majority of which are cosmetics, clothing and personal 

care products.  It is apparent that there is still a large gap between the wonders of 

nanotechnology in laboratory research and the utility of nanotechnology in real-world 

applications. 

 

Figure 3. Exponential increase in nanotechnology publications. The total number of nano-
related publications (left axis), and number of papers with a focus on environmental 
applications and implications (right axis) per year from 1990 to 2012. 
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This is a particularly prominent issue in the field of photocatalysis.  While many papers 

have shown the ability of various photocatalytic materials to degrade a wide range of 

contaminants from pesticides and pharmaceutical products to bacteria and viruses [21-32], 

almost all of them have taken place under laboratory conditions using purified water, or with 

the addition of simple organic matter without attempts at using or recreating natural water [33, 

34].  Natural water poses several limitations on photocatalytic degradation, including scavenging 

of photo-generated ROS by natural organic matter (NOM), occlusion of photocatalyst through 

physical shading of the light source by turbidity in the water, and adsorption of the 

photocatalyst material, removing it from the system.  These limitations could significantly 

reduce or even eliminate the photocatalytic contaminant removal efficiency of many of the 

materials reported in the literature to date.  

The size of nano photocatalyst materials is also an issue for adoption into treatment 

systems.  As noted previously, particle size can play an important role in reactivity solid-phase 

transformation, sorption, and electron/hole dynamics [16]. For example, among the crystalline 

structures of TiO2, rutile is the most stable for particles larger than 35 nm, while anatase, which 

is more efficient in producing ROS, is the most stable for particles smaller than 11 nm [35, 36]. A 

major cause for the slow reaction kinetics of TiO2 photocatalysis is the fast recombination of 

photogenerated electrons (e-) and holes (h+). Decreasing TiO2 particle size lowers volume 

recombination of e-/h+, and enhances interfacial charge carrier transfer [37]. However, when 

particle size is reduced to several nanometers, surface recombination dominates, decreasing 

photocatalytic activity. Therefore, the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 has a size-dependent 

maximum due to the interplay of the aforementioned mechanisms, which lies in the nanometer 

range. Unfortunately, the very small size of the nanomaterials makes them very difficult to 
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retain in a treatment system.  Removal can require extensive and expensive filtration, further 

increasing the treatment cost and thereby reducing the likelihood of implementation.  

One possible solution is attaching the photocatalytic material to a substrate, either 

immobile in the treatment system or large enough to be more easily separated from the 

effluent stream post-processing.  While attachment can reduce the active surface area and 

hence the efficiency of the material, it may be the most practical solution to this problem as it 

also facilitates reuse of the photocatalyst material, which can be quite expensive to produce.  Of 

course, reuse can only be accomplished if the material retains its effectiveness for multiple 

reuse cycles: the number of times it can be reused will determine the ultimate cost-

effectiveness.  One of the assumptions of nanotechnology is that when the technology produces 

higher demand for products, that demand will affect the supply of nanomaterials themselves 

and thus lower their cost, which is often the largest portion of the cost of the technology [15, 

16].  Unfortunately, as can be seen in Figure 4, the price of nanomaterials over the past decade 

has only increased, with very few exceptions (possibly due to a technological manufacturing 

change).  If prices remain high, then it will be very difficult for nanotechnology to compete 

economically with current technologies.   
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Figure 4. Price of various nanomaterials by year for the last decade ($/gram).  Data from 
Sigma Aldrich (From Qu et al[18]). 

The illumination source is also problematic for implementation of photocatalysis.    

Many of the most efficient photocatalysts are metallic semiconductors such as titanium dioxide 

or zinc oxides.  The active wavelength range in which these materials can best produce ROS is 

usually in the UV range, which requires high-energy bulbs and limits the use of visible light 

(including sunlight) illumination.  The general strategy to overcome this is by doping the 

photocatalyst with metal impurities, dye sensitizers, narrow band-gap semiconductors, or 

anions to form hybrid nanoparticles or nano-composites [35, 38]. Metals and anions create 

impurity energy levels or narrow the band gap, which lowers the energy threshold for 

excitation.  Among these methods, anion (especially nitrogen) doping, was considered most 

cost-effective and feasible for industrial applications [35], although stability and long-term 

efficacy have not been fully tested and decreased nitrogen concentrations during photocatalysis 

has been reported [39]. 
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WO3 and some fullerene derivatives also have the potential to be used in visible-light 

stimulated photocatalytic water treatment. WO3 has a narrower band gap than TiO2, allowing 

visible light (< 450 nm) activation [40]. Pt doping further enhances WO3 reactivity by facilitating 

multi-electron reduction of O2 and improving e-/h+ separation [41].  

C60 fullerenes generate 1O2 under visible light irradiation (< 550 nm) [42] and their 

performance can be significantly improved (increased solubility and quantum yield) with amino 

functionalization [43, 44].  These materials have been studied here at Rice University to degrade 

pharmaceutical compounds and inactivate viruses [44, 45]. Fullerol and C60 encapsulated with 

poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) can produce 1O2 and superoxide under UVA light [46].  Useful 

application of any of these materials will require a more precise understanding of their 

efficiencies and limitations towards specific target contaminants, performance in various water 

matrices and ability to fit into the required treatment scheme (attachment to substrate or 

surface, functionalization, removal, sorption capacity, etc).  While the range of excitation 

wavelengths can be extended using dopants or exotic materials, these processes are usually 

very expensive and reduce the efficiency of the material [47-49].   

Overall, no other resource is as universally necessary for life as is water; its safety and 

availability is a grand challenge inextricably linked to global health, energy production, and 

economic competitiveness. Myriad issues threaten our ability to supply clean, safe water for 

drinking and for the many applications in both public and private sectors.  While many 

contaminants can cause problems, probably the greatest waterborne threat arises from 

microorganisms such as pathogenic viruses, bacteria, and protozoa. Microbes in water can cause 

disease and death, and can also create major problems for industry. Such contamination 

exacerbates corrosion and biofouling, both of which can significantly increase the cost and 
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complexity of many critical operations. This broad relevance to both public health and industry 

has made removal of microorganisms from water a central challenge of water treatment for 

decades. Unfortunately, all currently used chemical disinfection methods generate toxic and/or 

carcinogenic byproducts. A safer and more efficient method of disinfection is greatly needed. In 

addition, water quality regulations are likely to become more stringent and require the removal 

of recalcitrant pharmaceuticals and endocrine disruptors that are currently not regulated.  

Photocatalysis has shown great potential as a low-cost, environmentally friendly and 

sustainable water treatment technology; however, there are several technical challenges and 

questions that must be addressed prior to large scale application, including 1) what are some of 

the potential inefficiencies in photocatalytic oxidation processes and how can they be improved 

to meet realistic and specific treatment goals? 2) What type of photocatalytic reactor designs 

and catalyst recovery/immobilization techniques will enable cost-effective treatment? 3) What 

are some of the niches in which photocatalysis can add marked and immediate benefit and 

increase treatment effectiveness? My work directly addresses these questions, including several 

case studies and demonstrations.  In doing so, I hope to pave a pathway to technological 

innovation that will enhance the capabilities of water treatment systems and help to enable 

safer water reuse in a manner that uses less energy, relies on more economic and efficient 

materials and requires less infrastructure/capital costs.  

1.3 Objectives, Hypotheses & Significance 

My overarching research objective is to enhance the utility of nanomaterial 

photocatalysis by increasing knowledge about photocatalytic interactions and highlighting 

possible inefficiencies and ways to overcome these inefficiencies; discern applications wherein 

photocatalysis has the potential to fill gaps where current water treatment technology is too 
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expensive or incapable of reaching treatment goals; provide proof-of-concept tests to show how 

nanotechnology can meet those challenges; and highlight areas of interest for future work that 

could further the treatment capabilities of nanomaterial photocatalysis.  These objectives fit 

into two main categories: advancement of the science of photocatalysis and advancement of 

photocatalytic engineering and methodology.  My specific objectives for scientific advancement 

in this thesis are as follows: 

1. Characterize the inhibitory effect of impurities in realistic treatment water on 

homogeneous photosensitized ROS production and degradation efficiency. 

We hypothesize that natural organic matter (NOM) found in real water matrices such as 

wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent will inhibit ROS formation and degradation 

efficiency by absorbing incoming light—reducing the illumination intensity for photocatalysis—

and acting as ROS scavenger—diminishing the ROS concentration available for degradation 

reactions.   

2. Develop a mechanistic model to quantify and predict the inhibitory effects of NOM on 

heterogeneous photocatalysis. 

We hypothesize that the primary mechanisms of ROS degradation inhibition by NOM are bulk 

light filtering, radical scavenging, surface illumination occlusion, and surface effects such as 

charge transfer interference that reduce ROS formation.  Having isolated the first two inhibitory 

mechanisms in objective 1, we can then use heterogeneous photocatalytic measurements to 

determine the surface mechanisms for development of a mechanistic model.  

3. Determine the crystallization mechanism and ROS production type and capacity of 

novel, green-synthesized TiO2 nanotube arrays. 
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Green-synthesized TiO2 nanotubes produce a variety of ROS species, which we hypothesize will 

increase their photocatalytic performance and potentially make them more useful for 

applications requiring selective ROS.  Furthermore, understanding the crystallization parameters 

and mechanisms can help control nanotube morphologies (e.g., tube length and diameter, 

surface roughness, crystal size, doping) for industrial applications. 

My specific objectives for engineering advancement are as follows: 

1. Test photocatalytic materials for use as a pre-treatment to jumpstart bioremediation of 

weathered oil after an oil spill.  

We hypothesize that photocatalytic treatment of weathered oil after an oil spill can increase the 

solubility and bioavailability of some oil components through partial oxidation and hydroxylation 

of organic compounds in the oil, which can lead to decreased remediation time. 

2. Design and build a bench-scale fluidized bed photoreactor that can be used to test 

photocatalytic degradation in a flow-through scenario, probe the extent of 

photocatalyst material reuse and test treatment efficacy in real wastewater effluents on 

site. 

Bench-scale demonstration of photocatalytic water treatment is necessary to advance these 

materials toward real-world application.  As part of a demonstration project with the United 

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, we tested a fluidized bed photocatalytic treatment 

system that could be used to disinfect water in rural Swaziland and show the utility and capacity 

of photocatalytic technology. 

3. Demonstrate how the cost of nanomaterial photocatalysis can be reduced through 

material reuse and fabrication processes using less highly purified starting materials. 
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The current stigma of nanotechnology as highly effective but very expensive can be mitigated by 

a) using materials and methods that do not require such high purity and separation standards, 

provided this doesn’t incur a commensurate loss in efficiency and b) better enumerating the 

capacity and cost-savings of extensive reuse of photocatalytic materials. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 
 

 Chapter two of this work highlights the history, mechanisms, current state of and 

unanswered questions pertaining to photocatalytic treatment technologies.   Much of the 

information presented in the literature review, as well as the background information presented 

above, comes from two published review articles [15, 16]:  

Brame J, Li QL, Alvarez PJJ. 2011. Nanotechnology-enabled water treatment and reuse: 
emerging opportunities and challenges for developing countries. Trends in Food Science 
& Technology 22:618-624. 

Qu X, Brame J, Li Q, Alvarez PJJ. 2012. Nanotechnology for a Safe and Sustainable Water 
Supply: Enabling Integrated Water Treatment and Reuse. Accounts of Chemical Research 
46:834-843. 

 The next three chapters address some of the studies undertaken as a part of the 

scientific objectives of this thesis.  Chapter 3 shows the inhibitory effects of several real-water 

matrices—including natural organic matter, phosphate ions and WWTP effluent—on 

homogeneous ROS-mediated degradation of several relevant contaminants and implications of 

this inhibition for photocatalytic applications.  This work has been submitted for publication in 

Water Research and is under review.  Chapter 4 continues on this topic by addressing NOM 

inhibition on heterogeneous photocatalysis.  This work is currently in progress, and I will present 

partial results that my collaborators and I are using to develop a mechanistic model to account 

for and predict the various inhibition mechanisms in natural water matrices.   
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  In chapter 5 a novel, green synthesis method for fabricating titanium dioxide nanotubes 

is shown to produce multiple types of reactive oxygen species, as reported in[50]: 

Liao Y, Brame J, Que W, Xiu Z, Xie H, Li Q, Fabian M, Alvarez PJ. 2013. 
Photocatalytic generation of multiple ROS types using low-temperature 
crystallized anodic TiO2 nanotube arrays. Journal of Hazardous Materials 
260:434-441. 
 
Chapters 6-8 contain the results of the engineering objectives of my thesis.  

Chapter 6 details the results of a study in which we attempted to jump-start 

bioremediation of weathered oil from the 2011 Gulf oil spill using food-grade TiO2
[51]

.  

Brame JA, Hong SW, Lee J, Lee S-H, Alvarez PJJ. 2013. Photocatalytic pre-
treatment with food-grade TiO2 increases the bioavailability and bioremediation 
potential of weathered oil from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Chemosphere 90:2315-2319. 
 

 In collaboration with the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, we 

were able to participate in a project demonstrating the use of photocatalytic water 

disinfection in rural Swaziland, described in Chapter 7.  The results of this project were 

presented to the Swaziland Ministry of Agriculture in Mbabane, Swaziland in 2012, and 

have been accepted for publication as a case study[52]: 

Brame J, Fattori V, Clarke R, Mackeyev Y, Wilson LJ, Li Q, Alvarez PJJ. 2014. Water 
disinfection using nanotechnology for safer irrigation: A demonstration project in 
Swaziland. Environmental Engineer & Scientist In Press. 
 
Chapter 8 contains unpublished work dealing with the cost of nanomaterial 

photocatalysis and ways to reduce the net treatment cost through material choice, reuse and 

selective processing.  Future work and a vision for next-generation advanced water treatment 

technologies are presented in chapter 9.   
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The two appendices contain additional information relevant to my thesis.  Appendix A 

contains a study detailing the interactions between military-relevant nanomaterials and 

munitions constituents (MCs) to determine the effect those interactions have on bioavailability 

of the MCs to downstream receptors.  This study, which is relevant to the safe and ecologically-

responsible application of nanotechnology (thus meriting its inclusion in this dissertation), was 

undertaken as a part of a series of summer internships with the Army Corps of Engineers at the 

Engineering Research and Development Center (ERDC) and was published in Environmental 

Toxicology and Chemistry [53]. 

Brame JA, Kennedy AJ, Lounds CD, Bednar AJ, Alvarez PJJ, Scott AM, Stanley JK. 2014. 
Influence of carbon and metal oxide nanomaterials on aqueous concentrations of the 
munition constituents RDX and tungsten. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry In 
Press. 

 Appendix B contains the supplemental information that was published online along with 

the published papers in this thesis.  



 
 

 
 

Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Photocatalysis History 
 

As with many other fields, the study of photocatalysis did not start in a 

laboratory, but in the study of natural phenomena.  It was observed that some paints, 

when exposed to direct sunlight, tended to chalk, or form a fine, powdery formation on 

the surface.  While discoloration has long been a problem with pigmentation, in this 

case something in the paint was actually breaking down the paint structure itself.  This 

organic destruction soon interested scientists, who started to study paint chalking to 

determine its cause.   

The first scientific study of this effect was performed in 1938 at University 

College in London by Goodeve and Kitchener [54, 55].  They identified titanium dioxide 

(TiO2 or titania) as a catalyzing agent speeding up the natural photosensitization of 

organic dyes, including studying the light adsorption spectrum and quantifying quantum 

yields for the catalytic process.  Although Goodeve speculated as to the mechanisms 

involved in this process, the groundwork had been laid almost two decades before, in 

1921, at the University of Lugano by Carl Renz [56], who determined that when metal 

oxides are exposed to sunlight, they can oxidize organic compounds.   
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In Renz’ model, the metal oxide was reduced to accomplish the organic 

oxidation: 

             TiO2 + ℎ𝑣 → TiO 𝑜𝑟 Ti2O3     eq. 2.1 

A few years later another Swiss research team ran a series of experiments postulating a 

simultaneous oxidation and reduction at the surface of these metal oxides [57, 58].  

Renz then used this simultaneous reduction/oxidation model to show the photocatalytic 

reduction of various metals during oxidation under sunlight [59].   

Next, Jacobsen discovered a direct correlation between the photochemical 

activity and the chalking behavior of pigments containing TiO2 [60].  Interestingly, 

Jacobsen was also among the first to explore the differences between anatase and 

rutile, the primary crystalline phases of TiO2.  Jacobsen found that the reduction of the 

titania material was completely reversible through re-oxidation from O2 in the air, 

meaning that it could truly act as a catalyst for the oxidation (and even mineralization to 

CO2) of organic compounds in the paint.   

Most of the study of photocatalysis to this point had been performed in air, but 

in the 1950s the focus turned to aqueous suspensions of photocatalysts.  Maria 

Markham, from the Catholic University of America, spearheaded this effort, which was 

primarily centered on zinc oxide.  It was in this context that the first reference was made 

to the formation of hydroxyl radicals (•OH), a form of reactive oxygen species (ROS)[61].  

Markham showed that photo-excited electrons and holes could be transferred to 

molecules that were absorbed onto the surface of the zinc oxide, thus creating radical 
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species.  She also investigated the kinetics of the formation and reaction of ROS and the 

stabilizing effect of small quantities of organics.  In her later work, Markham showed 

that these photocatalysts could be used as a fuel cell and discussed the importance of 

photocatalyst doping to achieve optimal photo-efficiency [62].  Both of these concepts 

would become significant drivers in the field of photocatalysis in later years. 

Following Markham’s work, the importance of adsorbed oxygen species was 

studied more intensely.  Eventually the model developed by Renz and Baur from 

Switzerland was refined to show both the importance of water/oxygen and the 

photocatalytic regeneration of the metal oxide (adapted from [63]): 

TiO2
∗ + (R)CHOH → (R)CO + TiO + H2O    eq. 2.2 

TiO + 1
2

O2 →   TiO2       eq. 2.3 

where “*” represents an excited photocatalyst and “R” represents a general organic 

compound. 

Markham’s work was also the predecessor to the most influential paper ever 

published on photocatalysis.  In 1972, Fujishima and Honda from Japan published their 

paper entitled “Electrochemical photolysis of water at a semiconductor electrode” in 

Nature.  Their findings showed that, above and beyond a simple fuel cell, photocatalysis 

could actually be used for photolysis, the splitting of water into oxygen and hydrogen 

gas.  While technological implications were impressive and the potential marketability 

was immense, probably the most important long-term effect was in bringing the idea of 
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photocatalysis to the forefront of scientific investigation.  The total number of journal 

articles published on the topic of photocatalysis (as obtained from Web of Science) 

before 1972 was less than 100.  From 1972-1980 that number tripled.  Now more than 

60,000 scientific articles have been published dealing with photocatalysis, and almost 

6,000 of them directly cite the 1972 Nature paper.  This study truly opened the door for 

many of the applications that have since been pursued, including photocatalysis for 

water treatment. 

2.2 Photocatalysis for Water Treatment. 
 

By the late 1970s, the field of semiconductor photocatalysis had expanded to 

include not only the transfer of electrons for electrochemical processes such as fuel cells 

and photolysis, but also utilization of those electron transfers for reduction/oxidation 

(redox) reactions.  Scientists started exploring these processes by studying the oxidation 

of cyanide [31], sulfite [64], carbon monoxide [65] and several simple organic acids [66, 

67].  In their 1980 paper in Nature, Kawai’s group showed that carbohydrates (sugar, 

starch and cellulose) could be converted into hydrogen gas through a heterogeneous 

photocatalytic process [68].  While their findings were aimed at producing usable energy 

from photosynthetically-derived materials, the process of organic oxidation through 

photocatalysis was one of the first steps towards using photocatalytic processes for 

water treatment.    

The early 1980s saw a rapid increase in the use of photocatalytic processes to 

remove unwanted organic pollutants from water sources.  David Ollis from North 
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Carolina State University wrote the first of several major reviews in this sub-field in 1985 

[69], commenting particularly on the growing emphasis on the degradation of 

halogenated hydrocarbon contaminants.  Six years later Ollis spearheaded a prominent 

international review on the advancement of photocatalysis for water treatment of a 

wide range of contaminants including chlorinated hydrocarbons, surfactants, herbicides 

and pesticides [70].  This paper also delineated the advancements in the field on such 

subjects as degradation pathways and rates, heterogeneous vs. immobilized 

photocatalysis, and the influence of illumination sources.  In their conclusions, Ollis et. al 

described their vision of the future of photocatalysis for water treatment: 

Over the next decade researchers who wish to use and commercialize 

photocatalysis will need to design reactors that increase the efficiencies of 

photon utilization and to demonstrate economic feasibility beyond that cited in 

the initial reports [70]. 

While this certainly described the focus of photocatalytic research in the following 

decade, Ollis’ prediction is still widely applicable today as photocatalysis is still waiting 

on the mass commercialization that has seemed imminent throughout its history as a 

water treatment technology. 

2.3 Photocatalytic mechanisms. 
 

The basic process of photocatalysis involves a material taking energy from 

incoming illumination and transferring it into chemical energy through charge transfer, 

redox, electrochemical processes, etc.  This can happen through several different 
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mechanisms.  For example, in semiconductor photocatalysis an incoming photon with 

energy equal to or greater than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor creates an 

exciton (electron-hole pair) when it is absorbed by the semiconducting material (see 

Figure 5, adapted from Hoffmann et al., 1995). 

 

Figure 5 Standard mechanism of semiconductor photocatalytic excitation.  Incoming photons 
create an electron-hole pair (1), which can then recombine (2) or participate in oxidation (3) 
and reduction (4) reactions. 

The electron is excited to the conduction band while the hole remains in the 

valence band.  This excess energy can then be released as heat through charge carrier 

recombination when the electron and hole recombine.  Alternatively the electron 

and/or hole can become trapped on the semiconductor surface in a semi-stable state, 

for example, in the presense of surface defects.  Or lastly, the electron and hole can 

participate in surface oxidation and reduction reactions with molecules adsorbed on the 
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semiconductor surface.  All of these processes happen quite quickly: the 

excitation/charge separation occurs in a sub-picosecond timeframe, recombination 

occurs in 30±15 nanoseconds and semistable states can last 100s of nanoseconds [71]. 

The bulk of the chemistry of photocatalysis takes place through the surface 

oxidation/reduction reactions that occur between the separated holes/electrons and 

electron donor/acceptors that are close to the photocatalyst surface—whether 

adsorbed to the surface or trapped within the electrical double layer surrounding small 

charged particles.  Since the oxidation and reduction potential of these holes and 

electrons can be quite high (+1.0 to +3.5 V compared to normal hydrogen electrode 

[NHE] for holes, +0.5 to -1.5 V vs. NHE for electrons, depending on the photocatalyst 

material), these redox reactions are the basis for most photo-induced degradation 

phenomena.  The following equations describe these processes (adapted from [72]):  
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Table 2. Photocatalytic reactions 

Process Equation Characteristic 
time 
 

Eq. # 

Excitation 𝐓𝐢𝐎𝟐 +  𝒉𝒗 →  𝐡𝐯𝐛+ + 𝐞𝐜𝐛−  (fs) 
 
 

2.4 

Charge Trapping 𝐡𝐯𝐛+ +  »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇 → {»𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇}   +  
 
 

(10 ns) 2.5 

 𝐞𝐜𝐛− + > »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇 ↔  {»𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐎𝐇} 
 
 

(100 ps) 2.6 

 𝐞𝐜𝐛− +  »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕  ↔  𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐈𝐈 
 
 

(10 ns) 2.7 

Recombination 𝐞𝐜𝐛−  +  {»𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇}  → > 𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇  
+  

 
 

(100 ns) 2.8 

 𝐡𝐯𝐛+ +  {»𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐈𝐈𝐎𝐇} → > »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇  
 
 

(10 ns) 2.9 

Surface Charge 
Transfer 

{»𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇} + 𝐑𝐞𝐝 →  »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇 + 𝐑𝐞𝐝 •+  
+  

 
 

(100 ns) 2.10 

 𝐞𝐜𝐛− +  𝐎𝐱 →  »𝐓𝐢𝐈𝐕𝐎𝐇 + 𝐎𝐱 •−  (ms) 2.11 
 

Here ecb−  represents a conduction band electron, hvb+  represents a valence band 

hole, »TiOH represents a hydrated surface TiO2 functionality, {»TiIVOH}+ represents a 

surface-trapped hole from the valence band, {»TiIIIOH} represents a surface-trapped 

electron from the conduction band, Red represents a reducible compound (electron 

donor) on or near the surface, and Ox represents an oxidizable compound (electron 

acceptor) on or near the surface. 
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The process for photocatalytically generated ROS production from non-

semiconductor photocatalysts follows the same general pattern of transferring energy 

from photons; however, the specific mechanism differs slightly.  The ground state for 

most multi-electron molecules is the singlet state, in which all paired electrons have a 

total spin of 0 (one prominent exception to this rule is molecular oxygen, which 

naturally resides in a triplet state-fortuitous, as it turns out, because this limits the 

kinetics of oxidation which thermodynamically should burn almost everything in our 

atmosphere).   

Incoming photons excite non-semiconductor photocatalysts (such as fullerenes) 

into an excited singlet state, which then is converted to a triplet state in which the 

paired electrons have aligned spin through a process called intersystem crossing[73, 74].  

This triplet state excitation is relatively long-lived because the transition from the triplet 

state to the singlet state is a forbidden transition under the laws of quantum mechanics 

[75].  The excess energy of the triplet state photocatalyst can be released through self-

quenching, or it can transfer its energy to another molecule, such as oxygen.  When this 

happens, the triplet state of oxygen is excited into its singlet state, producing singlet 

oxygen (1O2).  Alternatively, the excited photocatalyst can also be reduced to a radical 

ion (e.g., C60
•-) in the presence of an electron donor.  The radical ion can then transfer an 

excited electron to an oxygen molecule to form super oxide O2
•-.  These processes are 

schematically shown for C60 in Figure 6, from [76]. 
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Figure 6.  Schematic representation of photocatalytic excitation of a C60 molecule [76].  
Transition I is the initial excitation, while II and III are forbidden transitions.  IV-VI represent 
intersystem crossing, X requires an external electron donor and VII-IX and XI each represent 
transitions back to the ground (unexcited) state. 

 

2.4 State of the art 

Although photocatalysis has been around for decades, there has been a significant 

increase in the number of publications on the topic in the last 8-10 years (see Figure 7), going 

from around 1000 per year to over 10,000 per year in that time.  Much of this can be attributed 

to new materials, structures, fabrication methods, and doping processes [50, 77-85].  The 

majority of photocatalytic research, however, is still done using titanium dioxide as the primary 
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photocatalyst material, as shown by the fact that 6 of the top ten most cited articles from the 

last 5 years dealing with photocatalysis have TiO2 in the title (from Web of Science).  The next 

most common topic is the development of different materials either for improved efficiency or 

for an expanded excitation spectrum (un-modified TiO2 is limited to UV-range excitation 

wavelengths).  However, with the prevalence of TiO2 research, some journals (e.g., 

Environmental Science and Technology) have declared a moratorium on TiO2 photocatalysis 

publications unless they show significant advancement to the field [20].  Mechanistic papers 

have become more common, but the paradigm of finding a new material and then trying to 

understand the mechanism behind it still drives the field.  A critical change needs to be made to 

shift photocatalytic research to be more mechanism-driven rather than relying on incremental 

material advances. 

 

Figure 7.  Publications on photocatalysis by year over the past two decades.  (Source: Web of 
Science) 
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Although the majority of photocatalytic publications are still based on laboratory 

research, pilot-scale tests have gained momentum in recent years.  Perhaps the most well-

documented pilot treatment system is the Plataforma Solar de Almeria in Almeria, Spain where 

Dr. Sixto Malato and his colleagues have been studying solar photocatalysis at a pilot scale for 

over 15 years [86-88] .  This facility enables large scale testing of photocatalytic processes using 

compound parabolic collectors (CPC) to focus sunlight on borosilicate glass tubes (see Figure 

8).  While there are other methods for collecting sunlight for photocatalytic degradation for 

water treatment (for an excellent overview, see [89]), this is the most commonly used method 

because it provides a more uniform light distribution while also collecting the incident light 

more efficiently, allowing it to remain effective even in overcast conditions.  While there have 

been many pilot-scale tests of this type of reactor lately [90-92], they almost exclusively use a 

recirculation tank and suspended photocatalysts.  Most pilot-scale work done using immobilized 

photocatalysts have either been carried out in a fixed bed system [93], or at very small “pilot” 

scales of a few liters [94]. 

 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of a CPC-type solar collector and photoreactor (from [89]). 
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2.5 Limitations and knowledge gaps 

 There are several critical challenges that still must be overcome prior to significant 

implementation of photocatalytic water treatment technologies, including questions related to 

efficiency, required treatment time, application scenarios and cost. Even as it is able to 

overcome these barriers, photocatalysis must still overcome the technological inertia of 

treatment tools that have been entrenched for decades or even centuries. Whether that 

impetus comes from changes in regulation, emerging pollutants that cannot be treated within 

the framework of traditional technology, an inability to meet expanding demands with existing 

infrastructure or a sense of duty to provide clean water to the almost 1 billion people on earth 

who lack such access, a shift in the status quo is needed to provide an opportunity for novel 

technologies such as photocatalysis to make an impact.   

While photocatalysts are often shown to be capable of removing recalcitrant materials 

in laboratory settings [95, 96], little is known about how they will perform in real treatment 

water matrices.  Most treatment scenarios entail tertiary removal of contaminants in effluents 

from various facilities (wastewater, manufacturing, etc), removal of recalcitrant pollutants in 

drinking water systems or disinfection of ground and surface water for potable use.  In all of 

these applications there will be significant amounts of background materials in the treatment 

water, including organic compounds and inorganic ions.  These non-target constituents can 

interfere with photocatalytic treatment in a number of ways, including scavenging the produced 

ROS, sorbing to the photocatalyst surface and interfering with the ROS formation process, 

absorbing the illumination that produces ROS, or adsorbing the target pollutants and acting as a 

carrier [34]. Some of these mechanisms have been studied and modeled individually (e.g., 

Langmuir-Hinshelwood adsorption [97, 98], Beer-Lambert light attenuation [99] and radical 

scavenging [34]), but their importance and their inhibitory effect could depend on the 
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photocatalytic material being used and the type of ROS being generated, and little work has 

been done to examine how they combine together or to provide models to help guide process 

design and operation. 

Another issue with photocatalytic treatment that has not been adequately addressed is 

the necessary contact time for satisfactory removal of target compounds.  A survey of the 

literature shows that the majority of photocatalytic processes happen in time-scales of hours, 

not minutes or seconds [21, 43, 47, 100]. This is sometimes rationalized using a CT concept 

(CT=concentration × treatment time), which is a common regulatory unit for drinking water 

treatment systems: since the concentration of active treatment material (ROS in this case) is so 

small, photocatalytic treatment CT values compare favorably to conventional alternatives (e.g., 

chlorine) despite the extensive treatment time required [30].  However, such long contact times 

would necessitate large reactor volumes for most treatment processes (reactor volume ≈ flow 

rate × contact time), which increases infrastructure and material costs, and limits reactor design 

options due to restrictions in optical path length and illumination intensity within the reactor.  

One possible way to decrease the necessary contact time for photocatalytic treatment is to find 

ways to increase the proximity between the target compounds and photocatalytic ROS 

generation sites.  By functionalizing the photocatalyst material with ligands that promote 

electrostatic or hydrophobic attraction between the material and specific pollutants, the kinetic 

rate of degradation can be significantly removed.  Although this phenomenon has been 

parenthetically hypothesized previously [43], no work has been done attempting to quantify 

and/or exploit this effect to improve treatment efficiency.   

Although the general assumed application strategy for photocatalytic water treatment is 

as supplementary treatment to conventional processes, there may be other niche applications 
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wherein current systems are insufficient or impractical to meet specific needs.  Some of these 

niches could include high-end treatment for water reuse, point-of-use systems in rural or 

developing areas, and treatment of process water at oil and gas sites [15, 16].  It is critical to 

identify and take advantage of these and other potential applications so that the technology 

becomes more well-rounded, and established as a viable treatment option to help assuage the 

critiques that inevitably hinder any new technology prior to large-scale implementation.  Testing 

photocatalysis in a variety of case studies for novel and diverse treatment scenarios can help 

accomplish this goal.  

Reactor design is also an important consideration for implementation of photocatalytic 

treatment systems.  The vast majority of work on photocatalysis involves material fabrication, 

characterization and analysis with very little emphasis on application platforms and reactor 

design. One area in which researchers commonly agree is the need for some sort of attachment 

of the photocatalytic material to a larger substrate material to maintain the expensive 

photocatalysts inside the system and enable reuse [25, 44, 50, 101].  As mentioned previously, 

there are some reports showing novel reactor concepts, especially for harnessing sunlight [89], 

but insufficient work has been focused on how these materials can be used in realistic 

treatment scenarios.  Reactor design and testing must accompany material testing so that these 

novel and efficient photocatalysts can be transitioned from laboratories to treatment facilities. 

Even once the technology is proven capable of providing significant contaminant 

removal, the high cost of production and synthesis of photocatalytic materials makes 

implementation difficult.  For a new technology to be adopted it generally has to be at least 

economically competitive with current options, and preferably much less expensive.  As 

mentioned in Chapter 1, the high cost of nanomaterials frequently employed in photocatalysis 
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could present economic barriers to its eventual utilization [16].  Since at its root, photocatalysis 

is a catalytic process, in which the catalyst material returns to its initial state after participating 

in a reaction, it is possible that the high material cost can be overcome through extensive reuse 

of the starting materials.  However, most experiments only give this as a future possibility, and 

even those who test materials for reuse generally only show a few iterations [44, 102].  Much 

more work is needed to show the extent of reuse these materials are capable of, how often they 

need to be replaced, if they are capable of regeneration, etc. Additionally, it may be possible to 

reduce the cost of the starting materials by using alternatives (e.g., food grade TiO2), or using 

less purified, non-research-grade materials, provided a reduction in purity is not accompanied 

by a significant reduction in efficiency.    

These issues highlight the need for further research to make photocatalysis a viable 

treatment option, despite the promise it shows in lab studies.  Pilot studies have brought the 

field one step closer, but for the most part they are little more than large recirculating batch 

reactions using sunlight as an illumination source.   Very few of these pilot studies have 

considered the problems of photocatalyst removal after treatment, of how photo-generated 

ROS will interact with background organics in the water, or of how long the material will last in a 

treatment system.  There have been some proposed uses in the developing world (see Byrne et 

al. [103] for some examples), but this area has been largely unexplored.    In order to become a 

viable technology that is useful in the real world, nano photocatalysis has to be able to 

accomplish some or all of the following:  1) find the niches in which it can meet the required 

treatment needs more efficiently than traditional technologies, 2) serve as a point-of-use 

treatment system in places without access to infrastructure-intensive treatments,3) become 

mechanistically driven to the point that the technology can be matched specifically to the 

needed treatment goal, and 4) do these things in a way that is cost-effective and reasonably 
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competitive/comparable to traditional treatment techniques.  If I can aide in the development 

of one or more of these aspects of nanomaterial photocatalysis, I will be able to help bring this 

technology out of the laboratory and into reality. 

  



 
 

 
 

Chapter 3 

Trading power for efficiency: differential inhibition of photo-
generated hydroxyl radicals versus singlet oxygen 

 

 

Statement of Authorship:  This chapter was taken from a manuscript that has been submitted to 
Water Research for publication.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

As the demand for clean water continues to grow, the necessity for advanced water 

treatment and reclamation technologies will continue to increase [15, 16]. Advanced oxidation 

processes (AOP) have great potential to remove many common water pollutants as well as 

contaminants of emerging concern such as pharmaceutical products, endocrine disrupting 

compounds, and pesticides [96, 104, 105].  Reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydroxyl 

radical (OH•) and singlet oxygen (1O2) that are generated in photocatalytic and photochemical 

AOPs can oxidize recalcitrant organic and biological contaminants with much lower potential to 

form carcinogenic disinfection byproducts common to chemical treatment approaches such as 

chlorination and ozonation [16, 106, 107]. However, the efficiency of AOPs can be hindered by 

the presence of background constituents in water, such as organic material (e.g., natural organic 

matter [NOM] or wastewater treatment plant effluent) or inorganic ions (e.g., phosphate) [45, 

99, 108]. Such background constituents can interfere with ROS-based degradation processes by 

absorbing incoming light and by acting as a radical scavenger, reducing both the amount of ROS 

produced and the effective concentration of ROS available for interaction with the target 

pollutants.   
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An important factor in whether or not background organic material will significantly 

affect degradation treatment efficiency is the selectivity of the generated ROS [33, 109, 110].  

Hydroxyl radicals, which are the primary ROS produced by TiO2 photocatalysis and H2O2/UV 

oxidation, are very powerful oxidants (2.8 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) [111]), and 

are therefore able to oxidize a broad range of organic compounds.  However hydroxyl radicals 

are also non-specific, making them susceptible to scavenging by non-target organic and 

inorganic compounds in water, and their generation requires UV light, which is partially 

absorbed by organic material in the water [112, 113]. Singlet oxygen is produced by visible-light 

active photosensitizers such as fullerenes (C60), porphyrins and rose bengal (RB).  Since light 

absorption by NOM is greatest in the far UV and declines throughout the UV and visible 

spectrum [112, 113], NOM inner filtering is likely less inhibitory to visible light-activated 

photocatalysts.  Furthermore, 1O2 is much more selective than OH•, targeting electron-rich 

moieties in pollutants such as phenols and activated aromatics [109].  Although this specificity 

could decrease the probability of inadvertent scavenging by organic matter in natural waters, 

1O2 is a much weaker oxidant (1.1 V vs. SHE [114]) than OH•, requiring longer contact times or 

more photosensitizing material for the same degradation capacity, and eliminating degradation 

of some materials that require strong oxidation.   

Most ROS-generating photoreactive and photocatalytic degradation studies are 

conducted using laboratory-grade deionized water, which ignores these inhibitory effects of 

background constituents in natural water.  Recently, more research has been conducted using 

non-ideal water sources, specifically focusing on wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluent, 

since tertiary treatment is a likely application scenario for this technology [33, 111].   We 

recently demonstrated that selective ROS can be more efficient than non-selective ROS in 

removal of some organic contaminants [33], and others have done similar work in wastewater 
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effluent [109], but this tradeoff between oxidative power and specificity in photocatalytic AOPs 

has not been systematically explored in the literature.  This is a critical knowledge gap because 

inhibition of ROS-mediated degradation by naturally occurring organic matter could have a 

significant impact on the degradation efficiency of this technology upon implementation.  

In this paper we consider the two of the primary ROS involved in photo-active AOPs (1O2 

and OH•) as produced by homogeneous photoreactive chemicals as part of a larger study to 

determine the effect and mechanisms of organic matter and inorganic inhibition of 

photoreactively produced ROS degradation.  Homogeneous photoreactive materials were 

selected to remove confounding surface effects of heterogeneous photocatalysts (e.g., sorption, 

charge transfer interference, local vs. bulk ROS scavenging) and focus on the interaction 

between photo-generated ROS and background organic materials.  We explore the extent to 

which natural organic matter and other common water constituents (phosphate, WWTP 

effluent) decrease degradation rates and ROS production capacity within the context of water 

treatment, and develop a mechanistic model to account for the decreased efficiency due to 

scavenging of ROS and light absorbed by NOM (inner filter effect).   

3.2 Materials and methods  

3.2.1 Photo-reactive testing 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) illuminated by UV light (254 nm) was used to produce 

hydroxyl radicals (OH•), and rose bengal (RB) illuminated by visible light (400-800 nm) was used 

to produce singlet oxygen (1O2).  H2O2 was 35% H2O2 supplied by Fischer Scientific.  RB was 

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Photosensitizer (H2O2, RB) concentrations were 15 and 25 ppm 

respectively, which were chosen to match the steady state ROS production of traditional 

photocatalyst materials in DI water [50, 51] as part of a larger study of ROS production. 
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Illumination occurred within a photoreactor described previously [50, 51], with UV-C 

bulbs (H2O2, 254 nm) or visible bulbs (RB; 400-800 nm).  Photo-reactive materials were stirred 

vigorously in a quartz reaction vessel with 1 mL sample aliquots taken at various time points for 

analysis.  Degradation of a probe compound easily oxidized by both hydroxyl radicals and singlet 

oxygen (furfuryl alcohol [FFA], Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a surrogate for ROS production [43, 

44, 115-117], which was confirmed using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometry 

[50].  Ranitidine (N-(2-[(5-[(dimethylamino)methyl]furan-2-yl)methylthio]ethyl)-N'-methyl-2-

nitroethene-1,1-diamine) and cimetidine (2-cyano- 1-methyl- 3-(2-[(5-methyl- 1H-imidazol- 4-

yl)methylthio]ethyl)guanidine),  two pharmaceutical compounds, were also used as 

representative target pollutants (Sigma-Aldrich).  Dark and non-reactive controls were run to 

ensure that degradation was the result of photoreactive ROS interactions. 

3.2.2 Analysis 

Quantification of FFA concentration was carried out with a Shimadzu Prominence HPLC 

(Shimadzu Corp., Columbia MD) using a C18 column with acetonitrile and 0.1% (w/v) phosphoric 

acid as mobile phase solvents (70:30). First order degradation rate constants (kobs) were 

calculated from a linear regression of observed exponential decay.  ROS production and 

quenching were confirmed by EPR measurement using a Varian E-6 spectrometer under the 

following conditions: temperature = 293 K; microwave frequency = 9.225 GHz; microwave 

power = 10 mW; modulation amplitude = 1 G at 100 kHz; and scan time = 4 s. Since ROS are 

extremely short-lived, the compounds 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol (TMP)[43, 50] and α-(4-

pyridyl-1-oxide)-N-tert-butylnitrone (POBN)[118] were used as spin-trapping agents to measure 

1O2 and OH• production, respectively.  Upon interaction with radical species, spin traps form 

spin adducts which are identified by their EPR spectrum.  TMP is oxidized when it interacts with 

singlet oxygen to form 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol-N-oxyl radical (TMPN), which can 
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similarly be identified by EPR.  The spectra obtained were representative of OH• and 1O2 radical 

species [50].    All solvents were analytical-grade and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. 

3.2.3 Inhibitory compounds 

Three different natural water matrices (natural organic matter, phosphate and 

wastewater treatment effluent) were used to determine their effect on the degradation 

efficiency of photo-produced ROS.  Suwannee River natural organic matter (SR-NOM) was 

obtained from the International Humic Substances Society (St. Paul, MN, USA) [119].  Phosphate 

(Na3PO4, Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed into a 1M stock solution which was then diluted for 

individual tests.  Wastewater effluent (BOD5=2.4 mg L-1, TSS=4.3 mg L-1, NH3=0.9 mg L-1, DO=6.2 

mg L-1) was obtained post-treatment from the Houston 69th street wastewater treatment plant 

and used without modification or dilution.  The pH of all samples was circum-neutral (5-7) and 

no pH adjustments were made. 

3.2.4 ROS production 

Steady state ROS generation was measured using FFA as a probe compound.  ROS-

mediated degradation of simple organics in DI water can be modeled as a second order reaction: 

𝑑[A]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴 ∗ [ROS] ∗ [A]      eq. 3.1 

Here A represents the compound being degraded (e.g., FFA) and kROS,A is the reaction rate 

constant for a specific ROS compound reacting with A.  Values of kROS,A for a variety of target 

compounds (A) are available for both OH• [117] and 1O2 [120].  Since ROS species are short-lived 

compared to experimental time-scales [121], steady state is often assumed [120], simplifying eq. 

3.1  to a first-order differential equation: 

[ROS] = [ROS]SS           eq. 3.2 
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𝑑[A]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴 ∗ [ROS]SS ∗ [A]     eq. 3.3 

𝑑[A]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∗ [A]             eq. 3.4 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴 ∗ [ROS]SS       eq. 3.5 

By modeling the measured degradation loss of compound A as an exponential decay we 

can determine the observed degradation rate constant, kobs, as the slope of a log-normal plot of 

[A] vs. time. Only initial degradation data (~30% removal) was used to calculate kobs to avoid 

confounding effects of degradation products.  By combining measured kobs values with kROS 

values from the literature we can determine the steady state ROS concentration using eq. 3.5 

(Table 3). 

Table 3. Degradation rate constants for the degradation of furfuryl alcohol in DI water 
(FFA/DI),  and of FFA in the presence of 25 mg L-1 NOM (FFA/NOM), and of the degradation of 
natural organic matter (NOM) as measured in this study, as well as the steady state ROS 
concentrations calculated from FFA degradation rates in DI water and literature values of 
kROS [117, 120].   

 

 OH• Generation (H2O2)  
FFA/DI   FFA/NOM    NOM 

 1O2 Generation (RB) 
FFA/DI    FFA/NOM    NOM 

kOBS   
(min-1, ×10-3) 

49.5 ± 
4.5 

18.9 ± 1.6 16.8 ± 
5.9 

 3.7 ±  0.1 2.9 ±  0.2 0.1± 0.01 

[ROS]SS  
(M, ×10-15) 

55.0 ± 
4.9 

   564.0 ± 
60.4 

  

 

First-order FFA degradation rate constants (kobs) were measured for hydroxyl radical- 

and singlet oxygen-based photodegradation processes in the presence of SR-NOM.  The 

concentration of NOM was increased up to 25 mg L-1 to simulate a range of realistic 

environmental concentrations [122, 123].  Since eq. 3.1 no longer applies with NOM as an 

additional reactant with generated ROS, kobs values were measured to determine the effect of 

NOM on the overall degradation capacity of the different photosensitizing materials.  
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Additionally, we measured the degradation rate of NOM (per UV 254 absorbance [124]) by both 

OH• and 1O2 (Table 1) to determine the value of kROS for NOM degradation by photo-produced 

ROS.  Although photosensitization of dissolved organic matter irradiated by natural sunlight has 

been shown to contribute to photodegradation of organic contaminants [125], we observed no 

significant FFA degradation in the absence of photosensitive materials (H2O2, RB) up to 25 mg L-1 

SR-NOM (Figure 47, Appendix B). 

3.3 Results and discussion: 

3.3.1 Inhibition by background water constituents 

3.3.1.1 NOM 

Dissolved NOM [126] had a more pronounced adverse effect on OH•-mediated 

degradation compared to 1O2 degradation (Figure 9).  The addition of 25 mg L-1 NOM reduced 

the OH•-mediated FFA degradation rate constant (kobs) by over 60%.  Even at lower NOM 

concentrations the H2O2 photocatalytic FFA degradation rate was significantly reduced.  

Meanwhile 25 mg L-1 NOM reduced the 1O2-mediated FFA degradation rate constant by less 

than 20%.  NOM is a complex mixture of organic materials including a small fraction of electron-

rich moieties such as olefinic compounds and aromatic alcohols [127-129].  Singlet oxygen reacts 

primarily with this smaller, more hydrophobic fraction of the NOM mixture while OH• is reactive 

with a much larger fraction, and we believe this exclusivity makes 1O2-producing processes less 

susceptible to scavenging by NOM [129, 130].  This greater effect of NOM on OH• compared to 

1O2-based photodegradation processes shows the impact of background organic material in the 

degradation process [99, 131, 132]. 
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Figure 9. First-order FFA degradation rate constants (kobs) of OH• generated by H2O2 (A) and 
1O2 generated by RB (B) in deionized water (DI) with increasing concentrations of Suwanee 
River natural organic matter (NOM).  [FFA]0=25 mg L-1, [H2O2]=15 mg L-1, [RB]=25 mg L-1.  Error 
bars represent one standard deviation from the mean of triplicate measurements, (*) 
represents statistically significant difference between sample and distilled water (DI) control. 

 

3.3.1.2 Phosphate 

Background concentrations of phosphate (60-3,000 mg L-1 PO4
3-) also had a greater 

inhibitory effect on photocatalytic degradation of FFA by OH• compared to 1O2, with the OH•-

mediated degradation rate constant being reduced by more than 50% and the 1O2-mediated 

degradation unaffected (Figure 10).  A comparable overall decrease in the photocatalytic 

degradation efficiency of several organic compounds in the presence of a similar phosphate 

concentration range has been reported with TiO2 photocatalysis [108], although the degradation 

efficiency fell off much more quickly (more inhibition at lower concentration, similar inhibition 

at higher concentration).  This effect is commonly attributed to competitive adsorption effects 
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[133, 134], or to trapping of OH• at the photocatalyst surface [133, 135]. However, neither of 

these effects is possible in our homogeneous system. Therefore, we attribute the decrease in 

degradation we observed to radical scavenging.  This is further validated by the lack of inhibition 

of FFA degradation by 1O2 in the RB system, which is expected since the redox potential of 

phosphate (2.65 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode [136]) allows oxidation by OH• (2.8 V) but 

not by 1O2 (1.1 V).  In heterogeneous systems this effect is often ignored in favor of surface 

interactions [108, 133]; however, this test shows that scavenging of produced radicals by 

background inorganic ions can significantly reduce the degradation efficiency of OH• generating 

systems.  

 

Figure 10. First-order FFA degradation rate constants (kobs) of OH• generated by H2O2 (A) and 
1O2 generated by RB (B) in deionized water (DI) with increasing concentrations of phosphate.  
[FFA]0=25 mg L-1, [H2O2]=15 mg L-1, [RB]=25 mg L-1.  Error bars represent one standard 
deviation from the mean of triplicate measurements, (*) represents statistically significant 
difference between sample and distilled water (DI) control. 
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3.3.1.3 Wastewater effluent 

Since tertiary treatment at wastewater treatment facilities is a likely implementation 

scenario for ROS-based treatment systems, we also examined the inhibitory effect of organic 

matter in the effluent of a wastewater treatment plant on photo-generated OH• and 1O2.  The 

rate of FFA degradation by OH• from H2O2 was reduced by 30% (Figure 11A).  In contrast, the 

singlet oxygen-mediated FFA degradation rate was not significantly reduced (Figure 11B).  

Apparently, even water that has been pre-treated in a wastewater treatment plant contains 

enough background material to significantly reduce degradation efficiency, and the extent of 

this inhibitory effect will vary based on the treatment conditions and type of ROS being used.   

 

Figure 11. First-order FFA degradation rate constants (kobs) of OH• generated by H2O2 (A) and 
1O2 generated by RB (B) in purified deionized water (DI) and effluent from the Houston 69th 
Street wastewater treatment plant (WW). [FFA]0=25 mg L-1, [H2O2]=15 mg L-1, [RB]=25 mg L-1.  
Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean of triplicate measurements, (*) 
represents statistically significant difference between DI and WW treatments (p < 0.05). 

3.3.2 Degradation of pharmaceuticals  

The presence of 25 mg L-1 NOM significantly decreased the OH•-mediated degradation 

rate for both ranitidine and cimetidine (Figure 12A).  The OH• treatments experienced a 75-80% 
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decrease in first-order degradation rate constants, whereas 1O2-based degradation rates were 

mostly unaffected (Figure 12B). The removal of pharmaceutical compounds (such as cimetidine 

and ranitidine), personal care products and other pollutants of emerging concern from 

wastewater is an important issue in water treatment due to unintended effects on downstream 

receptors [137-139].  The possibility of beneficial reuse and eventual recycling of wastewater 

into potable water requires efficient removal of these compounds, many of which are resistant 

to contemporary wastewater treatment strategies [15, 16, 140]. This corroborates the high 

likelihood of inhibition due to background materials in OH• oxidation systems compared to 1O2 

systems for several different pharmaceuticals that are likely to be targeted in advanced 

oxidation treatments. 
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Figure 12. First order degradation rate constants for OH•-mediated degradation (A) and 1O2–
mediated degradation (B) of ranitidine and cimetidine in DI water and with 25 mg L-1 NOM. 
[ranitidine]0= [cimetidine]0= 25 mg L-1, [H2O2]=15 mg L-1, [RB]=25 mg L-1.  Error bars represent 
one standard deviation from the mean of triplicate measurements, (*) represents statistically 
significant difference between DI and NOM treatments (p < 0.05). 

3.3.3 Inhibition mechanisms 

 With no confounding surface effects due to our choice of homogeneous reactants, 

degradation inhibition is limited to scavenging of produced ROS by non-target organic species, 

and decreasing ROS production due to background materials blocking or absorbing light (inner 

filter effect)[133]. 

3.3.3.1 Scavenging by non-target compounds 
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 The degradation of potential scavenging compounds (such as NOM) can be described 

similar to eq. 3.1: 

𝑑[Sc]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆𝑐 ∗ [ROS] ∗ [NOM]     eq. 3.6 

Assuming that ROS loss is due to reactions with either the target compound (A) or the 

scavenging compound (NOM), a mass balance on the ROS in the system yields:  

 

𝑑[ROS]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆 −  𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴 ∗ [ROS] ∗ [A] −  𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑁𝑂𝑀 ∗ [ROS] ∗ [NOM]  

 eq. 3.7 

where PROS represents the production rate of ROS.  At steady state, PROS is equal to the sum of 

the degradation terms, and the equation can be solved for [ROS]SS: 

[ROS]ss = 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴∗[A]+𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑁𝑂𝑀∗[NOM] 

     eq. 3.8 

Inserting eq. 3.8 into eq. 3.3 provides an expression for the degradation rate of compound A in 

the presence of a scavenging compound (NOM): 

𝑑[A]
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴∗[A]∗𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴∗[A]+𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑁𝑂𝑀∗[NOM] 

=  𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
1 + 

𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑁𝑂𝑀∗[NOM]
𝑘𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐴∗[A]  

     eq. 3.9 

The value of kROS,A for FFA degradation by OH• and 1O2 are available in the literature [117, 120], 

while kROS,NOM was determined by measuring the degradation of NOM by ROS in the absence of 

FFA.  PROS is equal to the steady state degradation rate of compound A in the absence of NOM 

(eq. 3.1 inserted into eq. 3.7 with [Sc]=0). 

3.3.3.2 Inner filter effect 

 Natural organic matter absorbs light in both the visible and UV spectrums, diminishing 

the illumination intensity available for ROS production [141, 142] and decreasing PROS.  This inner 
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filter effect [143] can be accounted for by measuring the absorbance (Abs) of a concentration of 

NOM, which is proportional to the effective path length of the light (ℓ eff) [144]: 

𝐴𝑏𝑠 =  𝛼 ∗ ℓ𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗ [𝑁𝑂𝑀]     eq. 3.10 

 𝐼
𝐼0

=  10−𝛼∗ℓ𝑒𝑓𝑓∗[𝑁𝑂𝑀]      eq. 3.11 

The absorption coefficient (α) can be determined spectroscopically as a function of wavelength 

for a given NOM concentration, [NOM].  The overall decrease in ROS production is proportional 

to the decrease in transmitted illumination intensity over the entire reaction volume, which can 

be calculated as a function of both wavelength (λ) and path length  (ℓ eff) for a given reactor 

geometry.  For our cylindrical reactor, the decrease in transmitted light can be expressed in 

integral form as: 

� �
𝐼(ℓ, 𝜆) ∗ 𝑑𝑉 ∗ 𝑑𝜆

𝑉

𝑉

0

= � �
𝐼(ℓ, 𝜆) ∗ 2𝜋ℓℎ ∗ 𝑑ℓ ∗ 𝑑𝜆

𝜋𝑅2ℎ

𝑅

0

𝜆2

𝜆1

𝜆2

𝜆1

=
2
𝑅2

� � 10−𝛼(𝜆)∗[𝑁𝑂𝑀]∗(𝑅−ℓ) ∗ ℓ ∗ 𝑑𝑙
𝑅

0

𝜆2

𝜆1

∗ 𝑑𝜆 

   eq. 3.12 

This expression can then be numerically integrated using the spectroscopic data for α(λ) to 

obtain the decrease in illumination intensity and therefore the decrease in ROS production for a 

given NOM concentration.  This decrease in transmitted illumination intensity is proportional to 

the decrease in PROS in the system.  Inserting this value into eq. 3.9 allows us to model the 

decrease in degradation rate (relative to uninhibited degradation) as a function of NOM 

concentration. 
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Figure 13 shows the relative inhibition of the scavenging model and the inner filter 

model individually, as well as the total effect of these two inhibition mechanism (eq. 3.12 

inserted as PROS into eq. 3.9) compared to the measured degradation data. The combination of 

these two effects matches the data quite well, with r2 > 0.99.  In the case of OH• generation 

both scavenging and light filtering play a significant role, although scavenging is much more 

inhibitory than filtering of light by NOM in solution.  For 1O2, however, scavenging is negligible 

and any loss of efficiency is due to the inner filter effect.   

 

Figure 13. Modeled contribution of ROS scavenging (…) and inner filtering (IF; ---) of light on 
the degradation efficiency relative to clean water as a function of NOM concentration for OH• 
production (A) and 1O2 production (B).  The combination of these two effects (―) matches 
very well with the measured data (○), with r2 > 0.99.   

3.3.4 EPR Confirmation of ROS  
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EPR measurements confirmed the presence of OH• and 1O2 ROS and showed a 

significant decrease in OH• with the addition of 25 mg L-1 NOM (Figure 14).  The amplitude of 

the EPR spectrum is qualitatively proportional to the ROS concentration for a given species 

[145], thus the addition of NOM clearly reduces the available OH•.  Since the EPR reaction takes 

place in a small capillary tube, the reaction volume and light path length are both significantly 

smaller than in our batch ROS tests. Because of the shorter path length the inner filter effect is 

negligible in EPR tests, so the only mechanism for reduction in ROS concentration is radical 

scavenging. Interestingly, there is no apparent decrease in the 1O2 spectra with NOM, even 

though FFA degradation decreased by almost 20% with 25 mg L-1 NOM.  This confirms that the 

decrease in 1O2 degradation efficiency is likely due more to light filtering than scavenging 

effects.   These results confirm the ROS production by the various photosensitizing materials and 

show confirmatory evidence that NOM scavenges OH• more preferentially than 1O2. 
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Figure 14. EPR spectra showing (A) OH• production (with spin trapping agent POBN) by H2O2, 
and (B) 1O2 production (per TMP oxidation) by RB.  EPR amplitude is proportional to the 
quantity of ROS produced.  (A) clearly shows a significantly decreased amplitude with the 
addition of NOM, while the EPR amplitudes of (B) remains unchanged.  [H2O2]=15 mg L-1, 
[RB]=25 mg L-1, [NOM] = 25 mg L-1. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Although hydroxyl radicals are more powerful oxidants than singlet oxygen, which may 

make them more effective for some applications, they are much more prone to efficiency loss in 

complex water matrices. Because singlet oxygen is a more selective oxidant, preferentially 

oxidizing more electron-rich compounds, it is less likely to be affected by aqueous organic 

matter in natural waters.  Additionally, the inner filter effect of NOM can be a significant 

concern when treatment volumes and illumination path lengths are large.  Due to these unique 

strengths and weaknesses there may be some applications that are better suited for OH• 
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advanced oxidation treatment (e.g., systems with relatively clean water or contaminants 

requiring especially strong oxidation), and some that are better suited for singlet oxygen 

advanced oxidation treatment (e.g., when organic matter, phosphate and other background 

constituents could cause inhibition and significantly reduce the treatment efficiency).  There 

may also be treatment scenarios in which a combination of ROS species (concurrent or 

sequential) would allow a high level of treatment by combining the oxidation strength of 

hydroxyl radicals and the selectivity of singlet oxygen.  Overall, this work underscores the 

importance of careful evaluation of the system-specific ROS inhibition potential for the selection 

of photocatalysts and design of resilient AOPs. 

 



 
 

 
 

Chapter 4 

 

Inhibition mechanisms of NOM on heterogeneous photocatalysis 
 

 

Statement of Authorship: This work is still in progress, and is in preparation for future 
publication.   

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Photochemical and photocatalytic processes offer unique capabilities to treat many 

common water pollutants as well as recalcitrant contaminants of emerging concern such as 

pharmaceutical products, endocrine disrupting compounds, and pesticides[15, 16, 96, 105] due 

to the strong oxidation potential of produced reactive oxygen species (ROS). However, natural 

constituents in the treatment water matrix can significantly inhibit the efficiency of these 

advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) [34]. This inhibition may limit the potential of AOPs to help 

solve current and future global water challenges such as water shortages and increased 

demand, overburdened, aging and outdated treatment infrastructure, increased pollution, more 

stringent water quality standards, requirements for more water reuse/recycle, and the need for 

affordable, point of use water disinfection for the almost 1 billion people worldwide without 

access to clean water [3, 4, 15, 16].   

To efficiently use photocatalytic AOPs in real water matrices, the mechanisms of 

inhibition by background constituents must be well understood.  However, most photocatalytic 

treatment research has been conducted using ultra-pure, deionized water to discern the 
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intricacies of ROS generation and their interactions with target pollutants, and interference 

mechanisms are seldom considered[34, 45, 111].  In general, background material can interfere 

with photocatalytic AOPs by acting as an ROS scavenger, absorbing incoming light (inner filter 

effect) and sorbing to the photocatalyst surface, which can inhibit (or displace) the sorption of 

target compounds and limit their degradation, and scavenge produced ROS at the surface or 

interfere with charge transfer and ROS production [33, 34, 72].  These mechanisms can combine 

to reduce the availability of ROS to target contaminants, thereby reducing the effectiveness of 

the treatment process.  We previously examined two of these inhibition mechanisms (inner 

filter effect and radical scavenging) in bulk solution by using homogeneous photoreactive 

compounds (H2O2 and rose bengal) [34]. However, most photocatalytic AOPs are mediated by 

photosensitive particles or solid surfaces, which underscores the need to quantitatively assess 

the mechanisms by which background natural organic matter (NOM) could inhibit 

heterogeneous photocatalysis. 

In this paper we develop a mathematical model to account for these mechanisms of 

AOP inhibition by NOM.  The model is validated using different photo-activated ROS production 

systems (including OH• and 1O2 production), in which different inhibitory mechanisms are at 

play.  This model provides a means of comparing the relative importance of the inhibition 

mechanisms for a treatment system to allow informed choice of photo-materials selection and 

pre-treatment requirements to increase overall efficiency and achieve treatment goals. 

4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

4.2.1 Photo-reactive testing 

Hydroxyl radical-producing materials were titanium dioxide (TiO2) and future 

experiments are planned using hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).  TiO2 photocatalyst material was 
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Degussa P25 with a reported particle size of 50 nm and surface area of 50 m2/g [146].  H2O2 was 

35% H2O2 supplied by Fischer Scientific.  Singlet oxygen-producing materials rose bengal (RB), 

and future experiments are planned using amino-functionalized fullerenes. The fullerene 

photocatalyst (Si-C60) is an amine-functionalized C60 material covalently attached to silica gel by 

amide bonds as reported by Lee et al. [147](functionalized C60 loading 0.09 mmol g-1).  RB was 

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Photocatalyst loading was set at 0.5 g/L to simulate potential 

treatment conditions [51], and liquid photosensitizer (RB) concentrations were chosen to match 

the steady state ROS production of the photocatalyst materials (25 ppm). Both heterogeneous 

and homogeneous photosensitive materials were used to isolate the different inhibitive 

mechanisms caused by water constituents.  

Illumination was provided by UV-A bulbs (TiO2, 300-400 nm) or visible bulbs (RB; 400-

800 nm, 18 W/m2). All photocatalytic tests were conducted using a photoreactor described 

previously [50, 51].  Photo-reactive materials were stirred vigorously in a 50 mL quartz reaction 

vessel with 1 mL sample aliquots taken at various time points for analysis.  Degradation of a 

probe compound easily oxidized by both hydroxyl radicals and singlet oxygen (furfuryl alcohol 

[FFA], Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a surrogate for ROS production [43, 44, 115-117], which was 

previously confirmed using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometry [34, 50].   

4.2.2 Analysis 

Quantification of FFA concentration was carried out using a Shimadzu Prominence HPLC 

(Shimadzu Corp., Columbia MD) using a C18 column with acetonitrile and 0.1% (w/v) phosphoric 

acid as mobile phase solvents (70:30). First order degradation rate constants (kobs) were 

calculated from a linear regression of observed exponential decay ± standard deviation.   

4.2.3 Natural organic matter 
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Suwannee River natural organic matter (SR-NOM) was obtained from the International 

Humic Substances Society (St. Paul, MN, USA) [119].   

4.2.4 ROS production 

Steady state ROS generation was measured using FFA as a probe compound. FFA has 

negligible sorption onto TiO2, allowing measurement of bulk ROS concentration (CROS,B) by 

modeling the degradation in DI water as a second order reaction: 

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝐴,𝐵.0 = 𝑘𝐴 ∗ CROS,B ∗ CA      eq. 4.1 

Here A represents the target compound being degraded (e.g., FFA), rA,B,0 is the bulk degradation 

rate of compound A with no other compounds present (prior to degradation product formation, 

no NOM) and kA is the reaction rate constant for a specific ROS compound reacting with A. This 

equation is only valid during the initial degradation period before significant formation of 

degradation byproducts. Values of kA for a variety of target compounds (A) are available for both 

OH• [117] and 1O2 [120]. Since ROS species are short-lived compared to experimental time-

scales [121], steady state is often assumed [120], simplifying eq. 4.1  to a first-order differential 

equation: 

CROS,B = CROS,B,SS           eq. 4.2 

𝑟𝐴,𝐵,0 = 𝑘𝐴 ∗ CROS,B,SS ∗ CA     eq. 4.3 

𝑟𝐴,𝐵,0 = 𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∗ CA             eq. 4.4 

𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘𝐴 ∗ CROS,B,SS       eq. 4.5 

By modeling the measured degradation loss of compound A as an exponential decay we 

can determine the observed degradation rate constant, kobs, as the slope of a log-normal plot of 

CA vs. time. To avoid interference from degradation products, all degradation rates in this work 
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were calculated using initial degradation measurements (first ~15% of degradation).  By 

combining this measured kobs value with kA values from the literature we can determine the 

steady state bulk ROS concentration using eq. 4.5. 

First-order FFA degradation rate constants (kobs) were measured for both hydroxyl 

radical- and singlet oxygen-based photodegradation processes in the presence of SR-NOM.  The 

concentration of NOM was increased up to 25 mg L-1 to simulate a range of realistic 

environmental concentrations [122, 123].  Since an additional reactant changes the steady state 

ROS concentration, kobs values were measured to determine the effect of NOM on the overall 

degradation capacity of the different photosensitizing materials. Although photosensitization of 

dissolved organic matter irradiated by natural sunlight has been shown to contribute to 

photodegradation of organic contaminants [125], we observed no significant FFA degradation 

under our experimental conditions up to 25 mg L-1 SR-NOM (SI-Figure 1). 

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

4.3.1 Model Development 

 In order to characterize the overall inhibitory effect of NOM on photocatalytic 

degradation of a specific target compound, we must take into account each of the possible 

removal pathways, including degradation by ROS in the bulk solution, sorption interactions at 

the photocatalyst surface, and degradation by ROS and/or photo-generated holes at the surface.  

Previous models, such as the Langmuir-Hinshelwood equation [97-99], assume that sorption of 

the target compound onto the photocatalyst surface is pre-requisite for degradation, and that a 

finite number of adsorption sites are available.  These assumptions allow modification of eq. 4.1, 

replacing CA (the bulk concentration of the target compound) with the surface loading of 

compound A from the Langmuir adsorption equation, qA (which is also dependent on CA): 
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𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝐴,𝑆,0 =  𝑘𝐴 ∗ 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑞𝐴 = 𝑘𝐴∗𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆K𝐴∗𝐶𝐴
1+K𝐴∗𝐶𝐴

   eq. 4.6 

Where rA,S,0 is the surface degradation rate of compound A and KA is the Langmuir adsorption 

constant for compound A adsorbing onto the photocatalyst surface. This model also assumes no 

interactions with degradation products, either by only modeling the initial degradation period or 

by assuming degradation products desorb so that it remains a single solute system. 

 While this equation describes degradation of a strongly-sorbing contaminant quite well, 

it ignores the possibility of target compound degradation in the bulk solution by ROS diffusing 

from the PC surface.  Since surface concentration (qA) and bulk concentration (CA) are 

interdependent through sorption interactions, and both surface and bulk reactions consume 

ROS, degradation reactions both at the surface and in the bulk will influence concentrations and 

therefore reaction rates both at the surface and in the bulk.  To account for this interplay, we 

can describe a mass balance for compound A and ROS accounting for mass transfer from the 

solution to the photocatalyst surface, the degradation in the bulk and the degradation at the 

surface (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. Mass transfer pathways to determine mass balances during photocatalytic 
degradation.  Pathway 1 represents bulk-phase degradation of the target compound by ROS. 
Pathway 2 represents sorption onto the photocatalyst surface.  Pathway 3 represents 
degradation on the surface by ROS and photo-produced holes. Pathway 4 represents the 
diffusion of generated ROS into solution. 

 

4.3.2 Degradation without NOM  

Equations 4.7-4.9 show a mass balance for compound A in solution, at the photocatalyst 

surface and in the entire system.  We assume pseudo steady state for both adsorption (pathway 

2 from Figure 15, Langmuir sorption) and degradation in a closed system with no sources for 

compound A, which has two loss terms via degradation by ROS in solution (pathway 1 from 

Figure 15, eq. 4.1) or at the surface (transfer 3 from Figure 15, eq. 4.6).  Additional assumptions 

for Langmuir sorption include a finite number of independent sorption sites for reversible, 

monolayer adsorption.   

(𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) 𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 − 𝐽𝐴       eq. 4.7 

(𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒) 𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴

+ 𝐽𝐴      eq. 4.8 
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(𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚) 𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 −
𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴

1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴
= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴(𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 + 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴

1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴
)   

eq. 4.9 

If there is no accumulation or depletion of compound A on the photocatalyst surface (dqA/dt=0, 

mass transfer limited), the surface degradation rate is equal to the sorption mass transfer flux 

(JA), and eq. 4.7 and eq. 4.8 can be combined to form eq. 4.9.  If this is not the case, eq. 4.7 and 

eq. 4.8 may not be assumed to be at steady state. Since the ROS concentration at the surface 

and in the bulk are not the same, we denote them as CROS,S and CROS,B, respectively. We can also 

perform a mass balance on ROS in the system, which we assume to be at quasi-steady state: 

𝑑𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐽𝑅𝑂𝑆 − 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 = 0     eq. 4.10 

𝑑𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆 − 𝐽𝑅𝑂𝑆 −

𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴

= 0     eq. 4.11 

The diffusion of ROS from the surface into the bulk (JROS, pathway 4 from Figure 15) is equal to 

the bulk reaction term in eq. 4.10, which can then be substituted into eq. 4.11 to solve for the 

ROS production (PROS) at steady state: 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆 = −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 −
𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴

1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴
     eq. 4.12 

The ROS concentration at the surface and in the bulk are related by Fick’s first law, 

JROS=D*ΔCROS/Δr.  D is the diffusion coefficient for the particular ROS (normalized to total surface 

area for unit consistency with eq. 4.10-11) [117, 121], and r is the radial diffusion distance.  For 

ROS diffusing in water, the diffusion distance is on the order of 1 µm, depending on the ROS 

reaction rate [121].  For simplicity, we will include Δr and the surface area term in the diffusion 

coefficient as D’.  Equation 4.9 can then be restated in terms of only the surface ROS 

concentration. 
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𝐽𝑅𝑂𝑆 = 𝐷�𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆−𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵�
𝛥𝑟

= 𝐷′�𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆 − 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵�   eq. 4.13 

 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 + 𝐽𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐷′

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 + 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴
𝐷′

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵(1 + 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴
𝐷′

) 

 eq. 4.14a 

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝐷′

     eq. 4.14b 

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆 �
1

1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝐷′

+ K𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴

� = 𝑟0    eq. 4.15 

Eq. 4.15 is a general statement of the photocatalytic degradation rate for a single probe 

compound (r0) accounting for degradation both at the surface and in solution.  In cases where 

sorption is negligible (KA<<1), eq. 4.13 reduces to eq. 4.1, with CROS replaced according to eq. 

4.12b.  When bulk degradation is small (𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴
𝐷

≫ 1), eq. 4.13 reduces to eq. 4.6, which is the 

Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for surface-mediated degradation.   CROS,S and/or CROS,B for a given 

photocatalyst material and treatment scenario can be determined using a test compound with 

known ROS reaction rate (kA) that either sorbs completely to the photocatalyst surface 

(Langmuir sorption at low concentration [CA]) or does not sorb to the photocatalyst surface 

(KA≈0, e.g., FFA). 

4.3.3 Degradation in the presence of NOM 

When an additional compound (such as NOM) is added to the system, there is 

competition for ROS in solution and at the surface, and for adsorption sites on the photocatalyst 

surface.  For competitive adsorption, eq. 4.6 is modified as follows [108]:  

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴,𝑎𝑑𝑠𝐶𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

    eq. 4.16 

The system mass balance on compound A (eq. 4.9) then becomes 
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𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 −
𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴(𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 + 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

)   

eq. 4.17 

In this case KN is the Langmuir adsorption constant for compound N adsorbing onto the 

photocatalyst surface and CN is the concentration of compound N in solution.  

 The mass balance on ROS in the system is adjusted to account for degradation reactions 

between ROS and N both in bulk and at the surface.  Following the same derivation as eqs. 10-

12, we can determine the steady state production of ROS in the system: 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆 = 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 + 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝑁 +
𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴𝐶𝐴

1 + K𝐴𝐶𝐴 + K𝑁𝐶𝑁

+
𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝑁𝐶𝑁

1 + K𝐴𝐶𝐴 + K𝑁𝐶𝑁
 

= 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴 �𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 +
𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝐴

1 + K𝐴𝐶𝐴 + K𝑁𝐶𝑁
�

+ 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁 �𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 +
𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆K𝑁

1 + K𝐴𝐶𝐴 + K𝑁𝐶𝑁
� 

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵(𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴 + 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁) + 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁
(𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴K𝐴 + 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁K𝑁)       eq. 4.18 

We can again use eq. 4.13 to relate CROS,B to CROS,S, however in this case JROS at steady state is 

equal to the sum of bulk degradation of A and NOM. 

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 +
𝐽𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐷′ = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 +

𝑘𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝐴 + 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝐶𝑁
𝐷′ = 

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵(1 + 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴+𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁
𝐷′

)   eq. 4.19a 

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴+𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁𝐷′

       eq. 4.19b 
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Inserting eq. 4.19b into eq. 4.17 yields:  

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= −𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆 �
1

1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴+𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁𝐷′

+ K𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

� = 𝑟𝑁                      eq. 4.20 

Eq. 4.20 is a general expression for steady state ROS-mediated photocatalytic degradation of 

compound A in the presence of any scavenging material, including NOM (rN). 

 4.3.4 Reduction of ROS production 

 In addition to the changes in degradation discussed above, the addition of NOM can also 

alter the ROS production rate (PROS) by absorbing light (reducing illumination available for ROS 

production, inner filter effect), and by interfering with the charge transfer mechanisms 

responsible for ROS formation.  Under the steady state assumption, PROS should equal the 

degradation rate of all compounds reacting with ROS.  In the presence of NOM, we can combine 

eq. 4.18 and eq. 4.19 to find PROS,N. 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆 = 𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆𝛽𝐴 +  𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆𝛽𝑁 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆(𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴𝛽𝐴 + 𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁𝛽𝑁) 

𝛽𝐴 = 1
1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴+𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁

𝐷′

+ K𝐴
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

 ; 𝛽𝑁 = 1
1+𝑘𝐴𝐶𝐴+𝑘𝑁𝐶𝑁

𝐷′

+ K𝑁
1+K𝐴𝐶𝐴+K𝑁𝐶𝑁

   eq. 4.21 

Thus the rate of ROS production is proportional to the steady state concentration of ROS 

at the surface of the photocatalyst (and by extension in the bulk, eq. 4.19), and any reduction in 

PROS due to the presence of NOM will correspondingly reduce CROS,S: 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆,0

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆,0
= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝐵,0
       eq. 4.22   

We will account for this reduction first by examining the inner filter effect, and then the 

charge transfer interference.  Since these processes are sequential (illumination absorbed by 

NOM first decreases excitation, then NOM can further decrease ROS production at the surface), 

their effect are multiplicative; in other words, we can find the overall decrease in degradation 
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rate by first multiplying eq. 4.20 by a factor representing the inner filter effect and then by 

another factor representing charge transfer interference. 

4.3.4.1 Light absorption 

 Light attenuation can be accounted for using the Beer-Lambert law, in which PROS will be 

attenuated by the factor 10^(-µ*ℓ*CN), where µ is the specific absorption coefficient of the 

material and ℓ is the optical path length of the incoming light.  

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆,0

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,0

= 𝑒−µ∗ℓ∗𝐶𝑁  ;𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆 = 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,010−µ∗ℓ∗𝐶𝑁    eq. 4.23 

 The subscript 0 on PROS, CROS indicates the ROS production rate without NOM light attenuation 

and the lack of a B or S (bulk or surface) subscript on CROS indicates that the expression is true for 

either (eq. 4.22). Plugging the modified ROS concentration into eq. 4.20 we can observe the 

decrease in degradation due to light attenuation. 

   𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝑁 = 𝑘𝐴 𝐶𝐴  𝛽𝐴 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆,0 10−µ∗ℓ∗CN    eq. 4.24 

To validate this model we used a rose bengal (RB) photo oxidation reaction in the presence of 

NOM because RB is a homogeneous photosensitizer (KA,KN=0, no charge transfer interference) 

and NOM does not scavenge the produced 1O2 [34] (kN≈0), which allows us to isolate the 

inhibitory inner filter effect.  Figure 16 shows the measured and modeled change in degradation 

rate of FFA as a function of NOM concentration, normalized to the degradation rate without 

NOM (rN/r0). The data matches the model quite well, with an r2 value of 0.90.  The exponent 

value used for µ*ℓ in the model (µ*ℓ = 1.1×10-2 L/mg NOM) was calculated by measuring the 

absorption coefficient (µ) of NOM as a function of wavelength and integrating the pathlength (ℓ) 

over the geometry of the cylindrical reactor used in this experiment and the absorption 

spectrum of the RB, as explained in greater detail in our previous work [34].  
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Figure 16. Normalized degradation rate (rN/r0) of FFA by RB illuminated with visible light as a 
function of NOM concentration.  The model follows eq. 4.24 and fits the data quite well, with 
an r2 value of 0.90. Model parameters were as follows: kA=1.2×108 M-1 s-1 [120], kN=0 M-1 s-1, 
KA=0 L mg-1, KN=0, D’=1.6×10-3 m-1s-1 (D from [148], divided by Δr [1µm] and total surface area 
[50m2 g-1*25mg]), µ*ℓ=1.1×10-2  L mg-1[34], 𝝟S=0, CA=25×10-3  M. 

4.3.4.2 Charge transfer interference  

 Since it is adsorbed to the photocatalytic surface where charge transfer facilitates ROS 

production when surface-bound holes (h+) interact with water molecules to form radical species, 

it is likely that surface-bound NOM can further reduce the available ROS concentration.  This 

effect may be accounted for in eq. 4.18, since oxidation by surface h+ contributes to NOM 

degradation, but it is also possible that the presence of NOM on the surface further decreases 

ROS production by an as-yet unexplored mechanism [72]. This process is difficult to understand 

completely due to the complex structure and composition of natural organic matter, but one of 

the goals of this project is to eventually develop a mechanistic model to account for these 

interactions.  For now, we will assume that the decrease in degradation rate resulting from 
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charge transfer inhibition depends on the sorbed concentration of NOM at the surface (qN) in an 

exponential decay similar to the inner filter effect: 

𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆
𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆,0

= 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆

𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆,0
= 10−

𝜥𝑺𝐾𝑁𝐶𝑁
1+𝐾𝑁𝐶𝑁      eq. 4.25 

At this point 𝝟S is an empirical constant, but one of the goals of this ongoing project is to 

develop a physical interpretation based on measurements of surface ROS formation in the 

presence of NOM. 

4.3.5 Combined model 

 We can combine the mechanistic models above into a single model to represent the 

overall degradation rate of a target compound by photocatalysis in the presence of NOM.    

Multiplying eq. 4.25 by eq. 4.24, we come up with an expression for the overall degradation rate 

as a function of NOM concentration: 

𝑑𝐶𝐴
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝐴,𝑁 = 𝑘𝐴 𝐶𝐴 𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑆,𝑆,0 𝛽𝐴  ∗ 10−µ∗ℓ∗CN ∗ 10−
𝜥𝑺𝐾𝑁𝐶𝑁
1+𝐾𝑁𝐶𝑁   eq. 4.26 

 Figure 17 shows preliminary data from the degradation of FFA with varying 

concentrations of NOM in the presence of TiO2 illuminated by UV-A lamps.  The model predicts 

the data very well, with an r2 value of 0.99.  For this data, the unitless value of 𝝟S (2.1×103) was 

found using solver to maximize the r2 value for the model fit.  Future work in this project 

involves collecting data for a variety of compounds to further validate and test the model.  

Furthermore, additional data will allow analysis of the importance of the parameter 𝝟S.  For the 

FFA-TiO2 data, 𝝟S did not have a large effect, since the data matched the model almost as well 

with 𝝟S =0 (r2=0.98, Figure 18).  As mentioned previously, it is possible that the charge transfer 

inhibition mechanism is already accounted for in the formulation of eq. 4.20, and further data 

acquisition and analysis will assist in this determination.  
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Figure 17. Normalized degradation rate (rN/r0) of FFA by TiO2 illuminated with UV light as a 
function of NOM concentration.  The model uses eq. 4.25 and matches the data with an r2 
value of 0.99.  Model parameters were as follows: kA=1.5×1010 M-1s-1[117], kN=4.4×109 M-1s-1, 
KA=0, KN=0.028 L mg-1, D’=1.84×10-3 m-1s-1 (D from [121], divided by Δr [1µm] and total surface 
area [50m2/g*25mg]), µ*ℓ=1.4×10-2  L mg-1 [34], 𝝟S=2.1×103, CA=25×10-3  M. 

Specifically, future data collection will focus on degradation compounds with different 

adsorption properties (to test the influence of different KA, kA values), and using different 

photocatalyst material (with different surface properties, KN values).  We will also test materials 

with known and quantifiable surface interactions to help better understand the 𝝟S value and its 

mechanistic interpretation.  Once this data is collected and analyzed, we will submit this work 

for publication as a follow-up paper to our earlier paper “Trading power for efficiency: 

differential inhibition of photo-generated hydroxyl radicals versus singlet oxygen.”[34] 
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Figure 18. Normalized degradation rate (rN/r0) of FFA by TiO2 illuminated with UV light as a 
function of NOM concentration with the 𝝟S parameter set to zero.  All other parameters are 
identical to Figure 17.  The r2 value here is 0.98, compared to 0.99 in Figure 17.   

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

It is important to consider the inhibition capacity of water matrices in heterogeneous 

photocatalytic treatment systems, especially when organic matter is present.  The model 

developed here to account for various inhibitory mechanisms will not only advance 

understanding of the relative importance of potential hindrances and how to mitigate them, but 

it will also provide a method to approximate the effect of natural organic materials on 

photocatalytic treatment effectiveness to enable process design and operation.  The preliminary 

data presented validates the model, and future work is under way to determine the physical 

significance (if any) of the surface interaction parameter (𝝟S). Once completed, we can use this 

model to evaluate and compare different types of photocatalytic treatment options, for 
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example to determine if a system would be more efficient using a OH•-based or 1O2-based 

treatment process.   



 
 

 
 

Chapter 5 

 

Photocatalytic Generation of Multiple ROS Types Using Low-
Temperature Crystallized Anodic TiO2 Nanotube Arrays 

 

 

Statement of Authorship:  This chapter was taken from a previously published work [50].  As 
stated in the published paper, Yulong Liao and I are co-first authors for this work.  Yulong 
developed the materials while I performed the photocatalytic testing and wrote the paper. 

Liao Y, Brame J, Que W, Xiu Z, Xie H, Li Q, Fabian M, Alvarez PJ. 2013. Photocatalytic 
generation of multiple ROS types using low-temperature crystallized anodic TiO2 
nanotube arrays. Journal of Hazardous Materials 260:434-441. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been extensively studied as a photocatalyst for advanced 

oxidation processes to remove hazardous substances from air and water [63, 72, 149, 150]. 

Efficient removal of diverse contaminants such as organic dyes [151-154], endocrine disrupting 

compounds and pharmaceuticals [155-157], aromatics [158-160], pesticides [161, 162], 

microorganisms [163, 164] and heavy metals [165] has made TiO2 a promising material for 

multipurposed advanced water treatment systems. Upon illumination, TiO2 converts incoming 

photons into excitons, or electron/hole pairs, which can either recombine and dissipate the 

energy as heat or migrate to the material surface, where they can participate in redox reactions 

and generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as hydroxyl radicals (OH•) and super oxide   

(O2
-) [72, 166]. These energetic species can further react to form 1O2 and then these ROS 

contribute to the degradation and removal of unwanted contaminants from water.    
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While TiO2 remains the most widely used photocatalyst, the difficulty and energy cost of 

separating and reusing suspended TiO2 particles from treated water has increased the interest in 

immobilized photocatalyst materials [101, 167], such as titanium dioxide nanotubes (TiO2 NTs) 

[168-171]. TiO2 NTs offer unique nanotubular structure with high chemical stability, lack of 

toxicity, and high photochemical activity [172-174]. To date, TiO2 NTs have been used in 

numerous applications including photocatalytic treatment of pollutants in air and water [175, 

176], photovoltaics for energy production [177, 178], biomedical applications [179, 180], 

lithium-ion batteries [181, 182], water splitting [183-185], and chemical gas sensors [186-188].  

Anodization of titanium is the most widely used method for the fabrication of self-

organized TiO2 NT arrays due to ease of control, low cost, and scalable production [189-192]. 

Anodic TiO2 NT arrays have shown outstanding photocatalytic performance [175, 178], and may 

be particularly beneficial for photocatalysis due to their large surface area, short diffusion 

distance between electron/hole generation sites and the material surface (limiting electron/hole 

recombination), and their inherent immobilization, reducing the energy and material cost of 

separating the photocatalyst after treatment. However, regardless of their preparation method, 

anodic TiO2 NT arrays are always amorphous, necessitating post-fabrication crystallization by 

heat treatment such as thermal annealing [193-196] or hydrothermal processing [197-199], 

which require high temperatures (about 450 oC) or special equipment (e.g., pressurized 

autoclave vessels). Therefore, there is need for less energy-intensive, more affordable and 

sustainable crystallization methods. 

Recently, we reported an alternative and more environmentally-friendly method to 

crystallize amorphous anodic TiO2 NTs at lower temperatures [200]. Facile and cost-effective, 

low temperature crystallization provides a new route for crystalline TiO2
 NT production without 

extra chemical addition, high energy input or special equipment. However, the photocatalytic 
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efficiency of the TiO2
 NTs synthesized by this method has not been carefully evaluated to assess 

their potential application for treating recalcitrant hazardous susbtances. In addition, little is 

known about how different synthesis conditions affect the fundamental material properties of 

the TiO2 NTs that determine their photocatalytic efficiency towards chemical contaminant 

removal. 

This paper seeks to advance understanding of the photocatalytic activity and the type of 

ROS generated by low-temperature crystallized TiO2 NTs relative to the more traditional and 

energy-intensive high-temperature sintered TiO2 NTs, and to determine the effect of synthesis 

conditions on NT morphology, which could further influence photocatalytic degradation 

efficiency. Accordingly, we offer novel insight into low-temperature crystallization mechanisms 

and potential environmental applications.  

5.2  Experimental 

5.2.1  Preparation of TiO2 NT arrays 
 

TiO2 NT arrays were synthesized by electrochemical oxidation of titanium sheets as 

described previously [169]. Briefly, the titanium sheets were oxidized at 60 V for 2 h in a 

conventional fluorine-containing electrolyte (ethylene glycol containing 0.25 wt.% NH4F and 1.0 

wt.% deionized (DI) water), using a platinum counter electrode [172]. The electrolyte was kept 

at 7 oC in a cryogenic slot (THJD-2006WY, Tianheng, China) during the synthesis unless otherwise 

noted. The as-anodized TiO2 NT array films were thoroughly washed with DI water and ethanol 

several times. All the reagents were of analytical grade (Sinopharm Group Chemical Reagent Co. 

Ltd., China).  

5.2.2  Crystallization of the TiO2 NTs arrays  
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Two methods were used to crystallize the amorphous anodized TiO2 NTs: the novel, 

water-assisted, low temperature method (LT), and the traditional, high-temperature method 

(HT). The LT method used here involved immersing the amorphous TiO2 NT films in DI water at 

90 oC for 10 h, followed by drying in ambient air. The crystallization temperature (70, 90, and 

110 oC) and heating duration (10, 20, 24 and 30 h) were then varied to determine their effects 

on the crystallization process. Aqueous solutions of CuCl2 or FeCl3 were tested as a 

crystallization medium in place of DI water to investigate the effect of metal ions—which are 

commonly used as dopants in semiconductor photocatalysis [181, 201, 202]—on the 

crystallization process. Experiments above the solvent boiling points were carried out in an 

autoclave. The HT method involved heating the NT films at 450 °C for 3 hours.  

5.2.3 TiO2 NT Characterization  
 

The crystalline properties of all the samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction as 

described previously [169], along with transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM 2100, JEOL 

Inc., Japan TEM) and UV-Vis spectrometry (Ultrospec 2100 pro). The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 

(BET) surface area was determined by nitrogen adsorption measurement at 77 K (Model ASAP 

2020, Micromeritics, USA). TiO2 NTs were scraped from the Ti metal surface, weighed and 

measured for BET surface area. All the samples were degassed at 100 oC for 24 h prior to 

nitrogen adsorption measurement. Photocatalytic ROS production was characterized by 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurement using a Varian E-6 spectrometer under 

the following conditions: temperature = 293 K; microwave frequency = 9.225 GHz; microwave 

power = 10 mW; modulation amplitude = 1 G at 100 kHz; and scan time = 4 s. The compounds 

2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol (TMP)[43] and α-(4-pyridyl-1-oxide)-N-tert-butylnitrone 

(POBN)[118] were used as spin-trapping agents for 1O2 and OH•, respectively. 
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5.2.4 Photocatalytic and photochemical characterization 
 

The crystallized TiO2 NT films were tested as photocatalysts, and their photo-activities 

were evaluated on the basis of the degradation of methyl orange (MO) and 4-chloro-phenol 

(4CP) as model organic pollutants in aqueous solutions (40 mL total volume, 20 and 100 mM L-1, 

respectively). The TiO2 NT films (3.0 × 1.5 cm2 frontal surface area, total mass = 0.04 g) were 

immersed in the solution and irradiated with six 4-W UV bulbs (Eiko, Black Light Blue, Shawnee, 

KS; 18 W m-2 measured illumination intensity). The photocatalytic activities of NTs sintered for 3 

h at high temperature (450 oC) and a similar film of Degussa P25 TiO2 with the same frontal 

surface area applied with a razor blade and calcined at 450 °C (Figure 19) were also compared 

under identical conditions.  

 

Figure 19.  Digital photographs of P25 plate (left, top) with similar area as the crystallized TiO2 
NT array film (LT plate, left bottom), and corresponding photocatalytic performance in MO 
degradation.  [MO]0=20 mM, error bars represent 95% CI and are too small to be seen.   

Photodegradation experiments lasted 120 min with 1 mL alliquot samples removed 

periodically, and were carried out in an open quartz photoreaction vessel with rapid stirring at 

23 °C [51]. The pH of the system was neutral (pH~7) throughout the experiments. The 
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concentration of the residual MO was measured by a UV-Vis spectrometer (Ultrospec 2100 pro), 

while the concentration of residual 4CP was measured by HPLC (Shimadzu Prominence LC20) 

with a C18 column and acetonitrile and phosphoric acid (60:40 V:V) as the mobile phase. L-

histidine and tert-butanol were used as ROS scavengers at concentrations of 20 mM.  

5.3  Results and Discussion  

5.3.1 Photocatalytic activity and ROS production of the low-temperature crystallized TiO2 
NT arrays  

 

TiO2 NT films were crystallized using both the novel low-temperature, water assisted 

method (LT-90; heated in water at 90 oC for 20 h) and the traditional high-temperature sintering 

method (HT-450; heated in air at 450 oC 3 h).  Characterization using both TEM and XRD showed 

similar TiO2 peaks consistent with anatase crystalline material, with no other TiO2 crystal forms 

(rutile or brookite) observed (Figure 50, Figure 51, Figure 52, Appendix B). The crystallization 

mechanism for this low-temperature process was previously hypothesized to follow a traditional 

dissolution-recrystallization process [203-205], which we confirmed by observing the formation 

of anatase TiO2 particles during crystallization (Figure 53, Appendix B). These NT films were then 

tested for photocatalytic ROS generation and degradation of several model compounds in 

water. The LT-90 NTs had higher photocatalytic activity than HT-450 for the degradation of MO 

(Figure 20a), and similar photocatalytic activity for the degradation of 4CP (Figure 20b).  
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Figure 20.  Photocatalytic performance of traditional high-temperature sintered (HT 450) and 
low-temperature (LT-90) TiO2 NT films in degradation of (a) MO, and (b) 4CP. [MO]0=20 mM, 
[4CP]0=100 mM, error bars represent 95% CI. 

The LT-90 NT photocatalytic activity was also compared to a similar plate of Degussa P25 

TiO2, which is the most commonly studied form of TiO2. LT-90 exhibited higher photocatalytic 

activity than the P25 loaded on a plate with similar frontal area (Figure 19).  Although using a 

similar frontal area does not allow for an exact comparison in terms of mass loading or total 

surface area, it does enable a qualitative evaluation of this novel material in relation to 

traditional materials.   Table 4 summarizes the initial first-order degradation rate constants for 

the removal of these compounds. Control experiments showed that both direct photolysis and 

adsorption were negligible (Figure 54, Figure 55, Appendix B).  

Table 4. First order degradation rates 

Material/Conditions 1st Order Degradation Rate 

(min-1 ×10-3 ± standard deviation) 

LT-90         + MO 14.7±1.5 

HT-450      + MO 10.7±0.8 

P25 Plate  + MO 12.2±1.4 
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LT-90         + 4CP   6.7±0.8 

HT-450      + 4CP   6.9±0.4 

P25 Plate  + 4CP 6.6±0.4 

LT-90         + MO   +  t-BuOH 13.8±0.3 

HT-450      + MO   +  t-BuOH   7.0±0.5 

P25 Plate  + MO   +  t-BuOH   8.0±0.5 

 

The higher degradation efficiency of LT-90 may be partially attributed to its higher 

specific surface area: 129.0 m2/g for LT-90 versus 26.8 m2/g for HT-450 (Figure 56, Appendix B) 

and 50.5 m2/g for commercial P25 TiO2 [206] (although the BET surface area of the attached P25 

TiO2 was not measured and was likely lower than literature values due to aggregation during the 

immobilization and annealing process). Although there was no significant adsorption of MO or 

4CP onto the NT surface, larger surface area is conducive to increased efficiency due to higher 

availability of photocatalytic ROS generation sites and greater opportunity for interaction 

between photo-generated electrons/holes or ROS and contaminants at the photocatalytic 

surface. Furthermore, TiO2 NTs offer significant advantages over immobilized P25 TiO2 in that 

they do not require an attachment step (saving cost and processing), have a significantly larger 

surface area, and are less likely to detach during treatment.   

To further understand the role of photo-generated ROS, photocatalytic degradation of 

MO by LT-90 and HT-450 TiO2 NTs was characterized in the presence of two different ROS 

scavengers at 20 mM: L-histidine (which acts as a global ROS scavenger) and tert-butanol (t-

BuOH, a preferrential OH• scavenger) [207, 208] (Figure 21). No degradation occurred with LT-

90 or HT-450 in the presence of L-histidine, (Figure 21a), which confirms the critical role of ROS 

in MO degradation. Furthermore, addition of t-BuOH, which helps discern the role of OH• 
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(Figure 21b), had a greater impact on the degradation of MO by HT-450 (rate constant reduction 

by 35%, Table 4) than by LT-90 (7% reduction, Table 4). This suggests that OH• mediated 

degradation plays a more significant role in the presence of HT-450 compared to LT-90, and that 

other ROS (e.g., 1O2 or O2
-) or direct electron/hole oxidation also played a role (because 

degradation was not completely stopped by t-BuOH).   

 

Figure 21.  Photocatalytic performance of traditional high-temperature sintered (HT 450) and 
low-temperature (LT-90) TiO2 NT films in degradation of MO with (a) L-histidine as a ROS 
scavenger, and (d) tert-Butanol as a OH• scavenger. [MO]0=20 mM, [L-hist] 0=[t-BuOH] 0=20 mM, 
error bars represent 95% CI. 

EPR analysis was conducted to further characterize the role of ROS production in TiO2 

NT photocatalytic performance. We used two different spin traps: POBN, which is a general 

radical trap, and TMP, which acts as a 1O2 trap. When POBN interacts with a radical species such 

as OH•, it forms a spin adduct, which is much longer lived than the hydroxyl radical (lifetime 

~5µs) [166], facilitating measurement. This spin adduct can then be detected by EPR and 

compared to characteristic radical signatures. The detection of 1O2 is based on oxidation of TMP 

to 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinol-N-oxyl radical (TMPN), which can be monitored by EPR. 

Both the LT-90 and the HT-450 NT array films produced characteristic OH• spectra as shown by 

the POBN response (Figure 22a), but attempts to isolate O2
- EPR peaks from the POBN signal 
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using super oxide dismutase as a O2
- quencher were unsuccessful. Only the LT-90 sample 

produced 1O2 as shown by the oxidation of TMP to TMPN (Figure 22b).  

 

Figure 22. EPR data showing generation of hydroxyl radicals (OH•) using a POBN trap (a) and 
singlet oxygen using a TMP trap (b) by illuminated LT-90 and HT-450 photocatalysts.  Both 
photocatalysts produce hydroxyl radicals, while only the LT-90 material produces singlet 
oxygen (1O2).  Rose Bengal (RB) was used as a positive control for 1O2 production. 

There are several possible mechanisms for 1O2 production by TiO2, including direct 

photosensitization, ion annihilation and (most commonly) oxidation of superoxide [209-211]. 

Superoxide is commonly formed by an interaction between dissolved oxygen and a photo-

generated electron, which can be subsequently oxidized by a photogenerated hole to form 1O2. 

This process may be facilitated by the smaller crystal size (6-7 nm) of the LT-90 NTs compared to 

the traditional HT-450 NTs (20-22 nm) according to the Scherrer equation (based on facet (101) 

at 2θ≈ 25.28 o) [197].  While an in-depth exploration of the mechanism of 1O2 production is 
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beyond the scope of this study, it is likely that the smaller crystal size combined with the 

increased surface area increased the likelihood of superoxide oxidation near the NT surface, 

thus enabling 1O2 formation. The presence of the TMPN 1O2 signal in the EPR spectra for the LT 

NT array confirms that low-temperature crystallization produces a photocatalyst that generates 

both OH• and 1O2, while high temperature sintered TiO2 NTs generated primarily OH• with no 

1O2. 

The ability to produce multiple types of ROS could make low-temperature crystallized 

photocatalysts especially useful for photocatalytic treatment of recalcitrant hazardous 

substances in natural waters and wastewater effluents. Natural water and wastewater contain 

significant amounts of background organic matter, while the target hazardous compounds are 

usually present at trace concentration levels. In such systems, there can be a significant 

reduction or even complete loss of photocatalytic activity towards the target contaminants due 

to OH• radical scavenging by the background organic matter [212]. Singlet oxygen, while a 

weaker oxidant, has been shown to be less impacted by the presence of dissolved organic 

matter [33]. While ROS generation by photocatalytic materials has been extensively studied, 

little has been reported about the effect of multiple ROS or the impact of a combination of ROS 

on contaminant degradation [213]. This generation of multiple types of ROS could be beneficial 

for treatment of mixtures of emerging pollutants and other recalcitrant hazardous organics, 

although the extent to which low-temperature crystallized TiO2 NTs enhance the range of 

contaminants removed from complex mixtures remains to be determined.   

5.3.2 Influence of crystallization conditions on TiO2 NT material properties  
 

To provide insight for the optimization and scale-up of low-temperature crystallized NTs 

and to further understand the impact of various experimental conditions on the morphology 
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and other physical properties of these materials (which control their photocatalytic 

performance) the amorphous anodic TiO2 NT films were treated in water under a series of 

controlled conditions.  

The crystallization heating time was varied to help optimize energy use and determine 

the effect of heating time on crystal structure. Figure 23a shows that the TiO2 NT samples 

heated at 90 oC for 10, 20 and 24 h exhibit similar XRD patterns, all crystallized to anatase. The 

degree of crystallinity and the crystal size increase slightly with increasing heating time. Since 

only crystalline TiO2 is capable of photocatalytic degradation, a higher degree of crystallinity 

may increase degradation efficiency, while crystal size may be important in the production of 

1O2 as previously discussed. However, excess heating (30 h) in water resulted in the peeling of 

TiO2 NTs from the Ti substrate (Figure 57, Appendix B).  

 

Figure 23.  Crystal diffraction peaks of the anodic TiO2 NT array films under different 
conditions: (a) different crystallization durations; (b) different crystallization temperatures; (c) 
different synthesis temperatures. Desired crystallinity and micro-structure properties of 
anodic TiO2 NTs can be achieved by manipulating these parameters. 
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The morphological properties of the TiO2 NTs before and after crystallization (at 90 oC) 

were characterized by Field Emission- Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) (Figure 24). 

Before crystallization, the as-anodized TiO2 NT arrays were open, with an inner diameter of ~100 

nm and a wall thickness of ~10 nm (Figure 24a, b). After heating in water for 20 h, the tubular 

structure of the TiO2 NTs was maintained, but the inner diameter decreased to ~30 nm, the tube 

wall thickness increased up to ~80 nm, and the surface appeared rougher (Figure 24c, d). This 

suggests less dense, possibly porous walls. A rougher morphology provides more active surface 

sites, which is beneficial for photocatalysis (e.g., surface reaction area, electron charge transfer 

paths) as well as other applications (e.g., sensors, solar cells) [173]. However, after the heating 

time increased to 24 h, the one-dimensional tube structure was lost, and cracks appeared on the 

TiO2 NT film, which could be problematic for some applications.  

 

Figure 24.  SEM images of the anodic TiO2 NT array films  showing the morphology before and 
after water treatment at 90 oC. Desired crystallinity and micro-structure properties of anodic 
TiO2 NTs can be achieved by manipulating the treatment parameters. 
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In traditional sintering, an increased crystallization temperature can result in different 

crystal phases (e.g., rutile, brookite) [193-195]. To determine if there is a similar change in 

crystal structure using this low-temperature method, the crystallization temperature was varied. 

Figure 23b shows that amorphous anodic TiO2 NTs are efficiently crystallized into the anatase 

phase in water at a wide range of temperatures from 70 to 110 oC, with crystal size increasing 

with increased temperature. However, the TiO2 NTs detached from the Ti substrate when 

treated at 110 oC for 20 h, and no other TiO2 crystal structure was observed. FE-SEM images 

show that the nanotubular structure disappeared after only 3 h of treatment at 110 oC (Figure 

58, Appendix B), which may be attributed to the special hydrothermal environment used in an 

autoclave to achieve water heating at 110 oC. In contrast, at both 90 and 70 oC, crystallinity and 

firm attachment to the substrate were achieved. Disorientation (loss of NT alignment) and 

detachment of nanotubes from the underlying substrate has been a severe limitation for 

traditional solvothermal or hydrothermal crystallization methods for years [172]. This water-

assisted low-temperature crystallization method at temperatures below 110 oC offers an 

effective solution to this problem.  

Figure 23c shows the crystallization of TiO2 NTs that were synthesized under different 

NT anodic growth temperatures (0 oC, 7 oC, 13 oC). After being treated in water at 90 oC for 20 h, 

they exhibited similar XRD patterns, indicating that all the TiO2 NTs were crystallized into the 

anatase phase. Furthermore, the intensity of the primary anatase (101) peak at 25.28° increased 

with the anodic synthesis temperature, indicating the presence of more crystalline material. As 

previously reported, higher synthesis temperature produces longer tubes [189, 192]. Since the 

longer tubes (those with higher synthesis temperatures) also have more crystalline material, we 

infer that crystallization of the anodic TiO2 NTs occurs throughout the tube length, which could 

increase the active surface area for photocatalytic ROS generation and may contribute to the 
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observed increase in degradation rate. 

The effect of metal ions in the crystallization medium was also tested to determine if 

the crystal structure of the TiO2 can be altered during crystallization, since metal-ion doping is a 

common means of altering the photo-physical properties of semiconductor photocatalysts [48]. 

The presence of metal ions in the heating water with a charge-to-size ratio similar to titanium 

disrupted the TiO2 crystallization process. Figure 25 shows the crystal structure of the anodized 

TiO2 NTs crystallized in Cu2+ and Fe3+ aqueous solution (0-1 M, at 90 oC for 10 h). Cu2+, which has 

a significantly smaller charge to size ratio than Ti (i.e., 27 versus 66 charge/nm) had no apparent 

effect on crystallization (Figure 25a). In contrast, Fe3+ (46 charge/nm) disrupted the 

crystallization of amorphous TiO2 NTs into anatase TiO2, yielding a crystal composite of Ti, Fe 

and O, containing primarily Fe4(TiO4)3 and Fe2Ti3O9 peaks identified by reference to the JCPDS 

database (Figure 25b). This alternate crystal structure was likely formed when iron cations 

replaced titanium cations during the dissolution-recrystallization process due to the similar 

atomic diameters and charge-to-size ratios of iron and titanium (Figure 59, Appendix B) [214-

216]. These results suggest that it may be possible to use ionic crystallization water to dope TiO2 

NTs, enabling visible-light sensitivity for photocatalytic degradation [217].  
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Figure 25.  Crystal diffraction patterns of the anodic TiO2 NT array films crystallized in the 
presence of Cu2+ (a) and Fe3+ (b) in water at 90 oC for 10 h. Dashed lines indicate the location of 
anatase (101) peak at 2≈25.28 o. The new peak formed at 0.5 M and 1 M Fe3+ is indicative of a 

new Fe-Ti-O crystal species resulting from substitution of Fe3+ ions in the place of Ti4+ ions in 
the lattice structure due to their similar charge/size ratio. 

In summary, anodic TiO2 NTs can be efficiently crystallized into anatase after heating in 

water at temperatures from 70-90 oC and heating durations of 10-20 h. These parameters, along 

with synthesis temperature, could be used to selectively control the degree of crystallinity, tube 

length, micro-structure, and chemical composition of anodic TiO2 NTs to maximize 

photocatalytic ROS production efficiency and control the type of ROS produced. Further work is 

needed to determine the role that each of these morphological properties play in ROS 

generation type and quantity. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
 

Water-assisted crystallization is a green alternative synthesis method for making 

anatase TiO2 NTs for potential use as a supported photocatalyst material for advanced oxidation 

of hazardous organic materials. When used as a photocatalytic material, low-temperature 

crystallized NTs produce various types of ROS, including hydroxyl radicals and singlet oxygen, 

which could be particularly useful for photocatalytic treatment of emerging polutants in 

complex water matrices such as waste-water treatment plant effluents. This ability to produce 

multiple ROS was not observed with NTs crystallized by traditional high-temperature sintering, 

indicating an advantage of the low-temperature crystallization process. Furthermore, the NT 

synthesis and crystallization parameters can be varied with the potential for controlled 

manipulation of crystal and chemical properties such as tube length, interstitial dopants, surface 

area and crystal size, enabling application-specific optimization. With these remarkable 

properties, combined with larger surface area, low temperature, water-assisted crystallized TiO2 

NTs are a promising alternative to traditional photocatalytic materials for advanced water and 

wastewater treatment. 

 



 
 

 
 

Chapter 6 

 

Photocatalytic pre-treatment with food-grade TiO2 increases the 
bioavailability and bioremediation potential of weathered oil from 

the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico 
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treatment with food-grade TiO2 increases the bioavailability and bioremediation 
potential of weathered oil from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Chemosphere 90:2315-2319. 

 

6.1 Introduction    
 

The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in the summer of 2010 was the largest accidental 

marine release in the petroleum era [218].  With 5 million barrels (6×105 m3) released into the 

ocean, the environmental ramifications are significant and potentially long-lasting.  For example, 

two decades after the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska, some oil contamination remains in 

the subsurface and protected coves [219]. Recovery from such disasters can be slow and some 

toxic effects may linger for decades [220, 221].  Weathered oil is the non-volatile, persistent 

hydrocarbon fraction that remains after the light-weight alkanes and monoaromatic 

hydrocarbons have been biodegraded, volatilized or dispersed, usually within the first few 

weeks after a spill [222].  Whereas natural processes such as dilution, sedimentation, 

sequestration and biodegradation mitigate to varying extents the long-term effects of 
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weathered oil on aquatic organisms, remedial action is required to alleviate environmental and 

economic strains in the wake of such releases.   

One effective strategy might be the in situ application of photocatalysts that can 

generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) with sunlight illumination to stimulate bioremediation of 

weathered oil.  When illuminated by near-UV radiation (< 400 nm), TiO2 produces ROS such as 

hydroxyl radicals that can hydroxylate hydrophobic weathered oil compounds and increase their 

solubility and bioavailability to the microbial community [45, 150, 223-227].  The hydrophobicity 

of weathered oil contributes to its low bioavailability, which increases the time for 

biodegradation and natural attenuation. Since hydroxylation is often the rate-limiting step in the 

biodegradation of hydrocarbons [228], photocatalytic hydroxylation could increase not only the 

solubility (and thus bioavailability) of recalcitrant hydrocarbons, but also the rate of subsequent 

biodegradation and the range of contaminants degraded. Similar approaches involving advanced 

oxidation pre-treatment have been shown to increase the biodegradability of pharmaceuticals 

[227] and other recalcitrant organics [229-231], but our proposed in situ application of 

photocatalyst as a pre-treatment to expedite bioremediation of weathered oil spills is novel.   

This paper addresses the opportunities and challenges of TiO2 addition to enhance in 

situ bioremediation of weathered oil samples from the 2010 Macondo well spill in the Gulf of 

Mexico.  Because application and use of photocatalytic nanomaterials in a natural setting raises 

questions about potential health and safety risks [232], we used food grade titanium dioxide 

(FG-TiO2)—which has been approved by the US FDA as a chemical additive that is safe for 

human consumption—as a potential photocatalyst.  The performance of FG-TiO2 was compared 

to the common reference photocatalyst P25 TiO2. We believe this to be the first report of the 

use of FG-TiO2 as an environmental photocatalytic material. 

6.2 Experimental Methods  
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6.2.1 Materials 
 

Weathered oil from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill was collected at Barataria Bay, LA, in 

October of 2010.   The hydrocarbon content in this material was reported as 18-30-carbon 

alkanes with small quantities of polyaromatics (a few µg g-1; data reported by Ralph Portier, 

Professor of Environmental Science at LSU upon delivery of the weathered oil).  Large non-oil 

components (twigs, grass, leaves, etc) were removed prior to experimental use, but all samples 

contained some non-oil organic matter—similar to what might be encountered in a natural 

setting.   

 

Figure 26. TEM images of (a) P25 and (b) FG-TiO2.  DLS and electron microscopy confirm an 
average particle size of 300 nm for P25 and 100 nm for FG-TiO2.   
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FG-TiO2 was donated by Sensient Technologies (Milwaukee, WI) and used as-provided. 

P25-TiO2 for comparison was obtained from Degussa (Parsippany, NJ). Dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) measurements showed that P25 had an average particle diameter of 220 nm in the 

aqueous conditions described hereafter, while FG-TiO2 was slightly larger at 377 nm.  These 

values were confirmed through TEM imaging (Figure 26) and corresponded to BET surface areas 

of 3.0 m2 g-1 (P25) and 8.9 m2 g-1 (FG-TiO2).  While the primary particle size for P25 often 

reported in the literature is smaller (30 nm with 50 m2 g-1 BET surface area [233]), unsonicated 

TiO2 forms large particles (100-300 nm) made up of smaller (~30 nm)  crystallites [234].  

Materials in this work were used without sonication, hence the larger particle size.   

6.2.2 Photocatalytic tests 
 

Initial photocatalytic tests were performed in a bench-top photoreactor with six 4 W UV 

lamps (350-400 nm at 18 W m-2, Philips TL4W; see [44]) arranged around a stir plate used to mix 

samples.  For photoreactor tests, 2 g of weathered oil were placed in a quartz reactor vessel 

with 40 mL Milli-Q water and FG-TiO2 photocatalyst (0.5 wt% concentration).   These samples 

were exposed for 24 h to UV irradiation in the photoreactor.  After UV exposure, 2-mL aliquots 

were removed from the water fraction and filtered (Whatman 40 filter paper followed by 0.2-

μm PES syringe filter) for dissolved total organic carbon (DOC) analysis.  The remainder of the 

sample was diluted to 100 mL total volume with Milli-Q water and combined with 75 mL 

activated sludge (obtained from Houston, TX 69th Street wastewater treatment plant) for 

respirometry analysis.   

Additional tests were performed using the same oil and photocatalyst concentrations in 

uncovered, wide-mouth glass jars under solar illumination at Rice University (Houston, TX: 

29°43'N, 95°23'W).  The samples were exposed to sunlight for 11 d to simulate a longer 
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exposure time in situ.    Irradiation intensity was measured in the visible and UV range (visible: 

700-850 W m-2 [Daystar intensity meter, Las Cruces NM], UV: 12-18 W m-2 [Fisher UV meter, 

Fischer Scientific, Waltham MA]). Water was added twice daily to replenish evaporation.  

Samples were placed on an orbital shaker at 20 rpm to provide slight agitation simulating wave 

motion in a natural environment.  After 11 d samples were removed and DOC/respirometer 

measurements were made as described above. 

6.2.3 Controls 
 

In addition to dark and no catalyst controls, tests were run to determine the production 

of ROS under solar irradiation in the absence of weathered oil.  Controls were prepared with 50 

mL total volume (Milli-Q water, probe compound and scavenger compound, 0.5% 

photocatalyst), and exposed to sunlight for one day (6 h of direct sunlight) under the same 

conditions as the sunlight test described above.  ROS production was measured using 0.1 mM 4-

chlorophenol (4CP) as a probe compound and isopropyl alcohol (10% v/v) as an •OH scavenger 

[235, 236].   

6.2.4 Analytical Methods   
 

DOC content of the water fraction was measured to evaluate the ability of 

photocatalytic pre-treatment to increase weathered oil solubility, and hence bioavailability.  

DOC was quantified using a Shimadzu TOC-V analyzer (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, 

Columbia, MD). To assess the increase in biodegradability, respirometry tests were performed 

using a PF-8000 respirometer (Respirometry Systems and Applications, Springdale AR).  Oxygen 

consumption was measured as a function of time in continuously stirred, sealed jars held at 25°C 

in a water bath with KOH plugs in each sample jar to trap the evolved CO2 and control pH [237].   
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 ROS generation activity 
 

Under UV light, both FG-TiO2 and Degussa P25 TiO2 degraded 4CP (a hydroxyl radical-

sensitive probe compound) equally well, with first-order reaction rate coefficients of 0.06±0.01 

(FG-TiO2), and 0.05±0.02 min-1 (P25) (Figure 27), indicating significant ROS generation. Under 

visible light (fluorescent lamps with 400 nm cutoff filter) the FG-TiO2 was significantly (p < 0.05) 

more effective than P25 (first-order rate constants kFG = 0.02±2×10-4 versus kP25 = 0.003±6 ×10-5 

min-1). Degradation of CP in the presence of TiO2 irradiated by visible light is possible through 

complexation of the phenols onto the TiO2 surface followed by direct electron transfer from the 

phenol to the conduction band of TiO2, with degradation rates proportional to surface area 

[238]. However, a comparison of surface area-normalized degradation rate coefficients suggests 

that other factors, such as differences in phase composition, contributed to the higher visible 

light efficiency of FG-TiO2. The surface area-normalized degradation rate coefficient (ki/SA) for 

FG-TiO2 was lower than that for P25 when exposed to UV light (kFG/SA = 0.68×10-2 min-1 m-2 

versus kP25/SA = 1.7×10-2 min-1 m-2), but higher than P25 when exposed to visible light (kFG/SA = 

2.3×10-3 min-1 m-2 and kP25/SA = 1.0 ×10-3 min-1 m-2).  This discrepancy likely reflects the higher 

rutile content of FG-TiO2 (i.e., P25 anatase:rutile = 75:25; FG-TiO2 anatase:rutile = 60:40 w:w).  

Although anatase TiO2 is more photocatalytically active, mixed phases are usually more efficient 

because they inhibit charge recombination and can extend the excitation wavelength range 

[239, 240]. Since the bandgap of rutile TiO2 is 3.1 eV (corresponding to excitation wavelength of 

400 nm) while the bandgap of anatase is 3.3 eV (corresponding to excitation wavelength of 375 

nm [241]), the larger fraction of rutile combined with larger surface area are consistent with the 

observed higher activity of FG-TiO2 under visible light irradiation.  
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Figure 27. Comparison of research-grade (P25) and food-grade (FG) nano TiO2 in degradation 
of 4-chlorophenol (commonly used as a •OH probe, C0=100 μM).  Irradiation:  visible (400-
650nm) or UV (350-400nm) in photoreactor.  Error bars represent ± one standard error. 

6.3.2 Effect of photocatalytic pre-treatment in photoreactor  
 

A significant increase (p < 0.05) in DOC was observed under UV exposure (24 h) in 

photocatalyst-treated samples relative to controls (Figure 28). UV light alone produced a small 

increase in DOC (from 37±1 to 47±1 mg L-1, a 27% increase), whereas the UV/photocatalyst 

treatment produced a 125% increase (from 36±1 to 81±1 mg L-1).  The photocatalytic treatment 

resulted in 60% higher DOC than UV alone, indicating that solubility (and bioavailability) of 

hydrophobic oil compounds could be significantly increased through this approach.  
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Figure 28. Photodegradation (a) and subsequent biodegradation (b) of weathered oil samples 
in a photoreactor (with FG-TiO2).  Respirometry (b) showed significant subsequent 
biodegradation (per O2 consumption) in the first 25 h of those samples exposed to UV, 
followed by increased long-term degradation of the sample treated with UV and FG-TiO2 
(inset, after 25 h). Error bars represent ± one standard error. 

Respirometry tests showed an initial biological response to both UV exposure and 

photocatalytic treatment. Both samples that were exposed to UV light (with and without FG-

TiO2 photocatalyst) had rapid initial oxygen consumption (first 25 h) compared to dark controls 
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(Figure 28b). We postulate that this was the result of enhanced solubilization due to photolytic 

transformation of hydrophobic organics [242], as indicated by the increase in DOC in both 

samples exposed to UV light. BOD exertion after 25 h (Figure 28b inset) shows biodegradation of 

the treated sample and the controls over 150 h. The total BOD exerted by the photocatalyst-

treated sample was 37% greater than that for the UV-only control. This suggests that 

photocatalytic pretreatment was effective at hydroxylating some components of the weathered 

oil and thereby enhancing their subsequent biodegradability [223, 227].  

The total mass of the oil compounds removed in these short-term experiments was 

difficult to assess because of the relatively small change in mass and the tendency of the oil to 

stick to containers, stir bars and other system components. However the DOC increase indicates 

that the 24-h photocatalytic pretreatment increased the soluble carbon content by 30-50 mg L-1, 

which represents a total increase of 0.1-0.2% (1-2 mg soluble carbon g-1 of oil), underscoring the 

importance of addressing mass-transfer limitations that hinder the bioavailability and 

biodegradability of weathered oil. Further research is required to determine whether the overall 

increase in biodegradability under similar conditions might be significantly increased if pre-

treatment time were increased. For example, assuming an average daily increase in exerted 

BOD of 0.1% for each day of exposure, this would extrapolate to 36% more BOD exerted (and 

thus 36% more oil removed) over a 1-yr photocatalytic contact time.  This could significantly 

reduce the duration and cost of bioremediation of weathered oil spills, especially since the 

photocatalyst is an industrially available food-grade product that could be used in large 

quantities at relatively low cost and minimal perceived environmental impact. 

6.3.3 Effect of photocatalytic pre-treatment under sunlight  
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Figure 29. Lack of enhanced oil solubilization (a) or subsequent biodegradation (b) of 
weathered oil samples exposed to FG-TiO2 under sunlight for 11 d.  Error bars represent ± one 
standard error. 

 

Photocatalytic pre-treatment with FG-TiO2 for 11 d under sunlight exposure did not 

significantly increase DOC relative to treatments with visible illumination alone (Figure 29a). 

Respirometry tests corroborated no significant difference in biodegradability (Figure 29b). 

Insufficient illumination was ruled out as the cause of this lack of enhancement because controls 
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with photocatalyst but without oil efficiently generated ROS (assessed by the degradation of 4-

CP as a probe compound) with the same irradiation conditions. Furthermore, ROS generation 

was extinguished with the addition of a •OH-quenching compound (1 mM isopropanol, Figure 

30), indicating that the photocatalyst did produce ROS under solar irradiation.  

 

Figure 30. Demonstration of photo-excitation of FG-TiO2 photocatalyst under solar radiation. 
Graph shows the degradation of 4-chlorophenol (C0=100μM) by FG-TiO2.  Isopropanol (an OH• 
scavenger) quenched the degradation of the probe compound (no loss due to sorption).  Error 
bars represent ± one standard error. 

 

One probable reason for the inefficacy of these tests was the method of mixing, which 

affected catalyst sinking and the ability of the generated ROS to interact with floating oil. Unlike 

the photoreactor tests that were conducted on a stir plate (which provided rapid mixing of the 

water, photocatalysts and floating oil), less vigorous mixing was used under sunlight exposure 

(orbital shaker at 20 rpm, designed to simulate natural conditions), which resulted in the 

photocatalysts sinking to the bottom of the reaction vessel.  Apparently, any ROS generated by 

the sinking TiO2 photocatalyst were too short-lived to diffuse beyond a typical interaction 

distance of ~1 µm [121] and react with the oil compounds which were floating on the water 
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surface. This shortcoming suggests the potential benefit of engineering photocatalysts or 

heterogeneous substrate/photocatalyst systems that are sufficiently buoyant to maintain close 

proximity with floating oil, while sufficiently hydrophobic to act at the oil-water interface to 

facilitate interaction with the generated ROS.  Such material modifications may be particularly 

important in saline environments where high ionic strength could promote coagulation and 

precipitation of the photocatalyst. For example, photocatalysts modified with hydrophobic 

coatings remain dispersed within organic target materials and do not lose photo-degradation 

efficiency after salt addition [243]. 

Overall, this negative result helps delineate potential limitations for in situ application of 

nano-photocatalysts, and provides insight to guide future material development effort (e.g., 

controlling the buoyancy, hydrophobicity and other surface properties [244] of the 

photocatalysts) to enable ROS generation in proximity to light hydrophobic compounds.  The 

positive results obtained under better controlled exposure conditions (Figure 28) encourage 

further consideration of photocatalytic pre-treatment for enhancing the bioavailability and 

removal efficiency of hydrophobic organic pollutants in biological treatment reactors.  

6.4 Conclusions 
 

FG TiO2 nanoparticles were smaller and generated ROS equally or more efficiently than 

P25 under UV and visible light irradiation. Photocatalytic pre-treatment of weathered oil 

samples from the Gulf of Mexico using this food grade material in a photoreactor significantly 

increased dissolved organic carbon content (presumably through hydrocarbon hydroxylation by 

the generated ROS) and subsequent biodegradation.  This dual-step remediation approach may 

be particularly beneficial for scenarios where the proximity between generated ROS and target 

organic compounds can be better controlled, as may be the case in modular engineered systems 
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where photoreactors are placed upstream of bioreactors to enhance biodegradation of 

recalcitrant constituents.  Thus, the novel application of a food grade environmental 

photocatalyst deserves further consideration.  
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Water disinfection using nanotechnology for safer irrigation: A 
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7.1 Introduction 
Reliable access to clean and safe water is a global challenge that will continue to grow in 

the next century [245]. The United Nations (UN) placed this challenge among its 2015 

Millennium Development Goals with the stated objective to “halve, by 2015, the proportion of 

the population without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation” (see 

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/). As water treatment and supply challenges continue to 

expand, new technologies are being tested to help reach the goal of unilateral access to safe 

and sustainable water. Among these technologies, point-of-use (POU) treatment processes are 

promising alternatives to large-scale, centralized treatment systems [246, 247]. POU treatment 

processes do not require large infrastructure or high construction costs, and do not suffer from 

water quality degradation during distribution [248]. Nanomaterials may be advantageous for 

POU treatment technologies because of their extremely high surface area and unique 

mechanical, electronic, photonic, and magnetic properties [16]. In addition to individual and 

http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
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community use, nano-based water treatment systems have great potential to address 

challenges in sustainable agriculture, food safety and food security [249].  

Rice University and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
collaborated to test the feasibility of a POU, nanotechnology-enhanced water treatment system 
for rural farms in Swaziland. Small reservoirs created by earthen dams built by the Swaziland 
Agricultural Development Program [250], an E.U.-funded project to improve “sustainable food 
security and an improved quality of life for rural households in Swaziland” [251], provide a 
significant resource for agricultural irrigation. This ready access to irrigation water has provided 
rural communities with the ability to create small garden plots, which can be used to grow 
produce for personal or commercial use. However, water in this type of reservoir is frequently 
contaminated by waste discharge from upstream, runoff from large-scale agricultural sites, and 
the direct introduction of animal wastes from local livestock [252]. The water at these sites—
used both for irrigation and as a drinking water supply—exceeded over 100 times the national 
regulatory levels for microbiological contamination (  
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Table 5). The potential benefit of improved irrigation by the SADP dam project is 

countered by the risk of disease from water contamination. Thus, we explored photocatalytic, 

point-of-use water treatment options to alleviate the risks inherent in this contaminated water 

supply.  
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Table 5. Selected water quality parameters from the three dams in Swaziland. 

 Mcozini 
Dam 

Lubhuku 
Dam 

Mlawula 
Dam 

National Standard 

Irrigation (Drinking) 

Total coliforms 
(per 100 mL) 

4000 * 1500** 4000** 1-10 (0) 

Fecal coliforms 
(per 100 mL) 

90** 120** 160** 1-10 (0) 

Turbidity (NTU) 9.0** 305** 202** 5 (5) 

BOD5 (ppm) 5.5* 1.0 0.7 10 (5) 

COD (ppm) 19* 23* 18* 75 (10) 

* indicates value above National drinking water standards 

** indicates value above National drinking and irrigation water standards 

 

Photocatalysts transfer the energy from light into chemical energy through charge 

transfer, redox (reduction/oxidation) reactions and other electrochemical processes [63, 72, 

253]. For example, in semiconductor (TiO2) photocatalysis an incoming photon with energy 

equal to or greater than the bandgap energy of the semiconductor creates an exciton 

(electron/hole pair) (Figure 31). This energy can then be transferred to the material surface and 

participate in surface redox reactions resulting in the formation of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS). Different photocatalysts produce different ROS including hydroxyl radicals (•OH), 

superoxide (O2
-1) or singlet oxygen (1O2), which can then react with target contaminants such as 

bacteria, viruses or organics [254].  
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Figure 31.  Photocatalytic ROS production mechanism.  A photon excites TiO2, which can then 
transfer the energy (e.g., excited electrons, holes [e+], excitons, etc.) to water (H2O) or oxygen 
(O2) to form reactive oxygen species such as hydroxyl radical (•OH) or super oxide (O2

-•). 

The objective of this project was to design, build and test a nano-enhanced 

photocatalytic demonstration unit with the ability to treat the high levels of microbiological 

contamination in the irrigation water from these reservoirs, as well as potentially treat other 

organic contaminants (such as pesticides) present in the water.  

7.2 Materials and Methods 

7.2.1 Photoreactor 
 

A fluidized bed photoreactor (FBPR) was selected for this application. An FBPR uses the 

up flow of water through the reactor to mix photocatalyst particles, which can be illuminated 

internally (Figure 32). Advantages of the FBPR include extended reuse of photocatalyst (with the 

option to replace spent photocatalytic material), an in-line configuration that could be easily 

added to the existing local infrastructure, and the ability to use a wide range of photocatalysts 

and lamps of any wavelength rather than being limited to visible light [255]. Challenges include 

of the need for external power for illumination (solar illumination has a limited spectrum in the 
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UV range and is difficult to use in an internally-illuminated reactor), the need for rapid 

disinfection due to the relatively short contact time, and the need for periodic replacement of 

bulbs and photocatalyst. Although the FBPR requires a small amount of external power (car 

battery or small solar panel), it provides flexibility to use bactericidal lamps to aide in the rapid 

removal of microbiological contaminants and ensures the necessary disinfection in the short 

contact time dictated by the reactor size requirements. Two identical aluminum bench-top FBPR 

reactors were constructed, each having an internal volume of 2.5 L. The light source is a 16W 

lamp encased within a quartz housing running the length of the cylindrical axis. The outflow port 

has a 40-µm mesh filter to retain the photocatalyst inside the system. A step-input tracer test 

confirmed that the FBPR performed as a completely mixed reactor (Figure 60, Appendix B).  

 

Figure 32.  Left: Schematic representation of fluidized bed photoreactor (FBPR).  The water 
flow suspends the attached photocatalyst material, which is illuminated within the reactor.  A 
filter at the outflow retains the photocatalytic material in the system for continuous reuse. 
Right: Photograph of completed bench-scale FBPR system. Diameter=12 cm; height=26 cm. 
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7.2.2 Photocatalyst materials 
 

The following nano-photocatalysts were tested: titanium dioxide (TiO2), a broadly 

available semiconductor photocatalyst that produces mainly hydroxyl radicals and is most 

effective when excited by UV light; amino-fullerenes, a novel photocatalyst that produces 

mainly singlet oxygen and can be excited by visible light [44]; and porphyrins, which have been 

used for photo-dynamic therapy [256, 257] and produce singlet oxygen when excited by visible 

light. Amino-fullerenes were synthesized as previously reported [44]; the porphyrins 

(5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl), C48H30N4O8, MW: 790.774), were synthesized and 

characterized according to standard procedures [258]. Additional purification was performed 

using a flash chromatography system (silica column Clarisep S-CS140120-0, 40-60 m, 60Å) with 

chloroform and methanol solvents for 99+% product purity (by HPLC analysis).   

Each of these photocatalyst materials were attached to a silica or sand substrate. 

Photocatalyst attachment enables facile separation inside the FBPR ,increases the photo-

available surface area of the photocatalytic material [167] and reduces the risk of material 

release. TiO2 was attached through a heat treatment of substrate particles dipped in powdered 

DeGussa P25 TiO2 (Evonik Industries, Essen Germany) mixed with either water (heat, H2O) or 

with isopropanol (heat, solvent), or attached through a sol-gel precipitation process [101, 259]. 

The amino-fullerenes and porphyrins (both fabricated at Rice University) were attached to the 

silica substrate by covalent amide bonds to ensure stability and eliminate photocatalyst 

sloughing [260].  None of these materials exhibit acute toxicity, and these attachment processes 

limit potential exposure and therefore risk. 
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7.2.3 Illumination 
 

We examined three types of illumination for use in this FBPR system: visible light (400-

800 nm), near-UV light (UV-A, 300-400 nm) and bactericidal light (UV-C, 254 nm) using Eiko T5 4-

W fluorescent lamps. Visible light is effective for fullerenes and porphyrins, and has not been 

shown to degrade the bonds that attach the organic photocatalysts to the silica substrate. UV-A 

light is more energetic and capable of creating photo-generated ROS in TiO2 photocatalysts. 

While the increased energy of UV-A light can provide an increase in degradation rates using 

fullerenes and/or porphyrins, repetition tests in batch reactions show that the overall efficiency 

of the fullerene photocatalyst decreases with repeated use (Figure 33). UV-C light is naturally 

bactericidal, which is a benefit for this application. It is also very effective at producing photo-

generated ROS with TiO2, although the high energy light destroys fullerene and porphyrin 

photocatalysts. 
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Figure 33.  Reuse tests using the same photocatalyst for five cycles in batch reactions.  For 
fullerenes (a): with visible light illumination there is no loss in efficiency (as measured by the 
degradation of furfuryl alcohol [FFA]), while with UV-A illumination there is a 50% loss in 
efficiency and with UV-C illumination the photocatalyst breaks down entirely.  For TiO2 (b): 
visible light produces very little degradation, while both UV-A and UV-C illumination are easily 
repeated 5 times with no loss of degradation capacity. (Test conditions: 0.2 g/L photocatalyst, 
[FFA0]=1,200 µM, 23°C, pH 7). 
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7.2.4 Batch tests 

Initial photocatalytic tests were performed in a batch photoreactor [43] with six 4-W 

lamps arranged around a 50-mL quartz reaction vessel with 18 W m-2 illumination.- Further 

details about this batch reactor can be found in [43, 51]. These batch tests helped determine 

ROS production rates of the various photocatalyst, substrate and illumination configurations. 

The process involves adding photocatalyst (0.2 g L-1 unless otherwise noted) and a probe 

compound to Milli-Q water for a total volume of 40-mL. Furfuryl alcohol (FFA) was used as a 

probe to measure ROS production [43]. At steady state, ROS generation is proportional to the 

first-order degradation rate of FFA [261].  Reactions took place over the course of 2 hours with 

1-mL samples taken periodically throughout the test and measured on a Shimadzu Prominence 

HPLC (Shimadzu Corp., Columbia MD) using a C18 column with acetonitrile and 0.1% (w/v) 

phosphoric acid as mobile phase. All solvents and probe compounds were analytical grade 

(Sigma-Aldrich-USA). First order degradation rate constants (k) were calculated with 95% 

confidence intervals based on observed degradation (Table 6). 

Table 6. First order FFA degradation rate coefficients (k) from batch reactions.   

k (min-1*10-4) ± one SD 

Material Attachment Visible Light  

(400-800 nm) 

UV-A Light 

(300-400 nm) 

UV-C Light 

(254 nm) 

TiO2 Sand (heat, H2O) 0 30±1 320±23 

 Sand (heat, solvent) 0 0 330±50 

 Sand (sol-gel) 0 32±3 275±20 

 Silica (sol-gel) 6±1 510±80 500±30 

Fullerenes Silica 70±1 145±1 17±1 

Porphyrins Silica 10±1 20±2 0 
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A similar procedure was used for batch reactions testing the inactivation of E. coli and 

adenovirus type 2 (AV2), a highly UV-resistant, double-stranded DNA virus that is capable of 

infecting humans and responsible for ~5-10% of upper respiratory infections in adults [262, 

263]. E. coli was grown to exponential phase and then rinsed thoroughly to remove any residual 

growth media and diluted 1:40 in the batch reaction vessel. Surviving organisms were 

determined using viable plate counting. Due to the short lifetime of E. coli exposed to UV-C light, 

only one of the six available lamps was used to reduce the UV exposure, with samples being 

taken every 20 seconds. AV2 active titer was quantified by conventional plaque assays. Virus 

samples were inoculated on sub-confluent A549 cell monolayers for 90 minutes. The flasks 

containing infected cells were then overlaid with agar-containing media, incubated 7 days, and 

stained with MTT to visualize plaques.  

7.2.5 Flow-through tests 
 

Continuous flow/semi-batch tests were performed in the FBPR system similar to the 

batch reaction described above.  Tests measured degradation of FFA, E. coli or AV2 virus as 

above with samples drawn from the outflow port. DI water spiked with the test 

compounds/organisms was re-circulated through the FBPR until steady state was reached, then 

the lamp was turned on and the measurements taken. Long term tests were conducted using 

the same photocatalytic material in the same reactor with the same lamp for two hours each 

day for 60 consecutive days to mimic intended use in the field.  E. coli and AV2 experiments 

were performed using the reactor in flow-through mode, while long-term FFA degradation tests 

utilized the reactor as a semi-batch system. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 Performance of photocatalytic materials 
 

After testing various combinations of photocatalyst material, attachment method and 

light source (Table 6), sol-gel TiO2 attached to silica under UV-C light was chosen for this 

application. There was little photocatalytic efficiency difference between UV-A and UV-C 

illuminated sol-gel TiO2, and UV-C light requires only slightly more energy than UV-A while it is 

inherently bactericidal, thus aiding in disinfection. It was necessary to use an attached 

photocatalyst to easily retain the photocatalytic material inside the reactor. 

A range of photocatalyst concentrations were tested to determine whether the 

photocatalyst material increased the already significant disinfection of UV-C illumination alone. 

Higher photocatalyst loading increases ROS production, which increases disinfection potential. 

However, light scattering from higher photocatalyst concentrations in the water decreases 

disinfection by UV-C. These competing mechanisms result in an optimal photocatalyst 

concentration.  Specifically, the photocatalyst material does increase E. coli removal up to a 

loading of about 1.5-2 g L-1 (Figure 34). Each data point shows the differential k value (decay 

with UV-C light and the photocatalyst minus the decay with UV-C light alone) for a given loading. 

A positive differential k value indicates that the photocatalyst is increasing E. coli removal 

efficiency through ROS generation while a negative differential k value indicates that the 

photocatalyst reduced the overall efficiency of the UV-C light through self-scattering. Above a 

loading of 2 g L-1 the photocatalyst has an inhibitory effect on E. coli inactivation. We chose a 

loading of 0.2 g L-1 to use in the FBPR system based on these results. This loading provides a 

significant increase in efficiency, while still using a relatively small amount of photocatalyst, 

which is more cost efficient.  
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Figure 34. Effect of photocatalyst loading on E. coli inactivation kinetics.  The differential k 
value is the first-order degradation rate coefficient with photocatalyst minus the rate 
coefficient without the photocatalyst (control).  A positive differential k value indicates that 
the photocatalytically-generated ROS is increasing E. coli removal, while a negative 
differential k value indicates that the scattering effect of the photocatalyst is reducing the 
overall degradation efficiency of the UV-C light (254 nm, 18 W/m2 illumination, bacteria 
loading=106 CFU/mL, 23°C, pH 7). 

Previous work using TiO2 and UV-A illumination indicates that there is often a “shoulder 

effect” in which there is a lag before the ROS-induced disinfection mechanism takes effect [30].  

However with UV-C illumination, 3-log disinfection is accomplished in only 30-60 seconds, 

leaving little time for ROS to inactivate the bacteria before disinfection is accomplished by the 

high intensity light. Although the increase in disinfection rate afforded by the photocatalyst in 

the TiO2/UV-C system is two to three orders of magnitude higher than rates reported for 

TiO2/UV-A systems, which typically require contact times of 10-100 minutes [30, 264, 265], it 

represents an increase of only 5-10% above the degradation rate with UV-C alone.  

Accordingly, Figure 35 shows the flow-through inactivation of E. coli in the FBPR with 

UV-C light alone and with the addition of the photocatalyst. In both cases the FBPR 

accomplishes 2-log (99%) removal in under 30 seconds of exposure time, with the 
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photocatalyst-enhanced treatment being slightly more effective (p = 0.07). The disinfection rate 

of the treatment with photocatalyst was 6% (0.018 min-1) higher than that of the treatment with 

UV alone, consistent with the batch loading tests (0.02 min-1 increase, Figure 34). When the 

FBPR was run as a flow-through reactor, with contaminated influent passing entirely through 

the reactor with the lamp on, there was no surviving E. coli measured in the effluent with or 

without photocatalyst present, regardless of influent concentration. 

 

Figure 35. Log removal of E. coli in the FBPR system with UV light alone and with the addition 
of the silica-attached photocatalyst (PC) material (0.2 g/L TiO2, 254 nm, 18 W/m2 illumination, 
bacteria loading = 105 CFU/mL, 23°C, pH 7). 

We also tested the ability of the photocatalysts and UV-C light to inactivate adenovirus 

AV2 in both a batch system and in the FBPR. Photocatalyst material has previously been shown 

to be significantly more effective than UV-A light alone to remove viruses from water [43]. While 

UV alone is sufficient to remove some viruses, there may be some types of virus that are 

selectively removed by ROS [44]. However, the inactivation of AV2 by UV-C was statistically 

undistinguishable with and without the photocatalyst (Figure 36), indicating that the contact 

time was again too short to see significant ROS-mediated virus inactivation. 
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Figure 36. Survival ratio of adenoviruses in a batch reactor (a) and the FBPR (b) (0.2 g/L TiO2, 
254 nm, 18 W/m2 illumination, initial virus concentration=5×105 plaques mL-1, 23°C, pH 7). 

Photocatalytic oxidation has also been shown to be very effective at removing organic 

contaminants from water [260]. While pesticides and other priority organic compounds were 

not analyzed in the local water due to in-country analytical capability constraints, pesticides are 

commonly used in Swaziland and might be present in these source waters [266]. To test this 

capability in our system, we used a model pesticide, Carbaryl (1-naphthyl methylcarbamate), 

which is often used as an insecticide. The photocatalyst was significantly more effective at 
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removing Carbaryl from the water than UV-C alone (Figure 37). The degradation rate of Carbaryl 

by the photocatalyst plus UV-C light was four times that of UV-C alone (18.9 ± 0.2 vs. 4.7 ± 0.6 

min-1 ×102) after 3 minutes. In the first minute of exposure, indicative of the contact time likely 

in the field, the photocatalyst/UV-C combination removed almost three times as much Carbaryl 

as the UV-C light alone. However, in applications such as this case study, where contact time is 

limited, these benefits may not be fully realized. The expected contact time for a POU FBPR is 

approximately one minute, during which time only 25% of the Carbaryl was removed by the 

photocatalyst/UV system (compared to 8% removal with UV alone). While the partial 

degradation of priority organics may be an additional benefit of this technology, complete 

removal of target organics would require higher contact time. 

 

Figure 37. Degradation of the pesticide carbaryl in batch reactor under UV light with and 
without photocatalyst.  In the first 60 seconds, which is indicative of the contact time in the 
field, the PC+UV combo removed 3 times more carbaryl than UV alone (0.2 g/L TiO2, 254 nm, 
18 W/m2 illumination, [carbaryl]0=20 mg/L, 23°C, pH 7). 

Although the photocatalyst material did not add significantly to water disinfection by 

UV-C and only partially removed a representative pesticide in this case study, there are many 

scenarios in which photocatalysis can have an important impact.  For example, POU treatment 
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systems that use sunlight illumination would require a very long contact time for disinfection, 

and photocatalytically-generated ROS could decrease this required treatment time significantly.  

One such treatment possibility is to use a reactive liner concept (Figure 61, Appendix B) in which 

a thin film of water flows in a trough lined with photocatalyst material that is illuminated by 

sunlight through the water.  This design was originally considered for this project, but after 

assessing local conditions and infrastructure (the water is delivered from the dam to the 

community garden via underground pipes rather than through open channel flow), it was 

determined that a fluidized-bed photoreactor (FBPR) would be more suitable for this location. 

7.4 Implementation considerations  
 

Before implementation of a POU water treatment system, consideration must be given 

to safety, cost and any local conditions that could influence the efficacy of the system.    

7.4.1 Long term tests 

  
Long-term tests were conducted to assess both the potential loss of treatment 

efficiency over time and the need to replenish the TiO2 photocatalyst, in addition to determining 

the potential for long-term release of nanomaterials, which could pose health and safety 

concerns. While TiO2 in bulk form is generally considered safe and has been used as an additive 

in food products for years, proactive safety practices dictate that we mitigate potential or 

perceived risks by reducing or eliminating the release of nano-TiO2 in the effluent [267]. 

Therefore, the effluent titanium concentration from the FBPR system was monitored.  

There was no loss of ROS production effectiveness (assessed per FFA degradation) over 

more than two months of daily use (Figure 62, Appendix B). The daily FFA degradation 

percentage only varied slightly (largest deviation of 3%) from the two-month average. The only 
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maintenance required was an occasional backwash of the system. This suggests that the 

photoreactor could run for at least two months without a significant loss in efficiency that would 

require replacement or regeneration of the photocatalyst material. 

 

Figure 38. Titanium concentration in the FBPR effluent after addition of photocatalyst, 
measured by ICP-MS.  The x-axes represent the volume of water flushed through the system 
for the initial rinse (a) and the number of days during the prolonged use test (b).  The dashed 
line represents the average bulk Ti concentration in US drinking water. 

Figure 38 shows the amount of titanium detected in the effluent of the FBPR. After 

adding the photocatalyst, the FBPR was rinsed prior to the start of testing. During this rinsing, 
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the effluent titanium concentration—which is a measure of how much photocatalyst is lost 

through the filter—was measured as a function of the rinsing volume. This effluent 

concentration rapidly decreased from an initial value of 53 µg L-1 to non-detect (ICP-MS limit of 

detection 1 µg L-1) over the course of 10 liters of rinsing (4 reactor volumes, 10 minutes of 

operation). By comparison, the TiO2 concentration inside the reactor is 200 mg L-1, or 4,000 

times greater than the maximum effluent concentration during rinsing. Drinking water in the US 

contains about 15 µg L-1 of titanium, and the average person consumes 500 µg of bulk titanium 

per day from water [268, 269], and as much as 50 mg per day of nano TiO2 per day from food 

products [269]. During normal use, the effluent titanium concentration was consistently below 

detection, with only two samples measuring any titanium (at the lowest detection level-1 µg L-1). 

Thus, we conclude that there is no significant risk from nanomaterials being released into the 

effluent water under normal operation. 

7.4.2 Cost  
 

Although large water treatment systems generally operate with a lower cost/volume ratio, the 

capital investment cost is often prohibitive for small-scale applications or rural/underdeveloped 

areas. Additionally, large scale systems require more upkeep, operation and maintenance 

expertise, all of which are prohibitive for this situation. A POU treatment system is more 

applicable for this and many similar sites given the small flow-rate and low capital cost 

requirement. POU systems are generally more economical when serving a small population, or 

when differential treatment—where the intended use dictates different levels of treatment—is 

required [16].  

 Table 7 summarizes cost information for some disinfected/POU treated water options 

that could be used at this site.  At this small scale UV disinfection (using UV-C, bactericidal 
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lamps) is significantly less expensive than most other POU treatment options. This low cost does 

not include primary treatment, such as filtration or sedimentation, which may be required 

depending on the turbidity of the source water. Commercial UV disinfection systems for the 

capacity necessary in the Swaziland community irrigation systems cost from $3,000 to $10,000. 

The operational cost of the FBPR treatment system discussed above is very similar to a standard 

UV disinfection system (~$2 per 1,000L based on production and operation costs for this unit). 

Both this device and other commercial UV treatment systems require a power source, which 

could be supplied by a car battery, solar panel, or in some cases by connection to a local power 

grid. The design and manufacture cost of the prototype bench-top FBPR used in this study was 

less than $5,000. The cost to manufacture a field-scale FBPR would be very similar since the 

design work is already accomplished, making it competitive with commercially available 

systems.  

Table 7.  Comparison of costs for disinfected/POU-treated water [270]. 

 

Type of POU system Treatment cost 

($/1000L) 

Delivered (bottled) water 250 

Disinfection tablets 200 

Small Reverse Osmosis 77 

Carbon-Block filtration 70 

UV Disinfection 2 

This FBPR system ~2  
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7.4.3 Local conditions 

Turbidity has the potential to block light and hinder the efficiency of FBPR systems. Several of 
the sites in Swaziland had turbidity levels > 200 NTU (  
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Table 5). In order to test the effect of turbidity on ROS generation (assessed per FFA 

removal), we ran batch reactors exposed to various turbidity levels. Turbidity was introduced 

through the addition of bentonite clay, which is similar to the type of clay found in Swaziland 

surface water. Turbidity had little effect on FFA degradation up to 100 NTU (Figure 63, Appendix 

B). For treatment at locations with turbidity levels below 100 NTU, no pretreatment of the water 

will be required. However, for treatments at locations with higher turbidity levels, some form of 

pretreatment (sedimentation, filtration, coagulation/flocculation, etc.) will need to be employed 

to avoid loss of efficiency due to light occlusion. 

Because the FBPR requires power to operate the light source, and most of the locations 

of the earthen dams are removed from power grids, the FBPR system will require a small power 

supply.  While the power requirement could easily be generated with a small solar panel, the 

risk of theft for a solar panel is quite high.  A simple car battery could power the device for 

several weeks, requiring occasional recharging.  One technician could maintain a large number 

of systems, including periodic replacement of bulbs and photocatalyst and recharging of the 

power supply with very minimal training.   

7.5 Conclusions and recommendations 
 

A nano-photocatalyst fluidized bed photoreactor system that is capable of removing 

biological contamination down to acceptable regulatory levels within a reasonable contact time 

was successfully designed and tested. This system is also capable of removing Carbaryl as a 

representative persistent organic pollutant at a higher rate than commercially available UV 

treatment systems, although complete removal requires longer contact time. This added 

functionality towards pesticides combined with the similar cost compared to commercial system 

could make the FBPR a promising technology option for POU applications such as the irrigation 
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water in Swaziland. Prior to field-scale testing, however, further work is required to decrease 

the photocatalytic contact time necessary for complete degradation of organic pollutants and 

increased disinfection/virus removal compared to current UV disinfection technologies (e.g., 

improve contaminant selectivity by enabling sorption close to ROS generating sites, or increase 

photocatalytic ROS production). Nano-enhanced, point-of-use water treatment technologies 

have great potential to decrease the occurrence of devastating water-borne illnesses in many 

developing areas of the world. Further studies to enable implementation of these technologies 

will be needed to realize the expected benefits in protecting human health and enabling safer 

irrigation. 

  



 
 

 
 

Chapter 8 

 

Economics Considerations 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 
 

In order for any technology to be useful and relevant, it has to be able to compete 

with—or outcompete—alternative entrenched technologies.  While some of the problems 

facing water treatment involve issues that have never been faced before (e.g., emerging 

contaminants, pharmaceuticals, endocrine disrupting compounds, wastewater reuse, etc.), 

many of the potential uses of nanotechnology pit the newcomer devices against technologies 

that have been used for decades, sometimes at very low prices[16].  Even in cases where 

conventional technology is not able to attain the necessary treatment levels, governments and 

individuals are very hesitant to accept technology that is more expensive than the status quo. 

Nanotechnology generally provides very high-performance treatment (see Figure 2 in 

the Introduction, page 6).  However, most nanotechnology-enabled treatment options are also 

very expensive.  Much of this high cost has to do with the extremely high material cost of the 

nanomaterials themselves.  Currently, a significant fraction of nanomaterial production cost is 

related to separation and purification requirements for production of research-grade materials.  

As shown in Figure 4, the prices of these ultra-pure, high-quality materials (with narrow size 

distribution and uniform reproducible properties) have remained relatively constant over the 
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past decade and are not likely to change without significantly increased demand and production 

scale-up. However, this high cost may be alleviated by using nanomaterials of lower purity or 

specificity (i.e., to avoid the diminishing returns of ultra-high purity), provided that this does not 

result in a commensurate loss in treatment efficiency (see Figure 39). 

 

Figure 39. Conceptual increase in price with nanomaterial purity. The high cost of material 
separation and purification makes most research-grade nanomaterials very expensive.  
However, if materials of lower purity could be used without a corresponding loss of 
effectiveness, the overall price of the nanomaterials could decrease tremendously. 

Another possible way to lower nanotechnology costs is through material reuse.  While 

the initial price of the materials may remain high, reuse allows that cost to be spent over a 

longer period of time.  In this way, the overall price per volume of water treated can still be 

competitive with other technologies.  For example, suppose that the materials needed to treat 

10 L of water cost $100.  That would lead to a price of $10,000 per 1000L of water treated, 

which is astronomically expensive compared to current water treatment technologies, which 

usually cost less than $1/1000L.  However, if that treatment material can be reused 100 times, 

the price for the new technology is reduced to $100/1000L, and if it can be reused 10,000 times, 
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the price is comparable to current technologies.  Furthermore, if reuse can be coupled with 

decreased material costs, nanotechnology can truly become a cost-competitive treatment 

option for a multitude of applications. 

8.2 Purity tests 
 

One of the novel photocatalytic materials that has been recently developed at Rice 

University is a functionalized fullerene that is chemically attached to a silica substrate [44].  This 

“amino-fullerene” photocatalyst is active under visible light illumination, which is especially 

promising for sunlight-powered photocatalysis, is more effective against viruses and some 

organics than traditional P25 TiO2, and produces primarily singlet oxygen, which is a more 

selective ROS that is less likely to be scavenged by organic matter in treatment waters[34].  

While this material shows great promise as a photocatalyst, it also has significant drawbacks in 

terms of price and production.  The starting materials are all research-grade, extremely pure, 

and therefore very expensive.  The fabrication process involves several separation and 

purification steps that require significant and expensive materials, solvents, time and 

equipment.  However, the basic materials involved can be procured at a fraction of the cost if 

they are not ultra-pure (fullerenes can be found in soot, and silica is the main component of 

sand).   

It may be possible to use less expensive materials and fewer purification steps and still 

achieve the same results.  Even if the effectiveness is diminished through this process, if the 

efficiency loss is small compared to the decrease in fabrication costs, it becomes feasible to 

make up for lower efficiency with higher quantity, and still be more cost-effective.   To test this 

hypothesis, I ran a series of experiments incrementally decreasing the overall purity of the 
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photocatalytic material and compared the ROS-generation efficiency of the resulting products to 

the high-purity, ultra-processed, very expensive original material. 

The first step was to decrease the material purification costs.  When the fullerenes are 

functionalized with amino groups, the process results in a mixture of bis-, tetrakis- and hexakis-

functionalized C60 molecules.  These fullerenes, with 2, 4 and 6 amino groups attached 

respectively, must then be separated through a lengthy chromatographic separation process so 

that one or another type can be attached to the silica substrate.  In the early stages of testing, 

one of the parameters that were varied to test the efficacy of the photocatalyst was the number 

of functional amino groups (see Figure 40) [44].  Having determined which was most effective, 

further testing was pursued using the hexakis product. 

 

Figure 40. Various degradation rates for bis-, tetrakis- and hexakis-adduct amino-fullerenes, 
taken from Lee et al. [44]. 
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We used a step-wise process to first eliminate the long and expensive 2-, 4- and 6- 

adduct separation step, then to use less highly purified fullerene materials as the C60 base of 

the photocatalyst.  With no further separation after functionalization, approximately 60% of the 

fullerenes had 6 amino adducts (hexakis), 35% had 4 amino adducts (tetrakis) and 5% had 2 

amino adducts (bis).  To avoid confounding effects due to the combination of adduct numbers 

we fabricated a batch of fullerene photocatalyst with the same ratio of hexakis:tetrakis:bis 

(60:35:5) using  materials that had been completely separated by adduct number, then 

recombined into this ratio.  We then measured the photocatalytic degradation capacity of the 

“as-prepared” mixture of the variously adducted products compared to the separated mixture 

and to the hexakis-only material that was previously reported by Lee et al. [44].   

 

Figure 41.  Degradation of furfuryl alcohol (FFA; a) and 4-chlorophenol (4-CP; b) by 
functionalized fullerene photocatalysts.  “Hexakis” functionalization is the 6-adduct material 
as in Lee et al.[44].  “Separated” fullerenes had the 2-, 4- and 6- adduct amino 
functionalizations separated out in the same amounts as the “As-prepared” mixture, which 
had no separation of different adducts.  The “Soot” sample used fullerene soot rather than 
high purity C60. 

As shown in Figure 41, there was almost no difference in overall degradation efficiency 

between the as-prepared mixture of different adduct numbers, the separated mixture, and the 

pure hexakis material in degradation of two common probe compounds, furfuryl alcohol (FFA) 
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and 4-chlorophenol (4-CP).  Interestingly, degradation of FFA was enhanced using the 

photocatalyst with soot as the starting fullerene material compared to the photocatalysts that 

used highly purified C60 material.  However, degradation of 4-CP by the soot photocatalysts was 

diminished.  This differential degradation may have to do with the physical and chemical 

interactions between the photocatalyst and the degradation probe compounds, and further 

work is needed to determine the nature of those interactions.  Perhaps these type of 

interactions could be exploited for use in targeted treatment of specific recalcitrant 

contaminants by “programming” the photocatalyst material to attract the specific contaminant 

through this mechanism.   

Although there may be some contaminant-specific issues, it is apparent that the 

expensive purification of these nanomaterials can be partially or completely removed with little 

or no adverse effects on degradation capacity.  Even with the reduced efficiency of the soot-

based fullerene photocatalyst towards 4-CP, it may be more cost-effective to simply use more of 

this material to achieve the same treatment level, since the fullerene starting materials for this 

type of photocatalyst are extremely expensive.  Table 8 shows the price of various fullerene 

materials, including the cost of fullerene soot, from which the other products are purified.   

Table 8. Cost of assorted fullerenes, from Sigma Aldrich. 

Fullerene 
Material 

Cost ($/g) 

C60 532.00 

C70 1,304.00 

C84 206,000.00 

C76 275,000.00 

Fullerene Soot 9.90 
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It is immediately obvious that the fullerene soot is vastly less expensive—anywhere from 50 to 

30,000 times less expensive—than the purified fullerenes.  With this enormous difference in 

cost, it makes sense to try to use the fullerene soot rather than the more expensive fullerenes. 

8.3 Reusability 
 

  An integral part of photocatalysis is that the material acts as a catalyst, remaining 

unaffected by the reaction it catalyzes.  When a material is a true catalyst, it can be reused over 

and over again with no loss in effectiveness.  For a perfect catalyst, the starting cost of the 

material becomes much less important, because it only needs to be purchased once and then it 

can be reused indefinitely.  Since cost is one of the main drawbacks to many forms of 

nanotechnology, this ability to act as a catalyst rather than a consumable reactant could be the 

difference between affordability and cost-prohibited rejection of photocatalytic treatment.  

Unfortunately, most natural materials cannot act as a perfect catalyst indefinitely, so it is 

important to understand the lifetime of a nanomaterial photocatalyst in order to be able to 

calculate the actual cost.   

Very few nanomaterial photocatalysts have been extensively tested for reuse.  Most 

research in nanomaterial photocatalysis is focused on whether or not the materials work: after 

verifying the utility, very few researchers test the reusability of their materials (for a few 

examples of those that do, see: [44, 271, 272]), and most of those are only a few repetitions.  

When identifying a photocatalytic material for use in treatment applications, it is just as 

important to know how well a photocatalyst retains its degradation efficiency as it is to know 

the degradation efficiency itself.  Some materials may be far superior in initial tests, but may 

need to be replaced much more frequently, thereby increasing the effective costs.   
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Furthermore, when reusing an immobilized photocatalyst for an extended period of 

time, it is crucial to determine whether or not any of the nanomaterials used to fabricate the 

photocatalyst are escaping into the effluent water.  Regulations concerning the release of 

nanomaterials are still limited, but responsibility and the potential for liability from unintended 

downstream exposure dictate that we carefully control and/or eliminate the discharge of 

nanomaterials into the treated water. 

 

Figure 42.  Long-term repetition tests showing daily degradation of FFA, over the course of 70 
days.  The degradation percentage never varied more than 3% from the 50-day average. 
(Figure from SI of Brame et al. [52]). 

The work carried out in our demonstration project with the United Nations Food and 

Agriculture Organization for treatment of water in rural Swaziland provided an opportunity to 

test one type of photocatalytic material extensively for reuse (see Chapter 6, [52]).  The results 

of this study show that the photocatalyst material can be reused extensively without loss of 

efficiency (Figure 42).  Over the course of 70 days of use the degradation rate never varied by 
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more than 3% from the long-term average. The largest variations in degradation rate occurred 

near the end of the testing period, likely due to the photocatalyst material starting to lose its 

efficiency due to fouling or sloughing.  In that project we showed that release of the 

nanomaterial photocatalyst was below detection limits throughout its operation (Figure 38 

[52]), indicating that loss of photocatalyst material is unlikely.  Over the course of this 

experiment, >20,000 liters of water were treated using only 1 gram of photocatalyst material, 

which consisted of a sand substrate decorated with TiO2 photocatalyst at an approximate cost of 

$0.50/g.   These results show that extended, continuous reuse of photocatalyst material is 

possible, and can lead to significantly reduced overall treatment cost. 

8.4 Cost analysis 
 

There are two broad types of systems that are often used for water treatment: large, 

industrial systems and smaller point-of-use (POU) systems.  The large scale treatment systems 

generally operate with a lower cost/volume ratio once they are built, but the capital investment 

cost is often prohibitively large for small-scale applications or developing countries [15].  

Additionally, large scale systems require more upkeep, operation and maintenance expertise. As 

a means of comparison, Table 9 shows some typical costs of these large-scale treatment 

systems. 
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Table 9.  Comparison of treatment costs and installation costs for various large-scale 
treatment systems. 

Type of system Treatment cost 
($/1000L) 

Approx. installation cost 
($1000) 

Conventional  1.10 40 

Reverse Osmosis 2.78 50 

Direct Filtration 1.10 35 

Activated Carbon 1.05 100 

 

A POU treatment system is more applicable for developing countries or small-volume treatment 

goals, given the small flow-rate and low capital cost requirement.  POU systems are generally 

more economical when serving a small population, or when differential treatment—where the 

intended use dictates different levels of treatment—is required [15].    
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Table 10 summarizes some of the main types of commercially available POU treatment options 

and their operational prices.  As discussed in Chapter 6, a fluidized bed photocatalytic water 

treatment system is comparable in price to current UV treatment systems, and may be a viable 

treatment option in some circumstances. 
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Table 10  Comparison of treatment costs for POU water treatment systems capable of water 
disinfection (data from EPA and commercially available systems). 

Type of POU system Treatment cost 
($/1000L) 

Delivered (bottled) 
water 

250 

Disinfection tablets 200 

Small Reverse Osmosis 77 

Carbon-Block filtration 70 

UV Disinfection 2 

   

In order to compete with traditional technologies, the cost of photocatalytic water 

treatment has to decrease significantly.  Fortunately, the cost of these advanced treatments can 

be significantly reduced through the use of incrementally (or even radically) less purified 

materials and the extensive reuse of the produced photocatalysts, as shown here.  Perhaps a 

logical first step towards implementation of this technology could be retrofitting existing UV 

treatment systems for photocatalytic treatments.  The UV bulbs could provide the illumination 

for the photocatalyst materials, resulting in a synergistic removal of bacteria, viruses and 

recalcitrant organic contaminants with significantly higher treatment efficiency than UV alone.  

This type of retrofit may make the most sense for treatment systems that must treat new and 

emerging contaminants that are beyond current treatment capabilities, such as pharmaceutical 

products and endocrine disrupting compounds, in response to future legislation and regulations.  

Regardless of their application, use of these cost-saving measures will undoubtedly aid in 

precipitating the implementation of photocatalytic treatment systems. 

  



 
 

 
 

Chapter 9 

 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

 

9.1 Conclusions 

This primary goal of this thesis was to increase the understanding and utility of 

photocatalytic processes for water treatment.  This was accomplished through a number of 

scientific and engineering projects resulting in multiple peer-reviewed publications.  The 

following points highlight accomplishments relevant to the specific objectives outlined in 

chapter 1: 

1. Determine the inhibitory effect of impurities in realistic treatment water on 

homogeneous photosensitized ROS production and degradation efficiency. 

a. The ability of ROS to interact with and degrade target pollutants is significantly 

inhibited by several components of natural water, including natural organic 

matter, phosphate and WWTP effluent.  The mechanism of inhibition in this 

homogeneous system was limited to inner filtering of the incoming illumination 

and scavenging of produced ROS by the organic material in the water. 

b. Mechanistic models were developed to simulate inhibition in photocatalytic 

treatment efficiency by both light absorption and radical scavenging; the models 
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were validated with batch studies and the simulations resulted in excellent fits 

to the data(r2>0.99). 

2. Model inhibition mechanisms of NOM on heterogeneous photocatalysis. 

a. The main mechanisms of NOM inhibition are competitive adsorption of target 

compounds versus NOM, light filtering (the inner filter effect), scavenging of 

produced ROS by NOM and surface effects of NOM interacting with the 

photocatalytic ROS production pathways. 

b. These mechanisms were modeled using fundamental interaction principles and 

mass balances, and preliminary data shows that the model correlates well to 

experimental results using rose bengal and TiO2 photocatalysis of FFA.  

c. Further work is underway to determine the exact nature of the surface 

inhibition effects, which to this point have been modeled using a fitting 

parameter in the same form as the other inhibition mechanism models, and to 

expand the validation to a variety of probe compounds (various kA and KA 

values) and ROS types (OH• and 1O2).  This work will be published in the near 

future. 

3. Determine the crystallization mechanism and ROS production type and capacity of 

novel, green-synthesized TiO2 nanotube arrays. 

a. The TiO2 NT arrays produce both singlet oxygen and hydroxyl radicals, which 

was confirmed using radical-specific scavengers as well as EPR analysis.  This 

ability to produce a “cocktail” of ROS increases the degradation efficiency of 

these NTs towards a variety of target contaminants 
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b. The low-temperature crystallization follows a dissolution-recrystallization 

mechanism, and the morphology of the nanotubes can be controlled by varying 

the temperature and duration of heating and by using an ionic heating medium. 

4. Test photocatalytic materials for use as a pre-treatment to jumpstart bioremediation of 

weathered oil after an oil spill.  

a. Sediment from Barataria Bay, LA, contaminated with weathered oil, was subject 

to photocatalytic pre-treatment with food-grade TiO2for 24 h in a bench top 

photoreactor; this increased the soluble organic carbon content of the 

weathered oil by 60%, and enhanced its subsequent biodegradation by 37%.   

b. Photocatalytic pre-treatment was also tested outdoors under sunlight 

illumination, but no significant increase in solubility or biodegradation was 

observed after 11 d of exposure.  Although sunlight irradiation of food-grade 

TiO2 generated ROS, the efficacy of weathered oil pre-treatment was apparently 

hindered by sinking of the photocatalysts under quiescent conditions and 

illumination occlusion by the oil.   

5. Design and build a bench-scale fluidized bed photoreactor that can be used to test 

photocatalytic degradation in a flow-through scenario, probe the extent of 

photocatalyst material reuse and be used to test treatment in real wastewater effluents 

on site. 

a. A prototype fluidized bed photoreactor capable of removing 99.9% of bacteria 

and viruses, and >50% of model organic contaminants with short contact times 

(<3 min) was designed and constructed as a part of a demonstration project for 

nanotechnology-enabled water disinfection in Swaziland. 
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b. This project showed the importance of POU water treatment systems, and 

demonstrated the potential feasibility and limitations of using nanotechnology-

enabled small reactors to help relieve high water-related disease and mortality 

rates in developing countries. 

6. Demonstrate how the cost of nanomaterial photocatalysis can be reduced through 

material reuse and fabrication processes using less highly purified starting materials. 

a. Several iterations of decreased material purity and separation were used to 

fabricate a fullerene photocatalyst material with 90% reduction in material and 

time costs.  This material was capable of generating ROS at a similar rate 

compared to highly purified (and much more expensive) materials.  Using less 

purified materials may be one avenue to decrease the cost of nanotechnology. 

b. An inexpensively fabricated TiO2 photocatalyst was reused for more than two 

months of daily degradation testing with no loss of ROS generation capability.  

After 70 days the material started to show signs of decreased efficiency, 

providing an indication for the extent to which photocatalytic materials can be 

reused for cost reduction in treatment systems. 

9.2 Future work 

 This research has added significant knowledge about ROS production system, 

mechanisms of inhibition, applications for photocatalytic treatment, and ways to make 

photocatalysis more technically and economically feasible.  Unfortunately, despite these 

advances there remains a significant gap between the current state of technology and wide-

scale implementation of photocatalytic treatment systems.  One of the major drawbacks is that 

ROS are produced at the surface of the photocatalyst while target contaminants are generally 

distributed throughout the treatment volume. Because the ROS are extremely short lived (<10 
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µs[120, 121, 273]), oxidation reactions are limited to those contaminants at or near the surface 

of the photocatalyst. Reaction rates are therefore interdependent on interactions between the 

target contaminants and the photocatalyst.  

One potential area of future research that I intend to pursue is to seek to understand 

and influence the relationship between the physical, chemical and/or electrostatic interactions 

that affect the proximity between target pollutants and ROS generation sites.  I believe that the 

selectivity and efficiency of photocatalytic processes can be improved by increasing the 

proximity between target contaminants and ROS generation sites. This targeted contaminant 

attraction could additionally help to avoid interference due to ROS scavenging by non-target 

organics as shown in this thesis, and help increase the overall degradation efficiency and reduce 

the necessary contact time for photocatalytic processes, thus making photocatalysis a more 

viable option for future water treatment systems. 

  



 
 

 
 

Appendix A 

 

Influence of nanomaterials on aqueous munitions concentrations 
 

 

Statement of Authorship:  This chapter was taken from a paper that is in press for publication 
[53]. I would like to acknowledge the Department of Defense SMART program for providing the 
internship opportunities that brought this study about. 

Brame JA, Kennedy AJ, Lounds CD, Bednar AJ, Alvarez PJJ, Scott AM, Stanley JK. 2014. 
Influence of carbon and metal oxide nanomaterials on aqueous concentrations of the 
munition constituents RDX and tungsten. Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry In 
Press. 
 

 

A.1 Introduction 
 

Nanomaterials are increasingly used to improve performance of current and future 

military technologies in addition to rapidly increasing use in industrial and commercial 

applications.  For example, nano aluminum and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are 

incorporated into thermite reactions, energetics and propellant formulations [274-276].  Other 

applications include the use of graphene and MWCNTs in composites, enhanced fabrics, 

sensors, batteries, antennas, and energetic formulations [274, 277-279].   

While the fate and effects of contaminants of military concern (e.g., energetic 

compounds and metal munitions constituents [MCs]) have received thorough study, less is 

known about how the ultimate environmental fate of these constituents may be affected by the 

incorporation of nanomaterials into military technologies.  Some nanomaterials may affect the 

migration of toxic chemicals in the environment due to their large surface area, crystalline 

structure, and reactivity [16, 280]. These traits can increase contaminant sorption [281-292], 
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which can facilitate or retard transport of the contaminant in the environment [293].  Although 

they could have significant impacts on environmental fate of MC materials, the effects of these 

interactions on the environmental fate of energetics has not been examined, with the exception 

of a degradation compound of trinitrotoluene (2,4-dinitrotoluene) as part of a larger study on 

sorption of polar and nonpolar organics to MWCNTs [294].  With advances in nanomaterial 

applications in the military, particularly in energetics and explosives [274, 295, 296], there is a 

great need to better understand these interactions and their potential effects on fate and 

transport in the environment [293]. 

This study addresses the propensity of select nanomaterials used in munitions 

formulations or other military technologies (MWCNTs and nano Al2O3) to bind to military-

relevant contaminants in aqueous systems to assess potential implications on environmental 

fate.  To this end, sorption extent, kinetics, mechanism, strength, and reversibility were 

determined.  The compounds cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) and tungsten (W) were 

selected as a military-relevant model organic and metal, respectively. We used kinetic 

adsorption and desorption tests and adsorption isotherms to help determine the type, extent 

and potential environmental impact of these interactions. 

A.2 Materials and methods 

A.2.1 Source of particles and munitions constituents 
 

MWCNTs, hydroxylated MWCNTs (MWCNT-OH, 1.76% hydroxylated by weight), and 

graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) were obtained from Cheap Tubes, Inc. (Brattleboro, VT, USA).  

Nano Al2O3 was obtained from Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc. (Houston, TX, USA).  

As an additional comparison, a “bulk” aluminum oxide material (bulk-Al2O3, Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO, USA; supplier-specified 50-200 µm) was tested.  Military grade RDX was obtained 
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from the Holston Army Ammunition Plant (Kingsport, TN) and used as received.  Tungsten was 

reagent grade sodium tungstate (Na2WO4·2H2O; 99% purity), obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO, USA).   

A.2.2 Particle characterization 
 

Nanoparticles (NP) were submitted to Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

(Blacksburg, VA, USA) for imaging of particles via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using 

a Philips model 420T (FEI) TEM in brightfield mode at 100 kV.  Particle size was determined from 

these TEM images using Image Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics, Inc.) image analysis software.  

Surface area of particles was determined using a Nova 3200e BET (Brunauer, Emmett, and 

Teller) surface area analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments).  Further details on the 

characterization of the 11 nm and bulk Al2O3 [297, 298] and the MWCNTs [299-301] used in this 

study can be found in previously published studies by our group.  Briefly, the nano and bulk 

Al2O3 particle sizes ranged from 4-12 nm (after sonication) and 50-200 µm, respectively.  The 

MWCNT and MWCNT-OH had outer diameter ranges of 10 - 30 nm and 20 – 30 nm, respectively.  

Lengths of both MWCNTs ranged from 10,000 to 30,000 nm. 

A.2.3 Batch sorption studies 
 

Initial batch sorption studies consisted of the following MC and NP pairings: nano Al2O3 

and RDX, MWCNT and RDX, nano Al2O3 and W, and MWCNT and W.  We then explored other 

NPs (functionalized MWCNTs, graphene, bulk Al2O3) with similar structures and properties based 

on those results for comparison.  MC concentrations in the sorption studies were nominally 2 

mg/L, and NP concentrations were nominally 500 mg/L.  The MC solutions were created using 

moderately hard reconstituted water (MHRW) made according to U.S. EPA [302] specifications.  
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Prior to interaction, stock suspensions of nanomaterials were probe sonicated (Branson Sonifier 

450) for five minutes at 40% power and duty cycle, then bath sonicated (Branson 8510) for 24-h.  

RDX and W stock solutions were created and allowed to stir for 24-h prior to initiation of the 

sorption study.  Sorption experiments were performed in 150 mL silanized glass Erlenmeyer 

flasks in triplicate.  MC and nanomaterials were allowed to interact while stirring on a multi-

position magnetic stir plate for a period of 7 d in order to determine the propensity for binding 

of MCs to nanomaterials in aqueous solutions.   

At the end of the 7 d interaction period, a 2 mL sample was taken from the flask and 

centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 60 minutes (Beckman J6, Beckman-Coulter).  Comparison to 

ultracentrifugation at 100,000 x g (60 minutes) showed no significant difference in measured 

MC concentration in the supernatant between the two centrifugation methods (data not 

shown); thus, the 5,000 x g centrifugation was acceptable for removing the nanomaterials from 

solution. The MC concentration of the supernatant was then quantified to assess amount of 

sorption to the nanomaterials over the 7-dsorption test.  Kinetic studies were performed 

similarly, with interaction periods ranging from 0 to 36 d. 

A.2.4 Isotherm fitting 
 

In order to elucidate binding mechanisms and better understand their influence on long-

term sorption and possible biological interactions, we performed isotherm tests for both the 

RDX-MWCNT and W-nano Al2O3 interactions.  Adsorption was measured as described above 

with an initial sorption mixing period of 7 d.  After comparing the data to several different 

isotherm models, including, Freundlich, Dubinin-Polanyi and multilayer models the isotherm 

data were fit using a Langmuir model [303]:  
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q = qmax∗b∗Ce
1+b∗Ce

      eqn. A.1 

In this model q is the mass loading (mg MC/g NP), Ce is the equilibrium sorbent 

concentration (mg/L), qmax is the maximum loading value (mg MC/g NP), and b is the Langmuir 

constant (L/mg). The Langmuir model assumes a finite number of adsorption sites on the 

adsorbing material, resulting in a monolayer of sorbent coverage, which corresponds to the 

maximum loading capacity, qmax.  At low sorbent concentrations, the mass loading onto the 

adsorbent is linear with respect to the equilibrium sorbent concentration in solution, while it 

approaches a maximum loading value due to complete surface coverage at high sorbent 

concentrations.  The data were fit to the Langmuir equation using a nonlinear least-squares 

approach.   

A.2.5 Desorption testing 
 

To measure the strength of the sorption interactions, desorption experiments were 

conducted in which the nanomaterials were resuspended in clean MHRW after an initial 

sorption period, and the amount of MC desorbed during this rinsing was measured.  Initial 

sorption periods were 1 and 21 d to observe differences between short-term and long-term 

sorption on the binding strength during desorption.  Following re-suspension, samples were 

taken after various time intervals of vigorous stirring (0, 1, 3, 7 and 14 d) to determine the 

amount of MC desorbed as a function of time mixing in clean MHRW.   All experiments were 

performed in triplicate. 

A.2.6 Analytical quantitation 
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RDX concentrations were determined using an Agilent 1100 Series HPLC (Palo Alto, CA), 

equipped with a Supelco RP-amide C-16 column and a photodiode array detector using a flow 

rate of 1 mL/min and detection wavelength at 230 nm.  Methanol and water (55:45) were used 

as the mobile phase solvents with a column temperature of 45 °C.   

Aqueous tungsten concentrations were determined using inductively coupled plasma 

atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) or inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-

MS), depending on concentration, following modifications of U.S. EPA methods 6010 and 6020.  

Briefly, W metal was quantitated using the 207.912 nm emission line or m/z 182 ion with 

confirmation using the 224.876 nm emission line and m/z 183 ion using ICP-AES and ICP-MS, 

respectively.  Instruments were calibrated using National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) traceable commercially available standards and calibration verification using NIST 

traceable second source standards.  Scandium and yttrium were added on-line using a mixing-T 

as internal standards to correct for instrumental drift during ICP-AES analysis whereas terbium 

and holmium were added to correct for drift during ICP-MS analyses.  Measured W metal 

concentrations were assumed to exist as WO4
2- in solution [284], but reported as mg W. 

 

A.3 Results 

A.3.1 Particle characterization 
 

Table 11 shows the particle size and surface area characterization data for the 

nanomaterials used in this study.  Measured primary particle sizes (from TEM images) generally 

approximated nominal or manufacturer reported ranges, though measured nano Al2O3 particles 

were slightly larger than expected.  The nano Al2O3 particles had the largest mass normalized 
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surface area, followed by the bulk Al2O3 particles, MWCNT, and MWCT-OH.  The surface area of 

the graphene was substantially less than the other materials tested.    

Table 11. Nanomaterial size and surface area. 

Material Nominal particle size 
(nm) 

Measured particle 
size (nm) 

BET surface area 
(m2/g) 

Nano Al2O3 11 21.5 ± 8.9 218.9 ± 7.3 

Bulk Al2O3 50,000-200,000 1,3000 ± 800 145.2 ± 11.0 

MWCNT 20 (width) 21.3 ± 4.6 (width) 126.9 ± 2.3 

MWCNT-OH 13-18 22.2 ± 3.9 138.7 ± 8.5 

Graphene < 2 x 103 1,700 ± 1,400  8.6 ± 2.5 

MWCNT = multi-walled carbon nanotubes; MWCNT-OH = hydroxylated MWCNT-OH 
MWCNT length was nominally 10,000 to 30,000 nm [Kennedy et al 2008]. 

 

A.3.2 Aqueous sorption studies 
 

MC sorption to various NPs (mass of MC/mass NP) is shown in Figure 43.  RDX sorption 

was limited on nano Al2O3, but more prominent on MWCNT; therefore, functionalized MWCNTs 

and graphene NPs were also tested, with the largest sorption on the non-functionalized 

MWCNTs.  W sorption was most pronounced on nano Al2O3 with much less adsorption onto 

MWCNTs.  Bulk Al2O3 sorption was also tested and showed one third the sorption of nano Al2O3 

(Figure 43).  When normalized by surface area, nano Al2O3 sorption was still 2 times that of bulk 

Al2O3.  
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Figure 43. Sorption loading of RDX onto nano Al2O3 (nano-Al), MWCNT, hydroxylated MWCNT 
(MWCNT-OH) and graphene (A) and W onto nano Al2O3, bulk Al2O3 (bulk-Al) and MWCNTs (B) 
after 7d interaction period.  RDX had the strongest interaction with MWCNTs while W had the 
strongest interaction with nano Al2O3.  Lowercase letters (a, b, c, d) indicate data points that 
are statistically different from each other. Error bars represent one standard deviation from 
the mean. [RDX]0, [W]0 = 2 mg/L. 

A.3.3 Isotherms 
 

  The data for both RDX-MWCNT and W-nano Al2O3 interactions followed a Langmuir-

type adsorption profile in which the MC loading was linear at low equilibrium MC concentration 

and approached a maximum at high MC concentrations.  The slope in the linear portion of the 

W-nano Al2O3 sorption isotherm was significantly higher than that in the RDX-MWCNT isotherm.  

Both data sets were fit to the Langmuir equation (Figure 44), and the resulting maximum 

loadings and Langmuir constants from these fits are shown in Table 12. 
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Figure 44. Isotherm data for RDX-MWCNT and W-nano Al2O3 interactions showing MC loading 
as a function of initial MC concentration.  The data were fit using the Langmuir isotherm 
equation with qmax,RDX  = 2.0 ± 0.1 mg RDX/g MWCNT and bRDX  = 1.1 ± 0.1  L/mg; qmax,W  = 1.9 ± 
0.1 mg W/g nano Al2O3 and bW = 0.1 ± 0.05 L/mg.  [MWCNT], [nano Al2O3] = 500 mg/L. Error 
bars represent one standard deviation from the mean. 

 

Table 12. Langmuir constants modeled from isotherm data. 

MC/NP sorption pair qmax (maximum loading value) b (Langmuir constant) 

RDX/MWCNT 2.0 ± 0.1 mg RDX/g MWCNT 1.1 ± 0.1 L/mg RDX 

W/nano Al2O3 1.9 ± 0.1 mg W/g nano Al2O3 0.1 ± 0.05 L/mg W 

MC = munitions constituent; NP = nanoparticle; MWCNT = multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

 

A.3.4 Kinetics 
 

The initial loading (< 5 min mixing) of RDX onto MWCNTs was 70% of the final loading at 

36 d (1.6 vs. 2.3 mg RDX/g MWCNT, respectively) with t = 21, 28, and 35 dstatistically higher 

than t = 0, 4, 7, and 14 d and with a generally increasing trend throughout the experiment Figure 

45a).   The initial loading (< 5 min mixing) of W onto nano Al2O3 was 50% of the maximum 

loading, which occurred at 14 d (0.8 vs. 1.6 mg W/g nano Al2O3, respectively-Figure 45b).  The 

fractional loading reached 80% (1.2 mg W/g nano Al2O3) after stirring for 1 d and increased up to 
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equilibrium at 14 d.  The loading of W on nano Al2O3 at 21 d of mixing was not statistically higher 

than any of the loading measurements from day 1 on, indicating apparent steady state (Figure 

45b).  

 

Figure 45. Mass loading  of RDX onto MWCNTs (A) and W onto nano Al2O3 (B) with time.  
[RDX]0, [W]0 = 2 mg/L; [MWCNT], [nano Al2O3] = 500 mg/L. Lowercase letters (a, b, c) indicate 
groups of data points that are statistically different from each other. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation from the mean. 

A.3.5 Desorption 
 

RDX-MWCNT loading (mass of RDX adsorbed per g MWCNT) after 1 d of sorption was 

1.7 mg RDX/g MWCNT, which decreased to 1.4 mg RDX/g MWCNT upon resuspension in clean 

MHRW.  During 14 d of mixing in clean MHRW after this initial rinsing, the RDX loading did not 

change significantly.  RDX-MWCNT loading after 21 d of initial sorption was higher, at 1.9 mg 

RDX/g MWCNT, but this loading also decreased to 1.4 mg RDX/g MWCNT upon resuspension in 

clean MHRW.  During an additional 14 d of mixing in clean MHRW, the RDX loading increased 

slightly to 1.5 mg RDX/g MWCNT as some of the RDX that was initially desorbed when 

resuspended in clean MHRW was adsorbed back onto the MWCNTs (Figure 46a).  
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Figure 46. Desorption data for RDX-MWCNT (A) and W-nano Al2O3 (B) interactions.  MCs were 
mixed with nanomaterials for either 1 or 21 d to allow adsorption, then rinsed and mixed with 
clean MHRW to measure desorption over time.  [RDX]0, [W]0 = 2 mg/L; [MWCNT], [nano Al2O3] 
= 500 mg/L. Lowercase letters (a, b, c, a’, b’, c’) indicate groups of data points that are 
statistically different from each other. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the 
mean. 

W-nano Al2O3 loading after 1 d of sorption was 0.9 mg W/g nano Al2O3, which decreased 

to 0.6 mg W/g nano Al2O3 upon resuspension in clean MHRW.  During 14 d of mixing in clean 

MHRW after the initial rinsing, the W loading decreased to 0.3 mg W/g nano Al2O3 by day 7 due 

to desorption and remained relatively constant through day 14. W-nano Al2O3 loading after 21 d 

of sorption was 1.9 mg W/g nano Al2O3, which decreased to 1.7 mg W/g nano Al2O3 upon 

resuspension in clean MHRW.  During 14 d of additional mixing in clean MHRW the W loading 

decreased to 1.4 mg W/g nano Al2O3 by day 7 due to desorption, and remained relatively 

constant through day 14 (Figure 46b). 

 

A.4 Discussion 
 

From Figure 43 it is apparent that the adsorption of some MCs is stronger to certain 

nanomaterials (e.g., RDX with MWCNTs, W with nano Al2O3), while other combinations produce 

little or no interaction (e.g., RDX with nano Al2O3 or graphene, W with MWCNTs).   For those 
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combinations with little or no interaction, the nanomaterials will likely not alter the fate and 

transport of the MC, and both the nanomaterial and the MC will follow traditional fate and 

transport models, many of which have been studied extensively for these materials [119, 304, 

305].  However, for those materials that interact strongly with each other, the fate, transport 

and bioavailability will be altered by their interactions.  The mechanism, strength, kinetics and 

reversibility of the sorption reactions can influence whether these interactions will increase or 

decrease impact on the environment and receptor organisms.  Therefore, to help elucidate 

these processes the majority of the present study focuses on those interactions with the highest 

sorption: RDX with MWCNTs and W with nano Al2O3. 

A.4.1 Isotherms 
 

The Langmuir isotherm model provided a strong fit (r2 > 0.98) to both the RDX-MWCNT 

and the W-nano Al2O3 initial sorption data (Figure 44, Table 12),compared to alternative models 

(multilayer, Freundlich and Dubinin-Polanyi adsorption isotherms) which did not adequately fit 

the data (r2 < 0.6).  Langmuir isotherm behavior indicates that the initial sorption interactions 

occur at specific adsorption sites on the nanomaterial surface up to a monolayer of coverage.  

Within the tested concentration range, we observed both a linear sorption pattern (at low MC 

concentrations) and the approach to complete surface coverage (at high MC concentrations).  

The approach towards an asymptotic maximum loading strongly suggests that adsorption sites 

were saturated at higher concentrations, consistent with the Langmuir isotherm model.   

In locations where both MCs and nanomaterials are co-located, the nanomaterials could 

act as an effective sink at low MC concentrations (< 0.1 mg/L RDX, < 1 mg/L W), removing the 

MC through sorption and decreasing their bioavailability and mobility in the environment.  

However at high MC concentrations the nanomaterials’ sorption sites could become saturated 
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and bioavailability and mobility would depend on the MC’s traditional fate and transport 

models. 

A.4.2 Sorption mechanisms 
 

There are several potential sorption mechanisms that may explain the observed RDX-

MWCNT interactions.  The π electrons in the MWCNT material can contribute to sorption 

through n-π electron donor-acceptor (EDA) interactions, while Lewis acid-base binding could 

also account for sorption of electron-accepting sorbents.  Hydrophobicity was previously shown 

to correlate poorly with nanotube adsorption [294, 306], and since RDX is slightly hydrophilic 

(log Kow = 0.68) and was shown to interact weakly with organic compounds in soil sorption 

experiments [307], hydrophobic sorption is unlikely.  Chen et al. [294] found that nitro groups 

increased sorption affinity of organic contaminants to carbon nanotubes due to the π-electron 

polarizability of the nanotubes, and that more nitro groups produced stronger interactions (see 

also [303]). Additionally, the nitrogen atoms in the RDX ring contribute a strong 

electronegativity and add unbound n-electrons, which can contribute to the n-π EDA attraction.  

It is also possible that this electron transfer could reduce the RDX [308],  although no reduced 

RDX byproducts such as MNX, DNX or TNX were observed by HPLC analysis.   

The decreased sorption of RDX onto oxidized MWCNTs (Figure 43), in which the OH 

surface groups withdraw π electrons from the surface of the nanotube, is consistent with the 

postulated n-π EDA sorption mechanism [309, 310].  Coughlin and Ezra [310] proposed that the 

O functional groups withdraw π electrons from graphitic surfaces, leading to weaker 

interactions between the adsorbate and adsorbent.  The presence of O functionalities on the 

MWCNTs could also decrease sorption due to steric constraints preventing RDX penetration into 

micropore spaces, decreased sorption sites due to the presence of hydroxyl groups [309], or 
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preferential sorption of water molecules due to H-bonds with the O functionalities on the 

carbon surface [311-313].   

The significantly higher sorption onto MWCNTs than graphene is likely due to 

graphene’s smaller surface area.  The measured surface area of the graphene was much smaller 

than that of the MWCNTs (Table 11), with fewer sorption sites and reduced overall sorption 

capacity.  When normalized for surface area, RDX sorption by graphene was only slightly lower 

than sorption by MWCNTs (data not shown).  If the sorption mechanism is similar, it may be 

assumed that the resulting environmental implications of RDX/graphene interactions are similar 

to those of RDX/MWCNTs.  However, for purposes of this study we focused on a mass 

normalization representing a comparable quantity of various materials that could potentially be 

released into the environment; therefore, our analysis centers on RDX/MWCNT interactions.    

Since tungsten in environmental matrices (including MHRW in this study) almost 

exclusively exists as tungstate ion (WO4
2-) [284], the sorption mechanism of W onto nano Al2O3 

is likely due to the electrostatic interaction between the tungstate anions and charged metal 

oxides in solution [314-316].  Although this process can be highly dependent on the pH of the 

solution [317], these experiments were conducted at circum-neutral pH in MHRW to simulate 

environmental conditions.   

A.4.3 Kinetics 
 

Both W-nano Al2O3 and RDX-MWCNT interactions exhibit a significant initial loading of 

the MC onto the nanomaterial followed by a slower increase in loading with time (Figure 45). 

The initial loading (t = 0) took place very rapidly as the MC and nanomaterials were mixed 

together briefly and then almost immediately (< 5 min) removed for analysis.  The observed 
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time-dependent sorption has been previously reported for many organic contaminants such as 

chlorinated solvents, pesticides, and PAHs [318].      

The initial loading of RDX onto MWCNTs was about 70% of the final loading after 36 d, 

with a generally increasing trend throughout the experiment (Figure 45a).  Many organic 

chemicals have slow-sorption behavior that accounts for anywhere from 30-90% of the total 

loading over time-scales of one to several months.  Pignatello and Xing [318] suggest that this is 

likely due to mass transfer limitations or activation energy barriers.  Slow sorption of organics 

binding to natural particles and sediments is often attributed to diffusion limitations due to a 

heterogeneous pore-size distribution.  Since this system involves pure MWCNTs, which have a 

more homogeneous distribution of pore sizes than soil or sediments [319], the long-term 

increase in sorption is more likely due to bonds with higher activation energies that require 

longer equilibrium times, such as internal sorption sites [309] or secondary interactions such as 

RDX-RDX interactions between aqueous and sorbed RDX molecules [320].  

Interestingly, the RDX loading during the kinetics tests reached values higher than the 

maximum surface loading predicted by the Langmuir model: 2.3 mg RDX/g MWCNT after 36 d 

(Figure 45a) compared to 2.0 mg RDX/g MWCNT predicted maximum surface loading (Table 12).  

This increased sorption above the simulated surface adsorption capacity suggests that 

equilibrium was not reached within 24 h and sorption continued due to secondary interactions 

with higher activation energies (e.g., internal sorption sites, RDX-RDX interactions).  

The initial loading of W onto nano Al2O3 was 50% of the total loading measured at 21 d 

(Figure 45b).  However, after a rapid initial increase during the first 24 h, the system approached 

equilibrium with maximum sorption occurring at 14 d and no further increase, indicating that 

the long-term (> 24 h) sorption is small compared to the short-term interactions.  Studies of 

other metals have found that increased loading after 24-48 h can be significant.  For example, 
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Garnier et al. [321] found that long-term sorption (> 48 h) accounted for anywhere from 5 to 

25% of the total loading for various metals interacting with suspended matter in river water, 

similar to the 20% additional loading observed in the present study after 24 h.  Since the total 

loading values are less than the surface coverage values predicted by the Langmuir isotherm 

model, the asymptotic approach to equilibrium is likely due to high surface area diffusion 

limitations such as interparticle diffusion, intrapore diffusion, and molecular sieving, as 

equilibrium between the adsorption sites and the WO4
2- ions is reached.  The high surface area 

of the nano Al2O3 (Table 11) supports this concept, suggesting a large number of potential 

surface sorption sites, including difficult to access pore spaces.   

A.4.4 Desorption  
 

Since RDX-MWCNT and W-nano Al2O3 kinetic interactions indicated significant increases 

in sorption over time (Figure 45), desorption experiments were conducted to observe the 

strength and reversibility of MC adsorption onto the nanomaterials and to identify any 

hysteresis. To observe differences between short-term and long-term interactions, desorption 

was measured in parallel tests using samples that had experienced either 1 d or 21 d of initial 

sorption, respectively, prior to desorption tests. 

Upon resuspending in clean MHRW, RDX-loaded MWCNT samples lost 20% (1 d) and 

25% (21 d) of their RDX surface loading (Figure 46a).  However, after this initial rinsing loss, the 

samples experienced very little (8%, 1 d) or no additional desorption (21 d, Figure 45a) during 14 

d of mixing in clean MHRW.  This indicates that a smaller fraction of the sorbed RDX is more 

loosely attached and therefore easily removed from the MWCNTs, while the remainder is much 

more strongly bound, as it did not desorb even after vigorous mixing in clean MHRW over 14 d.  
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In addition to the above-mentioned n-π bonding, another possible mechanism for the 

strong initial adsorption is chemisorption, which is due to a chemical reaction between the 

sorbent and sorbate resulting in an irreversibly sorbed degradation product covalently attached 

to the MWCNT surface.  This was previously shown to be a factor in regeneration studies using 

RDX and activated carbon [322, 323], in which repeated sorption/desorption cycling results in 

irreversible binding due to –NO2 electron transfer.  However, this mechanism allows little 

additional sorption after the chemisorption and limits total sorption to a monolayer, after which 

all adsorption sites are filled.  Furthermore, no RDX degradation byproducts were observed by 

HPLC analysis.  Since we observed both increasing sorption with time in kinetic studies (Figure 

45), and no significant degradation of RDX, we postulate that n-π EDA sorption was likely the 

dominant mechanism.  

Due to the multiple sorption capacities seen in these experiments, we believe the RDX 

and MWCNTs are likely interacting through multiple sorption mechanisms with different 

activation energies. We hypothesize that the rapid initial RDX-MWCNT sorption is due to n-π 

electron polarization of the MWCNTs by the RDX molecules at the surface of the nanotubes 

[294], and that additional binding requires second order interactions such as multilayer sorption 

or RDX-RDX interactions.  Attempts to model the adsorption data using multilayer isotherm 

models were unsuccessful, therefore, we hypothesize that the majority of the long-term 

sorption is governed by RDX-RDX interactions.  Clustering of RDX molecules was previously 

shown to be substantial due to the presence of ions in solution [320]. It is possible that the 

polarization of the MWCNT-RDX system acts in a similar way, facilitating RDX clustering on the 

surface of the nanotubes that acts as a secondary adsorption mechanism.  

RDX loading of both the 1-d and 21-d samples after resuspending in clean MHRW was 

very close to the Langmuir-predicted value of 1.4 mg RDX/g MWCNT (Eqn. 1 with Ce = 2 mg/L 
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RDX).  This provides further evidence of a strong, initial surface sorption interaction between 

RDX and the MWCNTs, followed by a weaker additional sorption due to second order 

interactions. While the strong surface sorption will likely limit bioavailability, acting as a RDX 

sink, the reversible secondary interaction could potentially increase bioavailability of RDX in the 

environment. The nanotubes could act as a carrier, transporting the RDX into close proximity to 

an organism through dermal contact or ingestion, where desorption of the loosely bound 

material could then increase availability for uptake [293, 297, 324].  More work is needed to 

explore this secondary interaction in detail and measure the extent and nature of the reversible 

portion of RDX sorption and its potential impact in environmental settings. 

For W, the longer sorption period (21 d) resulted in increased sorption (1.9 mg W/g 

nano Al2O3 compared to 0.9 mg W/g nano Al2O3 for the 1-d sorption test, Figure 46b).  Only 15% 

of the W adsorbed during the 21 d sample desorbed during the initial MHRW re-suspension, 

while 33% of the W adsorbed by the 1 d samples was desorbed in this initial rinse.  This indicates 

that increased sorption time not only increases overall W sorption—as confirmed by the kinetic 

data—but also increases the sorption strength since a smaller fraction of the W was rinsed off 

after a longer sorption.  Furthermore, over the course of the 14-d desorption experiment, an 

additional 23% (21 d) or 50% (1 d) of the adsorbed W was desorbed. This shows a significant 

level of reversibility in W-nano Al2O3 sorption, and confirms that increased adsorption time 

produces stronger adsorption. 

All samples showed some desorption (Figure 46), but none of the loadings were reduced 

by more than 50% after initial rinsing.  Furthermore, even with vigorous mixing in clean water 

for 14 d, a significant portion (> 30%) of MC remained attached to the nanomaterials in every 

case, indicating that while some of the sorption is readily reversible, a portion of the MC 

material is not easily removed from the nanomaterial surface.  For these combinations of MC 
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and nanomaterial, sorption interactions could significantly influence fate and transport of the 

MCs in the environment. 

A.5 Implications   
 

Nanomaterials and MCs are likely to be found together in the environment, especially in 

close proximity to military training or manufacturing facilities.  Since co-occurrence of these 

materials is likely, understanding their interactions allows for more accurate predictions of 

bioavailability, fate and ecological impact.  Strong sorption of MCs onto nanomaterials implies 

lower bioavailability and risk in the environment.   However, it should be noted that if the 

nanomaterials are themselves bioavailable, this could lead to a carrier effect in which the 

nanomaterials bring the MCs into contact with susceptible organisms (e.g., filter-feeders), 

increasing bioavailability and bioaccumulation.  This effect was previously demonstrated with 

fullerenes and nano titanium dioxide as carrier materials [293, 325, 326]. Such increased 

bioavailability could be especially important when a significant fraction of the MC is loosely 

bound to the nanomaterial and could be released upon contact with biological receptors.  

Follow-up investigations to the present study involve bioaccumulation experiments to 

determine the potential for these MC-nanomaterial interactions to reduce or enhance tissue 

residues and to determine the influence of water quality parameters such as ionic strength, pH 

and the concentration and type of natural organic matter, which could have a significant impact 

on these interactions.   

  

 

  



 
 

 
 

Appendix B 

 
Supplemental Information 

 

 

The material in this chapter is taken from the Supplemental Information (SI) sections of the 
various papers written as part of this thesis.  Each sub-section will begin with the citation for the 
paper from which the SI was taken. 

 

B.1 SI for “Trading power for Efficiency” 
 

Brame J, Long M, Mackeyev Y, Wilson LJ, Li Q, Alvarez PJJ. 2014. Trading power for 
efficiency: differential inhibition of photo-generated hydroxyl radicals versus singlet 
oxygen Submitted to Water Research. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 47. Degradation of FFA by ROS produced via illumination of NOM.  Although NOM does 
produce ROS when illuminated, the ROS-mediated degradation of FFA was small by this 
mechanism compared to Si-C60 (+) and TiO2 (×) used in this study. 
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B.2.SI for “NOM Inhibition” 

 

 

Figure 48. Adsorption isotherm for NOM adsorption onto TiO2. 

The data were fit to the Langmuir equation: 

𝑞 =  
𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝐶𝑒 ∗ 𝑏

1 + 𝐶𝑒 ∗ 𝑏
 

Where q is the sorbed mass (mg NOM/g TiO2), Ce is the equilibrium NOM concentration, Qmax 
(mg NOM/g TiO2) is the maximum sorbed mass corresponding to a complete surface coverage 
and b (L/mg NOM) is the Langmuir constant.  Solving the linearized Langmuir equation produced 
values of Qmax= 70 ±8 mg NOM/g TiO2 and b = 0.03±0.001 L/mg NOM.  The fit is very good (r2 = 
0.995), indicating significant sorption of NOM onto TiO2.  
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Figure 49. Adsorption isotherm for FFA sorbing to TiO2.  FFA sorption onto TiO2 was negligible, 
below detection limit, shown by the loading values less than 1 mg FFA/g NOM even at 
extremely high FFA equilibrium concentrations.  The detection limit of 2 mg FFA/g TiO2 is 
representative of the smallest sorption concentration detectable through differential HPLC 
analysis.   

 

 

B.2 SI for “Photocatalytic generation of multiple ROS types” 
 

Liao Y, Brame J, Que W, Xiu Z, Xie H, Li Q, Fabian M, Alvarez PJ. 2013. Photocatalytic 
generation of multiple ROS types using low-temperature crystallized anodic TiO2 
nanotube arrays. Journal of Hazardous Materials 260:434-441. 
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Figure 50. XRD patterns of the anodic TiO2 NT array on titanium substrate before (a) and after 
(b) low-temperature, water-assisted crystallization. Anatase peaks (•) appeared after heating 
in water at 90 oC for 10 h, indicating the transformation of TiO2 NTs from amorphous (◊) to 
crystalline form (JCPDS Patterns No. 21-1272). 

 

 

Figure 51. XRD patterns of high temperature sintered TiO2 NT array films on titanium 
substrate, indicating the water assisted-crystallization method can achieve the same 
crystallization of amorphous TiO2 NTs at low temperature (90oC) as high temperature (450oC). 
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Figure 52. TEM image of TiO2 nanoparticles formed during the crystallization process; the inset 
shows the SEAD image, indicating anatase phase of the TiO2 nanoparticles and confirming XRD 
characterization. 
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Figure 53. (a) Dissolution-precipitation of amorphous TiO2 NTs during crystallization in water 
at 90 oC. The inserted photos show color changes during the treatment process; TiO2 
suspensions increased to the highest concentration after 2 h and decreased gradually in the 
following 18 h; (b) Proposed mechanism of the water-assisted dissolution-recrystallization 
process of the TiO2 NTs: The amorphous TiO2 is briefly dissolved in water forming unstable 
Ti(OH)6

2-, then most of the Ti(OH)6
2-  dehydrates and recrystallizes in situ, maintaining the TiO2 

NT structure, while the remaining dissolved Ti(OH)6
2- dehydrates in water to form TiO2 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure 54. Comparison of photocatalytic activity of TiO2 NT film crystallized in water (at 90 oC, 
LT-90) and crystallized in air (at 450 oC, HT-450).  LT-90 shows higher photocatalytic activity 
than HT-450 for MO degradation, and the photolysis is negligible. 

 

 

Figure 55. Control tests for the degradation of MO with the low temperature crystallized TiO2 
NT films under dark conditions and UV irradiation.   MO solution was photocatalytically 
degraded by using the TiO2 NT film crystallized at 90 oC for 20 hour as catalyst, under dark 
condition or UV irradiation. Actually we didn't see any detective MO loss under dark condition, 
indicating negligible adsorption. This is because only small amount of TiO2, about 0.04g, was 
added into the solution and the evaporation of water. Anyway, the adsorption of MO by the 
TiO2 NT films in negligible in this study. 
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Figure 56. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of the TiO2 NT array films after crystallization in 
water at 90 oC (a) and sintering in air at 450 oC (b), they were degassed at 100 oC for 24 h prior 
to nitrogen adsorption measurement. Results show that the low temperature treated sample 
has a five times larger BET surface area than the high temperature treated sample (129.0 m2/g 
and 26.85 m2/g). They also show different absorption and desorption curves, indicating their 
different hole-type and distribution. 
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Figure 57. Digital photograph of the anodic TiO2 NTs after crystallization in water at 90 oC for 
30 h, showing the detaching of the TiO2 NT array films from its titanium substrate. 

 

 

Figure 58. SEM image of anodic TiO2 NTs after heating in water at 110 oC for 3 h in an 
autoclave. The special hydrothermal environment enables fast crystallization of the 
amorphous TiO2 NTs while the nanotubular structure was greatly changed and the tube 
openings almost completely removed. 
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Figure 59. Relative cation size, charge and charge/size ratio for Ti4+, Fe3+, and Cu2+, with an 
illustration of showing that Fe3+ is a more feasible replacement of the Ti4+ cation than Cu2+ 
during the dehydration and recrystallization of Ti(OH)6

2-. 

 

B.3 SI for “Water disinfection using nanotechnology” 
 

 

Figure 60. Measured effluent concentrations compared to the predicted completely-mixed 
model values for a step input of FFA as a tracer in the FBPR system.  No illumination, 23°C, pH 
7. 

 FBPR performance requires that the reactor system be completely mixed so that all of 

the flow entering the system has an equal reaction time with no dead zones or preferential flow 

paths. This is modeled as a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). A CSTR assumes that the 
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reaction volume is completely mixed, meaning that the concentration of a non-reactive tracer 

compound is the same in the effluent as it is in the reaction volume. Using a mass balance 

approach, the change in the mass of the tracer in the system can be modeled as: 

d(V ∗ Creactor)
dt

= Qin ∗ Cin − Qout ∗ Cout 

The left hand side is the change of the total mass of the tracer in the reactor (the 

volume [V] of the tank times the concentration in the reactor [Creactor]) with time, and the right 

hand side is the mass flowing into the reactor from a constant concentration step input (the 

volume flow rate in [Qin, volume per time] times the influent concentration [Cin]) minus the mass 

flowing out of the reactor at the effluent (the volume flow rate out [Qout, volume per time] times 

the effluent concentration [Cout]). This differential equation can be solved by assuming that the 

influent and effluent volume flow rates are the same (Qin=Qout) and that the system is 

completely mixed, so that Creactor=Cout. The solution for the effluent concentration of a 

completely mixed system as a function of time is: 

C(t) = Cin ∗ 1 − e−
Qin∗t
V  

Comparing this result to a step-input tracer test performed on the FBPR with no 

photocatalyst and no light source, we see that this reactor behaves as a completely mixed 

system. 

 

 

Figure 61. Schematic representation of a photocatalytic trough liner concept.  After 
sedimentation in a retention basin a thin film of water flows over the reactor trough, which is 
lined with photocatalytic materials.  Sunlight illuminates the photocatalyst through the thin 
water, and the photo-generated reactive oxygen species can then interact with contaminants 
in the water. 
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Figure 62. Long-term repetition tests showing daily degradation of FFA, over the course of 70 
days.  This FFA degradation rate corresponds to 3 log E. coli removal in 30 seconds. The 
degradation percentage never varied more than 3% from the 50-day average.  In addition to 
showing consistency of the FBPR system, this figure indicates that there is no long-term loss of 
efficiency over the course of 70 days due to catalyst degradation, fouling or sloughing.  (0.2 
g/L TiO2, 254 nm, [FFA0]=1,200 µM, 23°C, pH 7). 

 

 

Figure 63. Effect of turbidity (bentonite clay) on ROS generation.  Increasing levels of turbidity 
did not affect FFA degradation until turbidity reached 100 NTU.  (0.2 g/L TiO2, 254 nm, 18 
W/m2 illumination, [FFA0]=1,200 µM, 23°C, neutral pH). 
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